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1. m FROBLBH 
A. purpose 
This InveBtigation deals with the determination of the poesible 
oause or oauses of vertical oraoko in thin oonorete walls vAiioh haxr© been 
poured integrally with thiok aeotione, and vriLth possible means or -ways of 
preventing the formation of these craoke. Excunples of this type of oon-
struotion are furaished by spandrel and parapet walls. Spandrel w«.ll8 
are longitudinal walls retaining the fill on barrel type arohos and rigid 
frames* Parapet walls are railing walls carrying no definite loads and, 
for the purpose of this investigation, they will be limited to those oon-
struoted on barrel type arohes and rigid frames. Other exemples of this 
type of structure are to be found in buildings, 
B« Scope 
This study is limited to the use of aooepted facts and procedures 
in the field of oonorete, plain and reinforced, and to an analysis of 
the problem in the light of these facts end procedures. It is not within 
the soope of this investigation to establish the oaaees of volume change, 
to evaluate the factors contributing to volume change, or to examine 
oritioally the works of investigators in the field of volume change* 
Critical study of volume change is wade only vfcon required for the 
interpretation of the problem at hand* 
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C. Maimor of Conducting and Developing the InveBtigation 
The problem is invoatigated along four lineai experimentation, 
computation, a quoutionnaire field survey and search into the literature 
of shrinkage of concrete. 
The experimental inveatigation includes observation of temperatures 
in the Hartland Bridge, otudies of the cracking of Bpandrol vmlls In 
geometric models of the Hartland Bridge, and studies of the oracklng and 
shrinkage of wall Bpeoimens. 
The oomputational phase of the investigation is divided into three 
partsi oomputation of the temperature variation in concrete slabs of 
different thioknesseo and conditions of surface cover; computation of 
the dead load, shrinkage and temporature spandrel wall stresGes in the 
Hartland Bridgej and a proposed algebraic method for determining the 
iwall stresses resulting from differtmtial volume change. This algebraic 
method is applied to the solution of the stresses in several existing 
structures* 
A questionnaire was sent to the state highiway departments to 
determine the geographic spread of the problem, the reaction of various 
highway officials to spandrel wall oraoklng, and the existence of 
positive means of preventing such cracking. 
The search into the literature of shrinkage includes the signlfleant 
results of invastlgations by others. Those referenoee to shrinkage which 
contribute to the understanding of differential shrinkage, as well as 
over-all shrinkage were included. 
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D. Typical Spandrel Wall Structures 
I^ioal filled spandrel arches to which this study may apply ar® 
sho\m in Fig» 1. These structures do not illustrate the occurrence of 
oraoking, "but they represent a type of structure n^ich has "been subject 
to cracking. 
E» Geographic Distribution of the Problem 
YJhile the existence of a problem as evidenced by an isolated 
example of its oocurrence may reasonably be held to Justify the study 
of that problem, it is always reassuring to know that others have mot 
with the same problem. In order to form an opinion as to the distribution 
of -the problem of wall oraokinge a questionnaire was prepared and sent 
to the hi^way departments of the 48 states and the District of Columbia.* 
Prom the 49 Inquiries sent out 31 replies were received. Only 13 state 
highway departments of those replying are to-day building filled 
spandrel type structures and of these, five admit the occurrence of 
craofcs in the spandrel wall. The type of structure having a parapet 
^vall oast 60 as to aot with the barrel of the structure was excluded from 
the questionnaire. Hence the replies ooaoern only filled spandrel arches. 
It is reasonable to suppose that there are many of the parapet wall type 
stmotures for every filled spandrel type structure built. 
There is every reason to believe that the existence of these cracks 
is more widespread than is indicated in the replies to the questionnaire. 
Several of the answerb received indicated doubt as to the existence of 
• A copy of the questionnaire together with a tabulated list of 
replies and conaoientB is included in Appendix F, 
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Kansas Stats HWij. Dept ^Uj^iyu Stote H'w'y. Dapt. 
Kansos 5lote H wij, Dept Idaho Slate Hwij. Dept. 
Fig. 1 
Typical Spandrel V/all Struoturee, 
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oraoks* either beoauee there had "beon no oomplalnts received, or iDeoauBe 
the highumy departments in question were too shorthanded to oonduot a 
thorough maintenanoe sumrey. 
Six of the highway departments have admitted that the problem of 
oraoking oxiats. Many struotureo, howovor^ havo been designed in whioh 
no -wall oraoking haa occurred. It is poBOibl© that some positive and 
rational means of forooasting and preventing the ooourrenoe of those 
oraoks haa been developed. If this is the case, however, these design 
methods have not, to the best of our knowledge, been brou^t to the 
attention of the engineering profession through.the usual channels of 
publication. 
It is, therefore, reasonable to assume that little or no positive 
design procedures have been introduced to prevent these tmll oraoks, 
and that the problem is one vdiich still confronts most designers of 
f^.lled spandrel or parapet wall typo structure, 
A complete field survey of this problem having been precluded by 
the diffioulties of travel and the magnitude of the ;Job, it became 
necessary to rely upon the results of the questionnaire for evidencea 
of cracking in the field. Of those who answered the questiozmaire a 
nvunber cited instances of cracking. The following eire some of the more 
pertinent repliesi 
H. A* Hofftnan, Bridge Engineer, State of Arieona, reports the 
occurrence of cracks at the quarter points whon no vertical construction 
joints are used. 
H. R. Oreal, Bridge Engineer, State of Kentucky, reports spandrel 
wall cracks at the crown of a I00~foot span filled spandrel arch built 
subsequent to 1934, oonstruotlon joints being located at the quarter 
points. Althou^ less than 1/32 Inch in width the cracks were large 
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enoui^ to permit seepage and to cause discoloration of the face of the 
oonorete. 
Jcaaos P. Exum# Bridge Engineer, State of Texas, reporto fine oraolce 
between the quarter and third points of the Tivest spandrel of the 
Rookwood Creek arch, ljuilt subsequent to 1934, These cracks are reported 
as "being noticeable only upon close inspection. 
Leo A, Porter, Acting Bridge Engineer, State of Pennsylvania, 
reports cracks at about the third point in a few structures, Tliese 
cracks vary from hairline to 1/64 Inch in ^^d.dthJ they permit seepage, 
althou^ there has been little or no discoloration of the face of the 
concrete, 
P, H, Schultz, Bridge Engineer, State of South Dakota, reports 
cracks in the spandrel vmlls that have resulted in "practical failure" 
in some older structures, 
L, 0, Sumner, Engineer of Bridf^es and Structures at the time of 
this study. State of Connecticut, has reported that objectionable 
cracks have occurred in many struotnres in that state. The author has 
personally observed cracks in the parapet tiralls of many of the structures 
carrying traffic over the Merritt parkway in Connecticut, In all cases 
these cracks -were observed from a moving car. In general, the presence 
of the cracks was indicated by a discoloration due to either seepage 
or leaching. 
F, The Hartland Bridge 
Tlie bridge used for the thential distribution study offers an 
excellent example of wall cracking. This structure, referred to as the 
Hartland Bridge because of its location in the towa of Hartland, 
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Conneotioutc is on the Rlverton-Bast Hartlend Road and arer the Farmingfcon 
River, East Branch* It is dosoribed in more detail in the next chapter. 
A general view of this bridge is shown in Pig. 2. The photograph Tras 
taken looking upstream towrd the north. 
!ni0 location of tho oraoks, together vdth the oonatruction joints, 
as they were observed in the field, are shovm in Pig. 3.» 
j 
Fig. 2, 
Hartland Bridge 
0, Urgency of a Solution to the Problem 
In the evidence presented there appears to be sn^le indication of 
a need for the solution of this problem. In the oaae of Conneotiout 
in particular, and undoubtedly, in the case of many other states also. 
The plans of the Hartland Bridge do not show the presence of 
construction joints. See Appendix E. The joints were introduoed in 
the field, but the plans were never altered* 
60-0 ;spc.i-i 
7-4 4 6 7 - 7  5  0  3 i  5 - 7  
5'-G 5-& 
^onstrncTion Joini 
Figm 3 
Location, of Spandrel Wall Crocks 
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the solution of this problem seonis to be moat timely. The plnriB of the 
State of Gonneotlont oelled for the oonetruotion of mejay grade 
separation struoturea for their arterial highways, These structures 
•were to be of moderate epan. Rigid frame structures having a solid 
barrel with either a fill and a epaixdrel wall, or with no fill and a 
parapet vrall meet the requirements, both economic and aesthetio. tJnsi^tly 
oraofcs, hoTWTrer, are to be avoided if at all possible, 
H, Accepted Spandrel Wall and parapet Wall Design Methods 
Generally accepted design practice calls for the separate design of 
the arch rib or rigid frame, and of the spandrel or parapet wnlla, 
regardless of urtiether or not they are construoted integrally. The basic 
structure, considered as a frame of unit vddth, is designed for applied 
loads as well as for temperature and shrinkage effects. Mo allowance is 
made in the stress oaloulations for the strengthening effect of the wall, 
even rhore the wall is not separated from the frame by means of a 
longitudinal construction joint. Furthermore, no allowance is made for 
stresses induced in the -wall through the application of the vertical 
loads to the frame of the structure. The wall etresses resulting from 
the effect of differential shrinkage and temperature acting upon the 
frame are also neglected. The frame and the wall, in reality a single 
piece, are generally designed as two separate, independent structures. 
The spandrel walls may be desi^^ed according to any one of several 
procedures, depending upon the assiuned method of resisting the applied 
loads. 
Probably the most generally accepted concept of the spandrel wall 
is that of a vertical cantilever structure with tensile reinforcing 
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extending Into the previously poured concrete of the frame. The etres&ea 
for which the wall is designed are developed by the lateral pressure of 
the fill and the superimposed surcharge. This pressure has an overturning 
effect* producing tension in a vertical direction along the inner face 
of the wallf and oomproasion along the outer face. 
Spandrel walls may b© designed as gravity walls, although it is not 
oommon practice to do so. In this oase there is no continuity of the 
concrete* or of the reinforcing steel between the wall and frame. 
Resistance to the lateral forces is developed by friction* and to the 
overturning forces by bearing of the wall on the frame* This type of 
wall may be supported by means of orose-ties near the top of the wall. 
Another method of design occasionally used is to support the 
spandrel wall by counterforts, extending from the inner face of the v;all 
to the extrados of the structure. Yftiere the wall has appreciable 
depth, diaphragraB extending from wall to wall and attached to the 
extrados are used. A longitudinal construction Joint separates the 
spandrel wall from the extrados. In this type of design the wall is a 
continuous vertical slab subjected to horiEontal load®. Kirkham (63) 
gives an exan^le of this form of construction. 
Parapet walla, when not precast or not supported between the 
railing posts, are of cantilever construction. They do not carry a 
horiEontal load due to fill, but are designed to carry an arbitrary 
horlzoiital load, which may or may not bo sufficient to resist the 
impact of modern traffic.• 
• The inability of the parapet wall to resist high impact is shown 
by.tha many traffic accidents where the oar smashes throuf^ the railing. 
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I. Negleoted Factors in Spandrel and Parapet Wall Design 
All of the methoda of design ;Juat mentioned negleot to take into 
aoooimt a nuiiibor of factors vriiioh give riae to etress in the walls. Of 
those noglootod factors the more important are tlie influenoe of the 
applied vertical loads on the atruotixre, the influenoe of temperature 
ohange and shrinkage in the structure as a vvhole, and laetlyp the 
influenoo of differential temperature change and differential shrinkage 
in contiguous structural oompononta having different thicknesses. 
Hereafter, the term "differential volume ohange" will be used vrtion 
referring to the phenomena of differential temperature ohange and 
differential shrinkage. 
So far as can be determined,, no -wall stresses are knovm to be 
computed for these effects, i\n attempt at a oompromise is seen -nhen 
an arbitrary allowance of a fractional per cent of longitudinal rein­
forcement is made# "for temperature" in all specifications. There 
is nothing in the literature of arch design or of nail design, as far 
as is known to the author, that shows a rational attack on the problem 
of wall stresses produced by differential volume change. 
There are a few oases in the literature where passing mention is 
made of differential volume ohange, but in most oases the subject is 
avoided, Freyssinet (26) sums up tlie apparently general attitude vAibu 
he says, 
"Dans la pratique oependant, ootte hypothese conduit a des 
oonsequenoss d^tine telle absurdite, que le calcul des effets du retrait 
et dea changemonts de temperature n'est Jamais fait en ploino sincerite', 
quand il n'est pas tout Bli£5)lement i^asse sous silence," 
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In 193B 8l meeting of 24 designing engineers, all of vdiom were men 
of standing in the engineering profession, 'nrae held in Chioago for the 
piirpose of diaouosing questions of praotioe in the field of oonorete ^(105% 
Two of the rersnarks made in reportinj* the meeting are worth noting in 
this instance. Thsy are self explanatory. 
"The engineers -were in agreement that we knew little about 
preventing craoks larger than hair oraeks." 
"I think we will all agree thtt we do a pretty poor Joh in designing 
for shrinkage, and that the effoots are euffioiently serious to make an 
energetic attempt to rationallEe the design worth while." 
J. Review of Literature Dealing v/ith Design 
for These Neglected Factors 
Taylor, Thompson and Smalski (109) mention differential volume 
ohange due to differential temperatxire, "but neverthelesB, they present 
no rational approach to the deterrainntioji of the magnitude of the stresses 
involved. Their entire reference followst 
"Railings are subjected to appreciable changes of 
temperature, anich larger than the rest of the structure. 
Therefore it is very essential to make proper provision 
for expansion and contraction. In simply supported 
struoturea expansion joints in the railings should be 
provided not only at the expansion Joints in the deck, 
bat also at one or more intermediate points. In oon-
tlnuous etruotures, olosoly spaced expansion Joints in 
the railings should be used throughout the structure. 
In some designs sliding expansion Joints are used. In 
recent years railings have beem built with closely 
spaced vertical expansion Joints, which entirely 
separate from each other the adjoining sections of the 
railing." 
Manning (71) discusses the cracking of the vrallB and roofs of tanks. 
He ascribes the stress and the craoks to a differential volume change 
which results from the loss of exothermal heat and drying shrinkage. 
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y»hon new conorote is poured against previously placed oonorete. The 
treatment inTolvee seotlone vHiioh are all of the eame thiokness, and 
emphasiBes the time interval between pours* No method of analysis by 
means of vjhioh oraoking may be foreoast is presented other than to 
assume coefficients and simple rostraints^ and to compare the resulting 
findings vrith observed oraoks. The emphasis of Manning's study is not 
the SEuae as the emphasis of this investigation, that is, differential 
volume ohbnge. 
Ihe Portland Cement Association (91), in their publication, 
"Concrete Bridge Details", claims that uneven shrinkage is a contributing 
cause of oraoking at the top of the breast wall in bridge abutments. 
The uneven shrinkage however, is believed in this case to be wholly 
within the breast wall, and to be caused by earth being on the one side 
and air on the other* They recommend horizontal bars in the front face 
of the breast wall, but make no mention of any method for determining 
site or spacing of these bars. 
It is probable that Harris (49) comes the closest of any of the 
writers to the answer, when he refers to spandrel walls as having a 
surface of unequal strain at the Juncture of spandrel wall with arch 
barrel. He olaima that unless heavy reinforcement is used, this uneven 
strain may cause unsi^tly cracks. He further mentions that these 
cracks are to be seen in many old trbructures. No mention is made of 
any means of calculating stress effects resulting from this uneven 
strain. 
That some believe the oraoks result from the applied loads is 
Illustrated by the writings of Prof, Fischer (85), He proposes that 
the arch be designed as a monolithio space frame, but he makes no 
mention of the stresses due to differential volume change. 
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K. SuBsnary 
The dloousBlon in "this chapter Ib intended to indicate that there 
is a definite problem in need of a solution — the problem of spandrel 
•ym.ll and parapet •wall cracking. Although the problem as originally 
Buge©sted to the author -was reetrloted to the Hartlend Bridge in 
Conneoticut, it nevertheless is one vAiioh ia vriLdespread, and which vdll 
quite probably acquire increasing significance as more bridges of this 
type are built. 
Failure of accepted design methods to consider all factors causing 
stress has been briefly discussed, solely for the purpose of placing 
emphasis upon the lack of available factual and quantitative information 
concenaing success flil methods of controlling the formation of cracks 
which result from differential volwae change and upon the absence of 
rational design methods leading to the prevention of these cracks* 
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II. FIELD AND LABORATORY OBSERVATIONS 
A* The Approach to the Problem 
Thore exist several explanations as to the probable oauoe of the 
oraoklng of spandrel and parapet walla. Of the explanations tho most 
likely ones are listed below, although not neoeesarily arranged in the 
order of their importanooj 
1, The action of the entire structure as a unit under the inflixenoe 
of applied loads, 
2, The action of the entire structure as a unit subjected to 
volume change within the structuro. This volume change results frc»n 
drying shrinkage and from tenperotiiro change, 
3, The action of adjacent oomnonent parts, when these are of 
different thicknesses and are subjeoted to a differential volume change. 
The differential volume change may be developed by differential rates 
of shrinkage and/or differential rates of temperature ohange, 
Tlhder causes 1, and 2, the structure is subjected to tho generally 
recogiited loadsj the only difference from accepted praotioe is tho 
consideration of the combined action of tha barrel and walls. The vienp-
point is, in reality, that of a three-dimensional or space frame as 
contrasted vdth tho usual two-dimensional consideration of a strip of 
barrel of unit width. 
Experiments and oalculations are undertaken to study the relative 
in^ortanoe of eaoh of these possible causes of craoklng. The 
interpretation and discussion of results aro presented In Chapter 17. 
The experimental observations and the oalculations are tabulated below 
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and are dlaotiBSod in the order glveni 
1, Thermal obBenratlons on tho Hartland Bridge, 
Za Calculations of wall stresses dve to dead load, ehrlnkago^ and 
temperature for the Hartland Bridge. Tlie walle and "barrel are oonsidered 
to act ao a unit. 
3« Studies of mortar models of the Hartland Bridge, 
4, Studies of wall speoimena of plaster, plB,Bter-BBnd mortar, and 
cement-sand mortar. 
In most oases the escperimental studies embraced more than one of the 
poBSible oraok-oausing phenomena, The experimental work is presented as 
it Tjas oonduotod, together Tiith the reoults. In Port IV the findings 
are interpreted and discussed as they apply to each of the poseiblo 
oauaeB of oraokn, 
B« Diary of Thermal Oboonrntions on Hartland Bridge 
In 1940 the Oonneotiout State Highway Department had offered a 
reinforced concrete bridge, built about 19E7, for test studies. This 
bridge is located where the Riverton-East Hartland road crossed the East 
Branoh of the Faradngton River, in the town of Hartland. The site of 
the bridge was scheduled to be inundated with 40 feet of water when the 
gates of the daia a few miles domstream were oloaed. A design drawing 
of the bridge is included in Appendix E. Because of its location, this 
bridge has been referred to as the Hartland Bridge, 
The cracked condition of the spandrel walls and tho presence of 
unexpected construction joints in these walls made is^ossible the 
experimental determination of wall stresses caused by direct load. In 
1941 it was decided to use this structure for the investigation of one 
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aspoot of the craokinE opandrel vmllB* nwnaly, the differential rate 
of ohonge of temperature vrlthin bodies of different thickneoBeB, This 
investigation -was to be carried out for oeveral conditions of air 
temperature. 
The Conneutiout Stat© Highway Department, throu^ Vto. Cox, 
Oommicsioner, and L. B. Sviianer, thon Engineer of Bridgec and Structures, 
late in the emnmer of 1941 undertook to drill holes in the bridge for 
the location of seven thexmoooupleo. These seven themooouple stations, 
I to VII are shorn in their respective positions in the bridge in 
Fig. 4, An eighth station -vms added later, the location of which ie 
also shown in Fig. 4, 
Early in October, 1941 a sorios of thormocouples was carefully 
grouted in place at each station, Temperature readings v^ere started 
Oct. 25, 1941, Temperature obaervatious vrere continued throu^ April 25, 
1942 at Vihich time the water -was approaching the xinderBide of the bridge, 
the gates of the dam having been closed in the Bieantime. A list of the 
dates vAien the bridge was visited for the purpose of taking temperature 
readings, and a statement of yhot vjas accomplished on those dates 
follmvs* 
Pot. 26. 1941. - Readings were teken at Stations II to VII 
inclusives a total of 94 thermoconples were involved. The readings wore 
taken at three-hour intemrals for a period of 24 hours. The installation 
at Station I -was found to bo defective and a method of remedying the 
situation yrfto not realized until later, A hole for Station VIII was 
drilled and the themooouple grouted into position. At the time of 
grouting the original seven themooouples into the strxicture it was 
feared that the thormocouple at Station V might have been damaged. 
Station VTII ^'7aB prepared as on alternate to bo used if neceasary. 
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Nov« 11» 1941, - Readings at Stations II to VII were made at 12 U. 
and at 6 p.m. The ropetition of tho 24-hour procedure me not considered 
neoeosary at this time since the full set of readings was to be taken 
later in the vdnter. Station VIII \iias not read at this time, 
Nov. 18« 1941, - Readings were taken at 10 a.m. and 1 p.m. at 
Stations I to VIII inclusive, involving a total of 112 thermooouples. 
Station I vms repaired at this time, 
Feb. Z» 1942. - An attempt to obtain a 24-hour set of readings was 
made on this date. The weather conditions vnere very bad, the road 
conditions almost impossible in general, and impossible In particular 
within 1 1/4 miles of either side of the bridge. The temperature 
ranged from plus 10 Deg, p, in the daytime to minus 8 deg, F. at night. 
Since it vfas impossible to approach the bridge "with a oar there was no 
way at hand in vd;ich to keep the potentiometer warm and readings could 
not be taken, 
Feb, 15. 1942, - The weather having improved considerably since 
the storm of two weeks before, it waa decided to try for winter readings 
once more. Since the oar was stuck in the snow it had to be left behind 
and the bridge was reached at 4 p.m. Only one set of readings was 
taken at Stations III to VIII, Beceuse of ice action Station I was out 
of oommission. Station II was covered with four inches of ice end 
thoroughly frozen in and therefore not available for readings. The 
thermocouple conneotions could not be uncovered with the aid of a torch 
without danger of damaging the connections, 
April 26. 1942. "• vitord having been received that the water was 
backing tip behind the dam, a quick trip was made to the bridge site* 
One set of readings at all stations was taken at 2t40 p.m. Readings 
after dark involved more personal risk than the results were thouglht to 
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•warrant, The water had backed wp to the bridge and was almost up to the 
intrados* The platform that had been used to support the obeenrer# "when 
taking readings at some of the stations, was already covered, 
A BUtnmary of the field tripe made in taking temperature readings is 
given belowi 
Tripe to Hartford, Conn, for conBultation -—i 
Tr i p s  t o  H a r t l a n d  B r i d g e  p r e p a r a t o r y  t o  t a k i n g  r e a d i n g s  — 1  
Trips to Hartland Bridge for purpose of taking readings — — 6 
No. of sets of readings taken 14 
N o ,  o f  i n d i v idual ten^eratures determined ——— 1547 
Approximate number of miles traveled 2160 
0, Equipment for Temperature Readings 
The thermocouples used were made of oopper and oonstantsn, Leeds 
and Horthrup 1921 calibration* They were prepared as shown in Pig, 5 
and 6« Oare was taken to insure that the wires were separated from each 
other, and that the self-vulcanizing tape was drawn tightly around the 
dowel and wires so as to exclude moisture. The numbering of the thermo­
couples oonseoutively from the lower end v/as carried throu^ to the top, 
T/diere each wire was tagged with a numbered ticket. Since these tickets 
were liable to be lost in the field a more permanent nvimberlng system 
was adoptede To that end small black, blue, red emd white glass beads 
such ea are used for stringing were obtained. The beads were read from 
the free end of the lead wire toward the thermocouple and were arranged 
in the following orderj 
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1 - blabk 
2 - blue 
3 - rod 
4 - TiUhito 
5 - black, black 
6 « blaok, blue 
7 •• blaok, red 
8 - blaok, white 
9 - blue, black 
10 - blue, blue 
11 - blue, red 
12 - blue, white 
13 - rod, blaok 
14 •• red, blue 
15 - red, red 
16 - red, Tfhito 
17 » white, black 
18 - white, blue 
19 - white, red 
20 •• white, white 
21 « blaok, blaok, blaok 
22 « blaok, blaok, blue. 
Onoe arranged in the proper order atid on the proper wire the beads were 
ehellaoked to the v/ire» The thermocouples, ae oonetruoted but before 
being placed in the bridge, are ahcmn in Pig, 7, 
I 
Fig. 7. 
The Completed Thermocouples 
The Hartlajid Bridge 
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Tlie potentiometer used was a Loeda and Northrup oompensatlng 
portable type which operated on a dry coll and read directly in milli­
volts, 
Tho installation and general arrangement of the thermoooupleB are 
shorn in Pig, 8 to 14. Tho woodon fromo shown in Fig. 12 has numhered 
saw slots into which the corresponding lead vdros ar® ineertod. Thie 
frame ivas of great help in keeping the leads sorted for reading 
purposes. 
Fig. 8, 
View of Station I Before Repairs 
The Hartland Bridge 
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Fig, 9 
Repairing Station 1 
The Hartlaud Bridge 
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Pig. 10 
General View of Roadvray Showing ThemoooupleB, 
Stations III and VII 
The Hartland Bridge 
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F3.g. 11 
KqulpmexiLt Set for Reading, Sta, VII 
The Hartland Bridge 
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Fig. 12 
Efupport Frame for Lead Wires 
The Hartlerid Bridge 
Fig# 13 
StetiOE 711 
2he Hartland Bridge 
Fig« 14 
Station. IV, Showing Lead Wires 
2he Hartland Bridge 
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Botween periods of reading the ends of the thermocouples were 
wrapped in oloth for projection and then buried immediately below the 
roadway pavement. Since the road was not phyaioally closed to traffic 
\mtil the sprtng of 1942, although it 7ms officially pronounced closed 
sometime in 1941, nothing oould be left projecting above the pavement 
imlesB marked with flags and lights. 
The thermooouples mounted in the side walls and railings had their 
lead ends wrapped in oloth also. Tlie lead wires of these thermooouples 
were located on the outside of the bridge in order not to encourage the 
curiosity of anyone passing by. Ho evidence of tampering with any of the 
equipment was observed at axiy time. However, the road surface on this 
abandoned road was repaired -where it had been broken open for the 
installation of thermooouples. The road repairs were made between two 
periods of readings and the roadway had to be broken open anew. No 
damage was done to the thermocouples. 
The position of the thermooouples in the bridge, together with the 
dimensions of the thermooouples are given in Fig. 15 to 18. Ko attempt 
was made to obtain a set spacing between thermocouples when mounting them 
(Ml the dowel, other than to have them fairly close together near the 
faces of the oonorete, and farther apart in the center of the concrete 
seotion. All dimensions were measured after the thermocouple stick was 
oompleted. Measurements locating the thermocouple stations within the 
bridge ware made on Octe 25, 1941. 
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D* Tempera-bure Data 
The oTasenred temperature data is given in Appendix A, plotted as 
curves for eaoh set of thennooouple readings. These curves shovf the 
variation of the temperature throu^ the oonoroto at oaoh thormooouple 
station. They also show the effect of time and variation of air 
temperature upon the temperature of oonoretee of different thioknesBes, 
In addition, the effect of the roadway cover upon the distribution of 
temperature within the concrete is ehoTrn. The cover causes a lag in the 
rise or fall of the ooncret© temnerature adjacent to the covered faoe 
as the air temperature rises or falls. 
The time required to make a oomplete sot of thermocouple readings 
varied from 40 to 50 minutes. During this time interval the air 
temperature changed. Since the temperature of the cold junction of the 
potentiometer -was read and checked at each station the concrete 
temperatureo are correct for the time of reading at the particular 
station. The change of temperature in the oonorete betrreen the stated 
time of reading and the actual time of reading, as caused by falling air 
temperature, has been neglected, All temperatures of the concrete have 
been plotted as though all themocouplea had been read simultaneously. 
The average temperature in the concrete is used to obtain the 
tcHnperature differential. The average oonorete temperatures for the 
cycle of readings taken Oct. 26 and 26, 1941 are shown in Fig. 19, These 
values are plotted for eaoh thermocouple station. The average tempera­
tures of Pig, 19 have been again averaged for all the thermocouple 
stations in the -wall and for those ctations in the rib® Ihese new values 
have been plotted for eaoh time interval of the cycle and are shovra. in 
Pig. 20, The even temperature of the rib and the oyclitio variation of 
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the temperature of the imll are clearly indicated. 
The average temperatures at each station as obBerved on other 
oooaaions are indicated in Figs, 21 and 22. The average value of the 
rib and of the wall temperatures la also shoiim. The appreciable size 
of the temperature differential is apparent, as in the Instance of a 
differential of 28»7° F. at 2j40 P.M., April 25, 1942. The weather 
conditions on this particular day -were ideal for a large temperature 
differential, a oold ni^t near the end of the cold season, followed 
by an unseasonably hot day. 
This data shows quantitatively those values of a differential 
•which is known to exist. This differential may be of appreciable 
magnitude} that it is dangerous \*J.ll be demonstrated later, 
E. Studies of Mortar Models of Hartland Bridge 
Oeometrio models of the Hartland Bridge, l/24th scale, -were made 
of lt2 cement sand mortar, Qeometric models rather than models 
following the laws of similitude were constructed, because qualitative 
evidence of the effect of differential volume change was th© objective 
of the ejcperiment. Three models wer^ constructed, differing only in 
the thickness of the spandrel vmll and in the technique of placing the 
mortar. The dimensions and oross-fiections of the three models are 
shown in Fig. 23. The models are designated as I, II and IIIj this 
order is also the ohronologioal order of casting the models. 
The models are oaat on the sane 18~inoh, wide flange beam laid in 
a horiaontal position with the flenges vertical. The space between the 
flanges and beneath the models was filled with Is2t4; concrete at the 
time the mortar for the model was poured. The general arrangement of 
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Fig. a4 
General Arrangement of Beam. 
Hartlend Bridge Models. 
the beam is shown in Pig, 24» The method emd arrangement of forming 
ia ahovm in Fig. 26 and 26, The aaiae eet of forma was used for the 
three models; the inside form for the spandrel Trail -was varied to 
meet eaoh thiokness condition. 
The lovrer parts of the legs of Model I vrere oast integrally with 
the fresh concrete within the flanfje of the 18-lnoh beam, A crack 
formed near the crown and through both the spandrel wall and the barrel 
of the arch. The spandrel -tvall, in addition, developed vertical cracks 
between the crown and the abutment. The location of this cracking is 
shown in Fig. 27. Attention is called to the symmetry of the oraoks. 
A photograph of the cracking in the spandrel wall ia shown in Fig. 28j 
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Fig. 25 
The Forms In Plaoo in the Beam* Model I. 
Hevrtlond Bridge Models. 
4? 
Fig. 26 
The ForittB, Model I. 
Ilartland Bridge Models. 
Average widln of crack -O.O! 
Fig* 27 
Craoks in Model I* 
Harbland Bridge Models* 
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Fig. IdB 
Craoks in the Spandrel Wall, Model I. 
Harbland Bridge Models. 
almost identical craoke are located in the far spandrel wall. 
Oonfliottng influenoea were tmquestionably at work in Model I, The 
shrinkage of the struoture as a whole was believed to be responsible 
for the oraok which extended throu^ the barrel of the arch. This 
shrinkage was eliminated in subsequent models by casting one end of the 
model Integrally with the concrete base, while the other end was cast 
free. Ihe details of the free end ore given in Fig. 29, 
The casting of a horizontally free base is simple. As illustrated 
in Pig. 29, a pocket is formed in tlie concrete base immediately underneath 
the end of the model which is to be free to move horiEontally. Before 
placing the forms the pocket is lined with wet sand. Two steel plates. 
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I'D .^oiicrete L/Ube. 
Mortar foot-inq placed same 
^sleet plate 16 long and appi-ox.3 wide. 
• Concrete 2>ose. 
Pig. 29 
Detail of Free End. 
Hartland Bi'idge Models. 
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separated by steel "balls, ar© then placed In a horitontal position in 
the bottom of the sand-linad pooket and the oloth packing is put into 
plaoe. The forma are then set in place, on© abutment being located 
over the steel plates. The mortar is now poured into the forma, the 
mortar in the free abutment setting upon the upper uteel plate and 
filling the pooket in the sand* 
After about one week of moist curing followed by four \voek8 of 
exposure to the air the rate of shortening of the model, as indicated 
by the Anes dial, (Fig. 29), had become very email. During this period 
the oaiid mold had been kept damp. At the end of the five weeks period 
the sand mold was allowed to dry wd the sand was removed. The oloth 
packing -was taken out but the steel plates and balls were left in 
place* The entire detail vma then grouted into place and allowed to 
cure, A view of the base before grouting is shown in Fig. 30, 
Model II was similar to Model I with the exceptions that it was 
oast with a free end and the change of the shape of the oross-seotion 
of the rail (Fig. 23). The greater thioknese of the spandrel wall was 
chosen in order to minimiae the effect of differential shrinkage. The 
only cracking which took place was in the spandrel wall at about the 
quarter points, as is shown in Fig. 31. These cracks occurred prior 
to grouting the free end. 
Model III was poured in the sGiae manner as Model IX, the only 
differenoes were the selection of a thinner wall thioknasa in order to 
accentuate the effect of differential shrinkage, and the use of rein­
forcement in the spandrel wall (Fig, 23), The reinforcement oonsisted 
of a l/l6 inch diameter straight steel drill rod located l/4 inoh below 
the top of the spandrel wall. Fig, 32 is an end viow of Model III. No 
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Fig, 30 
The Frea Base Before Orouting 
Hartland Bridge Modelo 
Crack in Spandrel Wall, Model II 
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Fig, 32 
General Viow of Model III. 
Hnrtland Bridge Models* 
oraoking -was oljeervod in Model III, 
Aside from the shrinkage effect and the formation of oraofcs already 
mentioned. Models II and III •vrero loaded In an attenrpt to determine the 
effect of direct load upon the apandrel wall streSBes, It was realieed 
that the results oTstained from Model II vrould he of little value heoauBe 
of the prosenoe of shrinkage oraoks in the spandrel walla. 
Both modelB were loaded, nevertheless, after Hnggenberger strain 
gauges had been attached and observations of strain, as recorded by the 
gauges, were made. Both Models II and III gave readings of no sigiifi-
oance, althou^ only the results obtained from Model III are given here. 
The readings for Model II have been discarded because the model was 
oracked before loading to(^ place. 
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Pig. 33 
Loading and Location of Gauges, Model III, 
Hartland Bridge Models• 
The maimer of applying the load to Model III and the location of 
the Huggenberger strain gauges are shown in Fig, 33, The gauges are 
located at the midpoint and quarter points of the span, on the top of 
the spandrel -prall and at the intrados. The load was located at various 
points on the structurej and the maximum load applied was 310 lbs,, 
although a load of only 205 lbs. is shovm in Fig. 33. The maxioium 
obsejr^ed elongation of the top of the spandrel Trail •was 30 rnillionths 
per imit of length. The strain at the intrados was not sufficiently 
large to be recorded. 
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Pig. 34 
Loading and Locution of Gaugee, Model II, 
Hurtland Bridge Models, 
Figures 34 and 36 show a load of 310 lbs, applied to Model II, 
170 lbs, on the top and 140 Iba, hung from the bottom of the loading 
frame. This load was moved from point to point on the ardh, in each 
case with no uignifioant results otlior than the lack of response of the 
strain gauges. Although this laok of response may have been the result 
of slippage of the gauge points, it is believed that this was not likely. 
The measurement of strain as shoim in Figs, 33 to 35, using 
Huggenberger strain gauges, was one of the two types of observations 
made in an attempt to determine the effect upon the spandrel wall of a 
load applied to the aroh rib, A load of 170 lb, applied at the bottom 
of the loading frame is shown in Fig* 36, the defleotions at various 
points over the surface of the aroh were determined by means of an Ames 
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Fig. 38 
Loading and Loontion of Oawgoa, Model II, 
Hartland Bridge Models, 
dial resting on the reference table and steel push rods extending from 
the reference table down to the, stn^oture. These push rods passed 
freely through the reference table. The oontours obtained by plotting 
the deflection readings for the structure reveal no significant behavior. 
The walls did not deflect. The modwl was too stiff, considering the 
loads that co^jld be brought to bear tipon it, to give a measurable 
deflection of any significance, Tho observed values of the deflections 
are practically -within the range of tho experimental error involved in 
nwOcing the readings. These data are given in Appendix I for loads of 
60, 170 and 305 lb, applied to the loading frajne. 
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Fig. 36 
Reference Table and Loading, Model II, 
Hartland Bridge Models, 
These direct loading experimenbs, although producing no positive 
results, have been described merely to indicate that they were not 
overlooked. 
"While the term *model* has been applied to these structures it is 
to be understood that they are actually miniature geometric replicas 
of the Hartland Bridge and not models in the engineering sense. There 
has been no attempt to achieve similitude. These structures are 
intended to develop shrixikage and load strains and to display the effect 
of differential volume change. There is no quantitative relationship 
intended bet-ween these phenomena in the so-called models and in the 
Uartlaxid Bridge. 
fi4 
Because of the method of oonstraotion of the models the shrinkage 
strains set up in the model differ someiffhat from those set up in an 
arched frame huilt in the field. In the model the base is poured at 
the same time as the model* The free end of the model is subsequently 
fastened to the base by means of a grout after risible shrinkage of 
the model has oeased* Hovrever, the base has not reached the limit of 
its shrinkage since it is a con^nratively thick concrete section drying 
from one face only. As a result there is a gradually developed 
compressive direct stress and negative moment in the arch of the model. 
This is not the result of shrinkage of the model but the result of 
shrinkage of the base. Part of the failure of the models to respond to 
the various loading oonditions may possibly be due to this action, 
F, Study of Differential Volume Ghatige by Means of Models 
Models for shrinkage studies wore oast vfith the dimensions shovm in 
Fig, 37, The materials used were a cement-sand mortar (both ordinary 
Portland tmd hij^ early strength portland oeraents were used), plaster-
sand mortar and noat plaster. The plaster was a gypsum molding plaster 
while the oomeuts were both Hawkeyo brand, llie shape and dimensions of 
the model wore ohoson so aa to accentuate the effect of differential 
volume change. The Tee shape •ivaa selected to provide a stem and a base 
integrally oonneoted. The oross-seotion dimensions wore selected because 
of ease of preparing forms. The length of tho specimen was dictated by 
the size of the di'yiug oven available. A sand passing a No, 10 sieve 
was used in all cases. 
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Fig. 37 
Typical Propprtiong* 
UTall Models* 
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; Pig, 38 • 
Location of Huggenberger Gauges 
Cement-Mortar Model* 
Wall Models* 
tie 
1. Cement-'sand mortar models. 
Three speoiinens were made of both typoe of cement, kept moist In 
the forma for 24 hours and then plaoed in water for 6 days, A ls2 
mortar by voltime, vrlth a w/o ratio of 0»56 bj' vroi^t Trfto used. 
One model from each of the tv/o types of cement was placed in the 
oven and kept at about 150 Deg. F» In 6 -weeks no diatrosB yma noted. 
Another pair of models Yms alloived to dry in the open air of the 
laboratory and in 6 weeks they too shovred no distress. The remaining 
pair of models was left in the water bath for use later. 
Huggonberger strain gauges vrero attached to the model made of 
high early strength cement after the model had dried for 24 hours in 
the air. The location of the gauges is choTm in Fig. 38. The observed 
data is given in Appendix H, It is sufficient here to remark that no 
conclusive evidence as to the variation of strain in the thin wall 
section of the model •was found, 
SR-4 strain gauges, made by Baldwin-Southwark, were tried in 
connection with an SR-4 strain indicator. Despite using different 
ceiuents for fastening the gauges to the mortar and resoldering the 
connections, the strain indicator showed a creep in the gauge. This 
creep was rapid, hod no well defined end point, and took place in the 
wong direction, olongation, Aa far as is known no satisfactory 
technique for the use of SH-4 gauges on mortar and oonorete has been 
developed. 
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2* Plaster-sand mortar. 
A model of molding plastor and sand, about lil by wel^t, v/as made 
and dried for 24 hours in the open laboratory. It was then placed in 
the oven and hold at approximately 1130 Deg» F» for 4 weeks. Wo distress 
•was noted. At the end of that time it ^vas placed in the refrigerator 
in order to obtain a differential temperature effect. Again no distress 
was noted* 
^g^t plaster models. 
Four models of neat molding plaster were oast. At the time these 
models were oast, a plaque 3 5/8" x S/S" x 16" vme also nast. The 
plaque and corresponding model were treated together as a unit. 
One model was placed in the oven and kept at a temperature of about 
180 Ueg, F, In three days the thin tvbII section of this model oracked, 
A picture of the model is shown in Pig, 39 and the location of the 
cracks in Pig, 40, There is reason to believe that the middle crack 
ooourred first and that the outer ones followed later, as the observer 
saw the last of the outer oraoks ocour \'d\ile the model was in the oven. 
The first two oraoks had already ooourred. 
The second model was placed in the open air to dry and shrink. It 
exhibited no distress at any time. 
The third model, after having dried for 24 hours after casting, was 
put in the refrigerator. It broke into four practically equal parts in 
loss than 24 hours from the time yUnon it was placed in the refrigerator. 
The refrigerator temperature was about 40 Deg, F« The dimensions of the 
broken portions are given in Fig, 41, 
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Fig. 39 
Craoka in Neat Plaater Modal. 
V/all Models. 
The fourth plaster model, together with the plaque poured at the 
aamo time* was tested with SR-4 strain gauges. As in the oase of the 
oemont-mortar model, the strain indicator displayed a strong tendency 
to creep and the readings were erratic. The plaque was to be used to 
obtain the values of the free shrinkage, v/hile the observations made 
on the thin wall section of the model would indicate the restrained 
shrinkage. The difference in corresponding readings at any given time 
would Indicate the strain resulting from streae in the wall. 
After one week of resultlesB esqjerimentation, Huggenberger strain 
gauges were attached. By this time, however, the free shrinkage of the 
plaque had taken place and the shrinkage of the thin wall section was 
dominated by the shrinkage of the thicker basal portion of the model. 
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' Pig. 40 
Looatioga of Craoks 
Neat Plaster Model 
Wall Models* 
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Pig. 41 
BrbkoQ Se^ents 
Neat Plaster Model 
Wall Modole. 
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As a result of this aotion the thin wall shrank faster than the plaque 
and the readings could not be interpreted so as to obtain the strain 
resulting from stress. If it is deairod to take shrinkage readings on 
gjrpsum plaster models, it appears advisable to complete the readings 
in leas than one week from the time the model is poured, 
0, Summary 
Observed phenomena from the field and laboratory have been presented 
here. No attempt has been made to use these results or to estimate 
their contribution to spandrel wall oraoking. Attention has been 
called to those instanoes where the remilts, by their very nature, have 
little to contribute to the study of oraoking. 
'\1hen planning and executing the experimental phase of the study, 
oonBideration was given to the material used, ooncrete, Conorete is 
variable in its properties and these properties are predictable to a 
very limited extent. Consequently, extreme refinement -was neither 
necessary nor advisable. As an exuntple, the manufacturer's calibration 
of the copper-oonstantan thermocouples was used, even though it would 
have been more precise to calibrate the particular wire used just prior 
to taking readings. The extra precision thus gained would have been 
lost in the approximate nature of the physical properties of ooncrete. 
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III. COmiTED DEAD LOAD, SHRIWICA® AND 
TEMPERATim' STRESSES III THE HARTLA]^lD BRIDGE 
The ITartland Bridge described previously is analysed for dead load 
effeots* The structure is analyeed as a rigid frame, hinged at the base* 
Tho live load is considered to be of secondary importance in comparison 
to the dead loadj first, because it is small compared to the dead load; 
and, Bocond, because this bridge, on a secondary road between steep 
hills, was probably never subjected to heavy highway loads, as these 
loads are Icnown to-day. The crosB-oection of tho spandrel wall end 
railing was included vd-th that of the arch rib in the calculations for 
the neutral axis and the moment of inertia. In the absence of any 
figures ao to the strength of the concrete, a 2500 lb, is assumed for 
the bridge, making n, the ratio of the moduli of elasticity for steel 
and concrete, equal to 12. Are& and moment of iiiei*tia computations 
are based upon the transformed section, and the axis of the structure 
is taken as the centroidal axis of the transformed section. 
The influence line for the horlnontal reaotion and tho moment 
curve for deiid load are shown in Fig. 42, In the same figure there 
is shown the variation of the unit stress in the concrete at the top of 
the spandrel wall. 
In Pig, 43 are shown the bending moment curve and the variation in 
tho unit stress in the extreme fibre of the spandrel wall, aa produced 
by a shrinkage of 500 millionths per unit of length. This latter value 
is widely accepted for ordinaiy cements in arch design, and therefore 
is taken as an average. The value of the coefficient of shrinkage. 
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0,0005, ia aelooted from tJie upper limit of the range of values proposed 
by various authorities. See Peabody (03, p, 439), Turneaure and Maurer 
(114, p, 22 ) end VJilliamB (123, p, 137-138), If the shrinkage 
strossos obtained with a high ooeffioient of shrinkage ai'e iiioonae-
quential, then thoao obtained using n BEiuller shrinkage ooeffioient 
vdll be even less sigaifioant. 
The bending moment ourve and tha variation in the unit stress in 
the extreme fibre of the spandrel wall for a change of temperature of 
4 50 Deg, F. and -70 Deg, F. are ehovox in Pig, 44, The value of the 
ooeffioient of expansion is taken os 0,0000060, a oompromise between 
the generally aooepted value of 0,0000065 and the more nearly oorreot 
value of approximately 0,0000050, The temperature variation is made 
extreme in order to bring out the worst possible stress features. This 
variation assumes a placing temperature of 50 Deg. F, and extreme 
temperatures of -20 Dog, F, and 4- 100 Deg, F, Both extremes are not 
unheard of in the locality of this bridge. 
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rv. POSBIBIJ'.' (LYUtilES OF CRACKS 
A, Temperature Differential 
A natural phenomenon ivhich has "been long negleoted, except by 
inference, in the dosign of oonoroto ntruotures is the difference In 
the mean temperature of oontiguous parts of tho structure. This 
difference in mean temperature I'd.!! "be referred to as the "temperature 
differential". Beoauoo of this toiniierattire differential tho thin slab 
eadiibits a tendency to expand or ooitraot at a rate differing from that 
of tho connected thiok slab. Since there is a difference in the 
freedom of motion of the two contiguous parts one of them is under 
restraint. In the case of a falling temperature the thinner slab is, 
for a period of time, the colder, and therefore exhibits a greater 
tendency to contract. The monolithic form of construction retards this 
contraction and, as a result, the thicker piece restrains the thinner 
piece from motion. This action resultis in tensile stress in the thinner 
member and constitutes a possible cause of its cracking. 
The temperature variation at points of different thickness in the 
oonorete walls was observed under field conditions and subsequently 
compared with computed values, 
1, Temperature computations. 
By Schmidt's (99) graphical method of computing the temperature 
variation in an infinite slab (sujtimariaed in Appendix b) curves are 
obtained for the variation of temperature in slabs 4, 8, 12, 18, 24, 36 
and 48 Inches thiok, Bobh faces of those slabs are considered to be 
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exposed to the atmosphere and subjooted to a total temperature drop of 
60 Deg, F. in 12 hours. The slabs are assumed to be at air temperature 
at the start of the temperature drop. The temperature drop is assumed 
to be uniform throu^ the 12-hour period. These curves are included 
in Appendix C» Fig. o-3 to Pig, c-6 inclusive. 
The same method of analysis and basic assumptions are used to 
oaloulate the temperature variation in slabs 12, 18, 24, 36 and 48 
inches thick with one faoe exposed and tho other face covered with 
earth. The temperature of the mid-plane of tho earth is asGumed to 
remain fixed. The curves for these variations are shown in Appendix C, 
Fig, 0-7 to Fig, 0-9 inclusive. 
The follovdng physical oonstauts are assumed to holdj 
Concrete Earth 
Coefficient of conductivity, k, 0.54 0.38 
Specific heat, c, 0.21 0.48 
Specific weight, p , 145 lb,/ou. ft. 105 Ib./cu. ft. 
Thermal diffusivity, <=< = ^ » 0,0177 0,00753 
There are many values for eaoh of the phyeical constants for earth, 
each value corresponding to a particular condition and soil type. Those 
valuea chosen represent what appears to the moat likely of all those 
available. In tho case of concrete only the coefficient of conductivity, 
k, is extremely variable. The value chosen is that given in the Inter­
national Critical Tables* for a It2i4 "atone" concrete In dry condition. 
Subsequent investigation brought to light many other values of k, the 
one used being about the lowest valTio found. 
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Casey (19) reports values of k ranging from 1.01 for e oonoreto 
made of diabase to 1,30 for n concrete made of E^'^-vel, He found the 
Bpooifio heat, o, for all oaBos to be 0.23. 
The U. S, Bureau of Reolfimation (116) in an extensive series of 
investigations dotonninod values of Ic, ^ and the oc of Appendix 
B, ae shovm in Fig, 45, The valtiee of K for the ordinary granite or 
limestone conoretos ai'e moro than double the valxie ueed in the caloula-
tions. 
Garnian and Nelson (18) found the value of k to be somevjhot less 
than the values found by Casey, Thoy alBo studied the variation of k 
vjith respect to changing oonditiona. 
The wide variation in the value of k innkoo it neoossary to show 
the effect of the value of the conduotivi'by ooeffioient upon the 
temperature differential. The ejrtrewe values of k, 0.B4 ajid 1,30, are 
uaod to find the variation in teouyjeriiture in 8-inoh and 12-inoh walls 
with both faooB exposed and a 12-inoh ivall ivith one face covered vdth 
earth, Schmidt's graphical method of calculation Yfas used. The 
temperature variation for k = 1.30 ia showi in Fig» c-lO and o-ll, 
Appendix C, The difference in the average temperature for an B-inch 
wall and a 12-inoh wall -with earth oovering on one face ia plotted for 
tiiae varying from 0 to 12 hours, both for k s 0,54 and k = 1,30, This 
plot is repeated for the 12-lnoh mil with both faces exposed and the 
12-lnoh wall with one face covered rdth earth. The resulting curves 
are shown in Fig, 46, 
In no instance do the cujrveB of Fig, 46 show the effect of the 
exbreme variation in k to be of praotical importance. The differential 
temperature does not become of importance until 9 to 12 hours have 
lapsed from the start of the temperature drop. In that time interval 
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the rnnxiwuin variation in the temperature differential is only 1,7 Deg,, 
•which, considering the uncertainty of all factors Involved, is of no 
practical consequence. It may be concluded that the role played by k 
In detorminlng the numerical value of the temperature differential to 
be expected la not materially affected by the majpaltude of k, just so 
long as the same value of k Is used In all computations, and so long as 
k has been assumed to hav® a value lying within the range of probability. 
Observed temperature differentials. 
The field observations on the temperature variation in the Hartland 
Bridge are tabulated in Appendix A, Tables a-I to a-XIV, inclusive. 
These observations have been plotted as cui^ves shovdng the variation of 
temperature through the concrete for each set of readings. The cuJPVes 
are presented in Appendix A as Fig, a-1 to A-14, inclusive. From this 
data the temperature differentials for Oct, 25-26, 1941 have been 
determined for 3-hour Intervals, See Fig, 19, Because the thickness 
of the vjalls of the Hartland Bridge does not exactly correspond to the 
thickness used in the calculated tem^jerature differentials, no direct 
comparison of observed and calculated temperature differentials has been 
attempted. On the other hand, even if the wall thicknesses were in 
agreement, a direct comparison of values of the differential would be 
meaningleso, because of the inability to control the previous thermal 
lii story of the field stnicture and the lack of knowledge concerning 
that previous history# even though it be uncontrolled, which prevents 
the inclusion of its effects In the calculations. 
By means of direct observation a temperature differential has been 
shown to exist within a structure. The numerical value of this 
differential may be determined for the time of reading of the 
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thermooouples. Beoause those readings are takon at arbitrary time 
intenrals \Tdiich in no way reflect the time influence on atmospheric or 
olimatio oonditions the temperature differentials observed are not likely 
to be the maximum which mi^t be developed. The determination of a 
probable maximum differential must rely upon calculated and not upon 
observed data. 
The data already presented in Fig. 19 shows the variation in 
temperature at a given time and at the different stations. The 
variation in the average temperature of the wall and rib, as shown in 
Fig. 20, is the more significant, Pigtjre 20 shows the temperature 
differential existing between the wall and the rib. The differential 
has been determined with the rib as a base, and is the difference 
between the average temperatures of the wall and rib. From data given 
in Fig, 78 the temperature differential existing between an 18-lnch 
wall with earth backing (the rib) and an 8-inoh slab (the wall) is 
15.5 Deg, for a 60 Deg, F, drop in temperature in 6 hours after the 
start of the temperature drop, the drop taking place uniformly throu^ 
12 hours. This corresponds to a drop of 30 Deg, F, in the air 
temperattire, throu^ 6 hours. The temperature differential agrees very 
well with the observed value of 15.9 Deg, F,, when the air temperature 
dropped 31,5 Deg, F, in 6 hours. 
On April 25, 1942 the 19-lnoh spandrel wall at Station TV was 
found to have an average temperature 26,5 Deg, F. higher than the 
corresponding value for the thin panel section containing Station V, 
see Fig, 22, By reversing the weather conditions, as would ooc\xr in 
the fall, the thin wall section mig^t well be 26,5 Deg, F. colder than 
the spandrel wall, A 40 Deg, F, ohange in temperature in 12 hours 
ini^t be assumed as not only posoibl© but quite probable when the 
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outside shade temperature is 88 Deg, F» at the end of April in 
Oornieotiout, If a 40 Deg, F, ohongo in teit^eraturo is aBsumed, then, 
from Pig, 78, the temperature differential existing betvjeen a 4-inoh 
Blab and on 18-inoh earth-covered slab would be ^ x 4?,,5 Deg, or 
60 
28,3 Deg, F. Thia agrees favorably vdth the observed value of 29,5 
Deg. F, 
A drop in temperature corresponding to the rise aesumed for April 
oould be expected in October or November, The effeot of the drop in 
the differential temperature would be as great then as the rise was 
in April, ainoe the barrel of the structure loses its heat slowly in 
the fall Tfhile it gains heat slowly in the spring. 
Apparently not only the daily variation of tem{)erature has an 
influence upon the magnitude of the temperature differential, but also 
the season of the year, and, hence, the previous thermal history of 
the structure has an effect upon tho temperature differential, ITie 
teinpertiture variation of the tliin wall is superimposed upon a more 
stable tempero.ture of tho thick section when measuring differentials. 
The variation of the thin wall temperature relative to a base temperature 
in the thicker section produces the seasonal results shown in Fig, 47, 
The curves showing the variation of the temperature in the thin wall 
are the same for both seasons. However the base temperature of the 
thick section is higher in tlie fall than in the spring. Relative to 
the hii^er datxan temperature of the fall, the drop in temperature of 
the thin section is great, and this drop is important as a possible 
cause of cracking. The soano variation in air temperatxire in spring 
and in fall can be expected to have a greater effeot on cracking In 
the fall thim in the spring. 
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Idealieed Temperature Differential Relationshipa, 
3. Direot experimental evidenoe that temperature differential is & 
possible oause of oraoking» 
The experimental work on wall models subjeoted to temperature 
change vms described in Chapter *11. The plaster model -which was placed 
in the refrigerator broke into four almost equal pieces. Wo evidenoe 
as to whether the crack started in the thin or the thick portion is 
available. The thin portion, howevor, vrae broken clean, v/hile the 
thicker base was broken more raggedly and to some extent in fragments. 
This action indicates that the cracking started in. the thin wall, and 
the sudden release of stored tip energj' was too much for the brittle 
material of the base. Hence it may be assumed that the temperature 
differential caused the thin vmll to oraok at approximately the quarter 
points and the midpoint. The completo rupture of the model may be 
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interpreted to bo incidental. 
Temperature differentials are not advanced as the sole cause of 
cracking, but they are offered ae a contributing cause of significant 
magnitude, 
B. Differential Shrinkage. 
The term differential shrinkage is used to denote the difference 
in the amount of total shrinkage, at any given inatant, existing 
between two contiguous parts of a atructure. The term shrinkage is 
applied to the linear indication of volume change caused by the loss 
of water through evaporation or other means, A resume of the investiga­
tions of others in the field of shrinkage and the factors influencing 
shrinkage, in us far ae they affect tliis problem, is given in Appendix 
D. 
Differential shrinkage has an effect upon the stresseB of a thin 
section which is contiguous with a thick section similar to the effect 
of a temperature differential created by a falling temperature. The 
thin section at any instant of time has been subjected to a greater 
potential unrestrained shrinkage thrm has the thick section. Because 
the thick portion prevents the free deformation of the thin section, 
tensile stress is developed in the thin section. This tension constitutes 
a contributory cause of cracking, 
Pii^Qot ercperimental evidence t}iat differential shrinkage is a 
contributlnp; cause of oraokinf^. 
In the tests on wall models described In Chapter II a plaster model 
was put in the oven and dried out. This procedure not only increased 
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"the rate of shrinkage of the Btem, but it lowered the resistance of 
the plaster to oraoking, since some of the vmtor of hydration vm.8 driven 
off. As a result the thin vrall oraoked into four epproximatoly equal 
divisions of the wall. The base waa not ruptured. See Pigs. 39 end 40. 
Further direct ovidcnco that differential shrinkage ie a 
oontributing cause of cracking is found in the spandrel wall oracks of 
arch models I and II (not the orovm crack of Model l). See Figs. 27 
and 31, These oracks, especially those of Model II, developed in a 
structure devoid of shrinkage as a -whole; the crown crack in Model I 
occurred first and prevented shrinkage of the structure as a whole. 
The models were kejit at a practioally constant temperature,—the maximum 
variation being about 5 Ueg, F, There was more variation in humidity 
Blnoo the models were kept in an open, steam-heated room, Tho effect 
of the variable humidity wan to altor tho rate of shrinkage. The 
basic phenomena remained unaffected. 
Evidence aa to the magnitude of differential shrinkage to be 
expected '«ill be presented in Olvapter VI. At present it has been 
offered only as a possible oontributing cause of cracking, 
0. Applied Load Stresses as a Contributing Cause of Cracking, 
The generally accepted method of stress analysis for arches of the 
type considered in this study negleots the Influence of the walls upon 
the strength of tho structure as a vrtiole, and also negleots the effect 
of the applied loads upon the stress in the wall. Despite these 
neglected factors, it is generally recognised that the moment and thrust 
which cause tension on the extrados aide of the barrel of the structure 
must also result in tension in the wall which is rigidly attached to the 
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oxfcrndos and, as a consoquence, a part of the structure. Any loading 
condition which can rssult in tension on tho oy.tradoB side of tho 
barrel must be oousidored ao a poaaible contributory cause of oraolcing 
in the wall, 
Tho streaoea resulting i'rom the dead and live loads produce tensile 
stresses .in tho v/all. The calculated values of the xmit streee in the 
T/alls of tho liai'tlund Bridge, assuming t}ie vralls to bo part ol' the 
bridge strucfcuro, are presontod in Chapter III, The dead load unit 
stress at the top of the wall ic ahov/n in Fig. 42, Tlie dead load stress 
Gon.r.titutes a potential contributing oauso of cracking 3n tlio outer 
quorter-spMi. leng;t:.hG. In tho central half of the span the dead load 
prodtaoeB compression in the top of the vffill and in this region tends 
to counteract cracking, 
Tho live load ntroes was not calculated, as was explsdned in 
Chapter III, but its effect is additive to that of the dead load, 
D, Temperature and S}ii*inka/?;e Change 
in the StmotuPe as a IVhole 
The calculated stress values for a temperature rise of 40 Deg, F, 
In tho Hartlftiid Bridge are given in Chaptci- III, Tiio unit strocs 
variations in the top of the mil are Eho\'m in Fig, 44, Although these 
stresses are tonoile they aooompony a rise ir> to^-iperatiAre, The 
temperature rise produces a temperature differential which causes 
ccfflxpression in the top of the •wall, as will be Ghovm. in Chapter V, 
After a time the temperature differentia], disappears, the temperature 
of the base catching up with that of the thinner wall, and the effect 
of the teiapere.ture differential, a oocipressive stress in the v<all. 
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diBappoars, There is then left only the stress caused by the change in 
the tomperature of the structure ae e whole# ITie tensilo stress 
resulting from this temperature cheuge does not reach its itiaxiTraim value 
until the effect of the temperature differential has disappeared, 
A droj) in the temperature of the ctructuro as a r,'hol0, which causes 
a transient tenBile effect in the thin vmll, in time produces 
couipreQBive atresa in the top of tho wtill. 
As a result of these obBervationB it ia uncertain just how large a 
part the temperature change of tho entire stnicture plays in the 
formation of cracks. However, t}io stresses restilting from the more 
transient temperature differential effect and from the rise in 
temperature are not additive in their contribution to oraclcing. There­
fore any combination of effects which mi^t caxise craoW-ng through 
their individual contributions should not include both the effect of a 
rise in temperature and the effect of the temperature differential 
accompanying that rise, or tho effect of a drop in temperature and the 
contribvition of the temperature differojitial caused by the temperature 
drop. 
Parallel observations may be made about shrinkage and its effecto. 
The influence of differential shriijlrage upon the stress in the structure 
is also transient and dies out in time. The shrinkage of the base 
Btrueture flnnlly catches up to the shrinkage of the thinner wall, Wiile 
the Bhrixikages are approaching each other the tensile streascs in the 
wall are relieved, and the strosses due to shrinkage of the structure 
as a monolith have been developing. Consequently, it is not possible 
to justify the inclusion of both the differential shrinkage and the 
shrinkage of the structure as a v/hole in the same group of factors 
simultaneously contributing to cracking. 
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The shrinJcage GtrGoooe for tho llartland Bridgo are given in 
Chapter III, The variation of the unit etroao at the top of tho v/oll 
is given in Fig. 43, Tho chrinlcags produoes tonBion in the top filire 
of tho vrttll for a oojiiparntively short diRtance at tho ends of the span. 
As a result the ehrinkag© of the etnicture tia a v^olo does not vmrront 
consideration as a oontrihiAting cause of oraoking. This conclusion 
might not be reached In the ease of a structure having rigid uupports 
and a very small rise to span ratio. In this case the over-all 
shrinkage of the structure could "be tin important contributing cause of 
cracking. 
Tho vreill cracks of the llartland Bridgo, Pig. 3, occurred in the 
region of tho coinpreBsive atross resulting from the shrinkage of the 
ati-ucture as a whole, i«lr. H, R. Orenl, Bridge Engineer, Kentucl<y 
Higliv/ay Department, mentions that the cracks occur in ahout ^  months 
afber placing the concreto. This is too short a period of time for 
anyv'jhero near the l\ill chrinkage of tho ontiro ctnjcture to be developed. 
This is, hoT/Gver, suffioiout tiine in ^ 7hioh to develop on appreciable 
differential shrinkaf:;© 'botvioeiv tho thin and thick contigwotis portions 
of the structure. 
IS. Svuniaai'y 
The possibly contribubin^'; cnuaos of vrall oraoking way bo classified 
in tvro groupst the first group, the "more probable" causes and the 
second group, the "loss probable causes". The "more probable" group of 
catises includes tho temperature differential, differential shrinlcage 
and applied loads. The applied loads includes both the dead load and 
tho live load in cases where tho livo load is a considerable proportion 
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of the load carried. The '"less proba"blo" group of causes includeB the 
t©inpernt-ur0 variation and the Bhrijakage of the etruoture s.s unit. 
nhile tho live load has not Tseon omitted as e. cause of cracking, it 
might be olaaeified as one of the "leas probable" oauces of oraoking. 
It is time that the formation of oraokp can be aided by a paBcicg live 
lo&d but many stinjoturee, over-designed in load capacity, have developed 
vmll oraoke without being called upoa to carry a full live load or 
anything approaching a full live load. On th© other hand, tho 
contributory effect of livo load in the cage of railroad epans and 
industrial installations might be n.ppreoiable. 
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V, PROPOSED AWjyiiYSIS BASED UPON m MECHANICS 
OP DIFFEHENTIAI. VOLUlffi CHANGE 
A. Some Aspeota of DiffMrential Volume Change 
Differential volAune change is the difference In the volume change 
of two adjacent and integral component parts of a structure. The volume 
change, in the case of concrete staructureB, results either from the 
drying shrinkage or from the temperature change of the concrete. The 
effect of volume change is the same, regardless of the cause, and the 
meohenlce are the same in the case of plain concrete. There is# however, 
a alight variation in ;teohnique, but not in basic concept, of the 
meohanioB -nhen applied to reinforced concrete oubjeoted to temperature 
change and undergoing drying shrinkage. This variation makes it 
advisable to study reinforced concrete under two headings* reinforced 
concrete subjected to drying shrinkage, and reinforced concrete subjected 
to tr^n^erature change. 
Volume change, as such, involves a three-dimensional concept of 
mensuration. It is customary, iwhen referring to the magnitude of the 
volume change, to use a linear expression, the volume change being given 
as a change in len^h. In this derslopment whenever reference is made 
to volume change* the magnitude of that change will be understood to mean 
the change in length of the concrete, YThenever it becomes necessary to 
give the aboolute value of the volune change it has been found convenient 
to express that value in terms of the change in length per unit of 
length, generally given in millionths. This method of expressing 
quantitatively volume change mag^it\ide will be followed throu^out all 
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subsequent developments end dlsouesions. 
B» Differential Toltune Ohnnge and Plain Concrete 
Differential volume change, ooourring "between two integrel parts of 
a structure. Involves the Bimple gaomotrioal relationship existing 
•between those two parts, as the restraining influence of one pert upon 
the other is brougjit into aotion. The thinner part changes volume more 
rapidly than the thicker and, as a result, two types of action are 
developed. The thin portion being more sensitive to volume change under­
goes such change more rapidly and, therefore, the thicker section exerts 
a restraining aotion upon the thinner portion. There is set up within 
the section a resisting moment opposing the couple induced by the mutual 
inter-restraints just mentioned. Hence, the problem is divided into two 
partst a direct stress effect and a moment effect. 
The direct stress effect in the thin portion, referred to hereafter 
as the stem, is the result of the iiiability of the full volume change in 
the stem to take place. The thick portion, hereafter referred to as the 
base, has restrained the free geomstric determination of the stem, and 
stresses result in the stem. 
In the base the direct stress effect is Indicated by a change in 
length over and above that amount whioh con be ascribed to free volume 
change. This change in length roaults from the larger contraction of 
the stem pulling the base along with the stem* 
As has been mentioned, there Is no difference in the method of 
handling volume change due to shrinkage and volume change duo to 
temperature drop or rise in the oaee of plain conorete. Volume change 
resulting from shrinkage is the difference between the shrinkages of the 
two parts, measured at the same time. Volume change resulting from 
8& 
tamporature ohonge is tho differonoo in mean temperature of the tw 
pRrts at any inetant multipliod by the oooffioient of expaneion, 
Tho seme Gymhols are ursed to denote both types of volume ohpjago, 
{JubsoriptB 1 and 2 follovring aixy oymbol are used to indicate the stem 
and base, X'oupeotivoly, Since many of the temiB have ccuntorports in 
both the atom and base, this ojqsedient eliminates the need of a numbef 
of different syrabols, ejid avoidu tlio duplioBtion of symbols sigpifying 
the BRiie item, but located in different purtB of the Btmoturo, 
The notation used,- ey.oopt vrhare long and eatablished iieage io 
obvlo\JBly Indicated, is rb follows: 
Ap B the free volume change of the two separated parts of the 
otruoture, suoh voliune ohoxige taking place with no internal otresses 
due to restraint, 
A = the differential volmie chani^v existing; between the stem 
and the bp.ae when they are oonaidered separated from each other. 
cfi = that portion of the free volvuno change in the stem, Afi , 
vdiioh is restrained by the basoj that is, the amount the stem is held 
back bjr the base, sinoe the two parts are integral, 
5 the voliirae change In the base Induced by tho greater 
volume change in the stsm. 
P = the total tensile stress in the stem accompanying cTi • 
C ® the total compressive stress In the base accmapanying cS^ • 
B s the unit stress, at any point in the cross-seocion, caused by 
tho moment U, resisting the couple Kotion of P and C. 
B* = the laaximum unit stress, at any point in the oross-eeotion, 
obtained from the combined direct atreas and bonding, 
s£ a the maximum unit stress at any point in t)ie stem. 
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8^ = the xnaxiTnum unit stresB at any point in the baae. 
Figure 48 shows the several steps token in the development of the 
concept of differential volume change in plain concrete. Figure 48-a 
shows the basic structure as it exists, with stem and base. The left 
end is considered stationary, -while the right end ia free to movo relative 
to the left end. The l8ng;bh is taken as unity, since all total 
shrinkage is proportional to the lenglsh. Shrinkage in a unit lengiih 
becomes the unit strain. 
In Fig, 48-b the basic structure is separated into two parts which 
are allowed to shrink separately, uninfluenced by each other. 
In Pig, 48-0 the basic structure is shown assembled ao a unit 
under the influence of the direct stress produced by the restraint set 
up through differential volume change. 
Figure 48-d pictures the strain distribution resulting from the 
resisting moment M vihioh is developed within the member, holding in 
equilibrium the couple applied by the direct stresses P and C, 
In Fig, 48-e is shown the stress profile obtained when the direct 
stresses are superimposed upon the resisting moment stresses. 
From the geometry of Fig, 48-b and 48-c it is apparent that 
A = Ap, - (Eq, V-1) 
and 
A - S, + 62. 
The direct load stress results from the unit strains S, and St. , 
Follovdng the definition of modulus of elasticity, the relationships 
between the ^*s and the forces P and C arei 
p C 
' A.e^ 
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The use of these terms for the determination of stresses near the 
ultimate is seriously open to quostion imloss an adjusted value of la 
used. Such a value for Eg is disouased in Appendix ff so as to avoid 
side issues at this time, 
Tho differential Bhrinkage then 1300011108 
since P ® C, from the oonditions of equilibrium. Solving the foregoing 
expression for P, 
= A, • A." • (El- T-Z) 
The resisting xaoitient M holds in equilibritim the couple produced by 
tho equal forces P and 0. Therefore 
M = PJl 
2 
and acts in the direction indicated in Fig. 48-d, The stress at any 
distance y from the neutral axis* caused by the resisting moment M, is 
8 = z 
I 21 
At the top of the stem the stress» resulting from M, is 
81 = Plioi 
TI 
and the stress at the bottom of the base, s^* is 
82 n PhC2 ^ 
2 I 
The maximum stress at any point in the cross-section, distant y 
from the neutral axis, is 
al s - P Phjr^ , . 
^ 4 A - 2 I (Eq, V-3) 
Therefore the stress at the top of the stem is 
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8» = • £ - Pho^ 
 ^ -^1 TT 
and the stroas at the bottom of the base is 
•{ = - T •• 2  ^• 
^2 2 1 
Substituting the value of p from Eq, V-2» the maximum unit stroso at any 
point in the stem ia 
r A A - r I \nul 
(Eq. V-4) 8* = ZiEe A.A^r i. _ hy 1 + Ax 21  
and the moxiittum unit stress at any point in the base is 
g. 2 - ^  EcA. A>r 1 _ ^ [ t  (Eq. V-5) 2 A ,  ^  A .  l A . 2r. 
The value of A for drying shrinlcago is obtained from Eq. V-1 
using the value® of A^\ and Afi as given in Fig. 65, or the value 
of may be obtained directly as -bho value of Api - ^ the 
differential shrinkage, as given by Fig, 66 to 70 or B'ig. 71. The 
value of A must, in either case, be modified to compensate for the 
storage conditions of the ooncrete and the type of aggregate used. This 
modification is diacuased in Chapter VI. 
The differential volume change, A , caused by temperature 
differential is a funotion of the difference in mean temperatures and 
the ooeffioient of expansion* The value of the differential volume 
change is 
^ - (Ti - Tg) ^  (10)^ millionths 
•where 
T] ® the mean teitqperatura in the stem at any given instant, in 
degrees F. 
Tg s the mean temperature in the base at the same instant, in 
degrees F, 
the ooeffioient of expansion of oonorete per degree F, 
OB 
The valueo of and Tg, for h given temperature drop are shown in 
Fig, 72 to 81, These values of differential temperature are "baoed Tipon 
a 60 Deg, P, drop in atmoopherio temperature. 
AsBinnptionB are implied in the derivation of any expression for 
stress, and in this oase some of the assumptions are open to question 
since it may be neoessory to compute stresses in excess of those for 
which the aGSumptions are valid. 
In Appendix G the numerical value of an equivalent modulus of 
elasticity for concrete is discussed. Numerical values of Eq (equivalent 
B) and justification for Its use are given. 
The inclusion of a flexural term in the computation of stresses in 
excoss of the elastic limit la, obvioxiBly, not theoretically justified. 
However the only difference hot^veen a oonorete beam stressed to the 
region of the ultimate strength and a beam stressed to a much lower 
value lies in the degree of correctness of the assumption of a straight 
line stress-strain relationship, Ulie error involved in this assumption 
is not sufficient to destroy the value of the formulas developed here. 
In Appendix J it is shown that the stresses obtained when analysing a 
tee sootion for flexural streesea and \ising the Baoh-Sohuler expression 
for stress-strain variation, e " kS*", the etresses obtained are in the 
neighborhood of 10 per cent less than those obtained in the usual 
manner® It is felt that a 10 per cent error in stress is not appreciable 
when the uncertainty of the tensile strength of the concrete is 
considered. The convenience of the accepted method which aDsumeo £. s ^  
is not to be brushed aside li^tly for a relatively small additional 
acouraoy. 
For the convenience of those who might wish to use the non-linear 
stress-strain relationship in making their calculations the development 
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of the floxiiro formula based on E = kS™ is included as Appendix J, 
C* Differential Vo3.ume Change and Reinforced Concrete 
Wien devolopin?; the inooheniou of differential volume ohang© as 
applied to plain oonorote, the body of tho stem and base is all of the 
same material. In reinforced ooncrote the problem is complicated by 
the preeenoo of reinforcing steel, Ihe steel is not subject to drying 
shrinkage, nor does it have the sorao coefficient of thermal expansion 
as has the concrete. That the difforenoe in the coefficient of expansion 
may be appreciable is indicated in Chapter VI, 
Thore are, therefore, two distinct problems vriien reinforcing is 
present: one, in vrhich only one material undergoes volume change; and 
the other, in which both materials undergo a similar volun^e change, but 
at different rates. The algebraic development for reinforced conorete 
is oonsequently divided into two parts; a. Differential drying shrinkage 
in reinforced concrete; and b. Differential temperature in reinforced 
concrete, 
1• Differential drying ohrlnkaRe in reinforced concrete. 
Tho drying shrinkage of reinforced concrete is the combined result 
of two phenomena, Althou^ the two phenomena ooour simultaneously, it 
is expedient to treat them aeparritcly, and to combine their effects at 
the end of the analysis. 
Tho first of these phenomena, termed "the primary effect of shrinkage" 
is brought about through tho bond of oonoreto and steel. As th® usual 
drying shrinkage of concrete ooours, the reinforcing steel to which it 
is bonded exerts a restraiixlng influence upon tho shrinkage of the 
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oonorete. Tha roault is a "fconslle strese in the concrete and o oompreBBlve 
BtroBfl in tho eteel. Both the stoin end the base arc affected, though to 
a different degree, 
Tlie BScond phonoinenon, called "secondaiT- effect of drying shrinkage", 
io the result of the differontial existing betv/aeii the net change of 
length of the stem and of the baee. Its action is similar to that of 
drying shrinkage for plain aonorete. However, the magnitude of the 
differential shrinkage is determined from the difference in change of 
length of tho reinforcing steel, 
a. Primary effect of shrinkage. If the steel is symmetrically 
located in t?io oonorote, the problem is relatively simple. For the 
purpose of this invest!edition the nteel in the base may be considered as 
symmetrically loonted, although in goneral it will not be so located. 
However, in both arches and rigid froane bridges steel ia placed in both 
the top and bottom of the barrel, ConBecpiently the aoamption of 
syirinietrical location of steel in the base is reasonably adequate. The 
steel in the stem is aa a rule quite symmetrically located, and will 
be aofiumed to bo so located v^hon computing the primary effect of 
shrinkage,* 
Tho following notation ia used: 
Ap » free volme ohunge or shrinkage, oxpreasod in millionths, if 
the stael is considered aa not bein^; bonded to tho oonorote, 
Ac a that part of which is tho restrained shrinkage of the 
oonorote, 
» The warping effect caused by unsymmetrioolly located steel has 
been treated by Shank (102) and Ttirneaure and Meuer (114), 
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ApS the decrease in the length of the steel under the influence 
of the shrinkage of the ooncrete, This and the previous symbol have 
been chosen in order that the analysis of the aeoondary effect of 
shrinkage may parallel that for plain concrete, using the same symbols. 
A q o ai'ea of the concrete 
A„ = area of the steel O 
f^j - unit stress in the concrete caused by the primary effect of 
shrinkage, 
fg = unit stress in the steel caused by the primary effect of 
shrinkage, 
Ag 
p S -r— s steel ratio, 
^c 
Ij. = moment of inertia of the transformed section. The remainder of 
the notation is the same as that used for plain concrete. 
Figure 49 represents either tlie base or tho stem conBidered 
separately. The object is to deteritiine the inag?iitude of Ap for both 
the stem and the base, since corresponds to the free shrinkage of the 
plain concrete vfhich is also denoted as • After having determined 
the the differential shrinkage, A , for the secondary effect is 
A z Ap for the stem, minus Ap for the base 
or 
A ^ Api - Afz  • (Eq. V-1) 
Tho values of are to be had from Fig, 65 and A is to be 
calculated from Eq. V-1, 
From Pig. 49-0 it is seen that 
Ac. + • 
Since the total stress in tho oteel must equal the totnl streBS in 
tho fjoncreto, there results 
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C. 
and ^'- ^s ^• 
Ac 
F • p n 
From Eq, V-1 
and 
•^F = pnAp f Ap = /^pCpn +\) 
A F 
-^r- (Eq. V-6) 
Also 
( f i r )  
and 
is 
-ic - -p^ A'p (Eq. V-7) 
The concrete streBs resulting from the primary effeot of alirliikage 
on Ap E c. 
fe = ^.Eo « (Eq. V-8) 
Equations V-6, 7 and 8 are applioRble to either the stem or the 
"base. For the eteiii the Bubsoript 1 should be used for eaoh variable 
and for the base, the subsoript 2. For example, the unit streas in the 
concrete of the stem beoomes 
^ p." A'f i  gc. 
" PiH + I 
Tlie differential shrinkage, A , is obtained from the values of 
Af[ and Are. as obtained from Eq. V-6, The unit stress in the 
oonorete for both the stem and tyie base, is obtained from Eq, V-8, In 
either oase, sinoe this is a long-time phenomenon, the value of E^ should 
be adjusted to oompensate for the plastio effeot. See Appendix 0, 
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b» Seoondary effect of differential shrinkage In reinforced 
oonorete« The seoondary effect is in addition to the primary effect, 
and the two sets of stresseG must be added algebraically. The onalysia 
of differential nhrinkage for plain concrete is identical with that for 
aeoondfti'y effect of shrinkage in reinforced concrete when transformed 
sections are used. 
Let I o (1 pj^Ja), the approximate transformed seotion* of 
the stem* 
A* s Apg (l 4 Pgu), the approximate treiiBformed section* of 
the base• 
= the moment of Inertia of the transformed seotlon. 
®1» ^2 " distance from neutral axis of the transformed section 
to the oentroid of the transfontied stem seotlon and of the transformed 
base section, respectively. Then, the couple arm is 
a ® 4 ttg • 
Since the problem is primarily one of preventing cracking, the area 
of the concrete used in confuting Aq and is the entire area of the 
concrete with no allowexioe for cracking. 
From Fig. 50-b it is seen that 
a -  ap,  -  afz v-1)  
and from Fig, 50-o it Is noted that 
A - cTi • 
Also 
r _ _£ and 
» The tranafomied section Ib assumed equal to n x area of steel 
plus the area of concrete rather than the more theoretically correct 
quantity of (n-1) x area of steel plus the area of concrete. This 
assumption is made for the purposes of simplification and amounts to 
using a value of n one unit larger than the stipulated value. 
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Sinoe P and 0 must be equal for equllibritm, the differontial drying 
shrinkage, A , becomes 
" A, Ec A;E^ 
or 
A Ec K . 
p = A:+ Al" (Eq. V-9) 
The oouple produced "by P and C is p(a2^ 4 ag). See Fig, 50-d, The 
resisting laoment M, developed within the member as a result of the applied 
oouple is 
M = Pa 
and 
0 B (Eq. V-10) 
It 
The stress at any point in the stem above the neutral axis resulting 
from the secondary effect is 
P T'q M 
B *  -  +  —  -  — ,  v A i e r e  P  i s  d e t e r m i n e d  f r o m  B q »  V - 9 ,  
1 /\i It 
The stresB in the extreme fibre of the base is 
B» s - f + Es_£.»- , 
2 K 
The combined unit stress at aiqr point in either the stem or the base 
is the algebraic sum of the primary and the secondary shrinkage effects, 
Henoe, 
Maximum tmit stress at any point in the stem is 
. jHZJf jr, .  ^  V ^ • (Eq. v-11) 
/I, Ui-
Thh value of the moment term is negative if y is measured above the 
neutral axis. 
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Mojclmtun tmit stress in the extreme fibre of the base is 
Tf (Eq, V-12) 
The oritioal tensile stress in the oonorete is determined from Eq, V-11. 
The stress profilee resulting from differential shrinkage are shovm 
in Fig. 51, Mie primary effect profile is shown in Fig. 51a, both for 
the stress in the concrete and in the steel. The secondary effect 
profile, combined direct stress and bending, is shovm in Fig, 51b, Here 
it is noted that iramediRtely above the .iunoture of stem and base the 
concrete is in tension, and immedintely below the juncture the concrete 
is in compresBion. An abrupt transition from finite tension to finite 
compression in adjacent particles is not to be expected. There appears 
to be a regj.on in the neighborhood of the stem and base ;3unotion r^here 
the stress is not fully determined. This need not invalidate the 
analysis, since the interest is in the stress at the top of the stem, 
vAiere there is no restraining influence from adjoining masses of 
oonorete. The combined effect of the priirifxry and secondary effects upon 
the stress profile of the oonorete is shovm in Fig, 51o, 
2, Differential temperature in reinforced oonorete. 
Differential volume change due to a difference in temperature 
existing between two Integrally connected pieces of reinforood concrete, 
produces the some primary and secondary effects as T/ere produced by 
differential drying shrinJcago, Tlie only difference between the tvfo 
cases is in the chemge in length of the steel reinforcing when the 
temperatiire changes. The steel, tlioreforo, is unable to exert as much 
restraint upon the concrete as in tl^e case of drying shrinkage. 
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As in the treatment of drying tihrinkage, the total effect of 
differential tomperatwre is suhdividod into primary and secondary effects, 
The reasons underlying the 8uV,)division are the same as those advanced 
under the study of drying shrinkage, 
'Primary of foot of the toToi^oraturo di fforential. The same 
notation viSiioh has been used previously is used again ^ Tith the addition 
of 
•As - thermal coeffioient of expansion for eteel, 
thermal coeffioient of expansion for oonorete, 
Ti = temperature change in degrees Pahr, in the otem, 
Tg = temperature change in degrees Fahr, in the base. 
As - deformation of the eteel produced by the restraint of the 
oonorete, 
A study of Pig. 52 shows that 
Ap = 4c + AcT (Eq, V-13) 
end 
AsT =? As + + AcT". V-14) 
Fr<aii equilibrium the Btim of the horizontal forces must be nero, or 
^ As 
and 
^0 » • 
FroDM the definition of modulus of elasticity follows 
& . and i . 
Therefore, by substituting for f^ and fg their values from the 
modulus of elasticity equation the following equation is obtained. 
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or 
^ _ pn(;*.s-Ac^T 
pFm • (Eq. V-15) 
In a like manner 
A - ( -^OT , 
" pn r; • (Eq. V-16) 
From Eq, V-13 and V-15 there followB 
p_n(X,-AOT^ 
F pn •+ 1 
or 
'^F - ^ pn ^  I • 
The unit stress in the oonoreto is 
fo - ®o 
or 
""e • I'-") 
It is noted that this stress is compression when As >\c. 
The differential volume change caused by the temperature differential 
is the difference between /ikpi and Apa , ( - Afz ), vfhen Af\ and 
Afz are detormined by Eq. V-17, The vinit strese in the oonorete, ae 
caused by the primwy effect of the temperature differential, is 
calculated by meens of Eq. V-18, Specifically, the unit stress in the 
stem is 
p. n C As - Xc") 11 
IqI ~ —pTrr+n ^c * compression when positivo. 
Secondary effect of the teEW^erature differential. The 
expressions for the secondary effect produced by the temperature 
differential are the same as those found for drying shrinkage. The 
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relationships shown in Pig, 50 hold true here also. 
Prom Pig, 501) it is noted that 
A  =  A f *  "  
or, using Eq, V-17 
^ /p.nx-.-» Ac\-r Z'Pzn 
~ (Eq. V-19) 
P= (Eq.T-9) 
The maximum stress in the extreme fibre of the stem is 
_ ^ ^  (Eq, V-.20) 
p.r} n /) ' jz> ' 
The maximuia stress in the extreme fibre of the base is 
_ Pin(\i-Xc)ll ^ /^ac^ (Bq, y-si) 
P z n - » - i  ^c. 
It 1B observed that If Xs - Ac, , the primary effect has no 
influence upon the stresseB, The values of A s and Xc to be expected 
are discussed in Chapter VI, 
The stress profiles for reinforced conorete^ as caused by the 
tenq)erature differential ooourring vHnem the temperature falls, are 
shown in Pig, 53, The same abrupt change in stress at the Juncture of 
the stem and base as 'was observed in the oase of differential shrinkage. 
Pig, 61, is observed here. The remarks made under differential 
shrinkage ooncemlng this change in stress may bo applied here also. 
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D. Geometrio ProportioxxtJ of the Croes-Seotlon 
end Their Influenoe upon the Unit Stresses In the Stem 
1, Plain oonoroto. 
The effeot of the dlmenslonG of the oroBs-seotlon upon the unit 
stresses in the stem Is of Interest and possible oonoem. In order to 
show just how these stresses are effeoted by the dimensions a series of 
oross-sections having the dimensions ahovm In Fig. 54 have been analyEed 
the method developed in Part A of this chapter. The stresses at the 
top and the bottom of the stem, in terms of A have been determined 
for varied proportions of the oross-seotlon and have been plotted In 
Pig. 55 to 5B , Inclusive• 
The variation of the stem stress, as the height of the stem changes 
and tha other dimonsionB remain fixed, is ehom in Pig. 55. Curves are 
presented for three widths of the stem, b^. It is seen that, while the 
stress at the top of the stem lies in the tensile region for low stem 
heights only, the stress at the base of the stem has a uniform tensile 
value in terms of whloh stress varies but little with either the 
stem hei^t or the stem vddth. The differential volume change, A , is, 
for the conditions ahowa in Fig. 55, constemt for all values of the stem 
height, hj. The unit stresses, in lbs. per sq. in,, vary directly as 
the coefficient of AEq» 
The variation of the stress in the stem as the stem width, b]^, 
changes is shown in Fig. 56. Curves are presented for hg « 12 in. and 
for hg S 24 In* These curves show the same general tendencies of the 
cunres of Fig. 56. However the differential volume change is not 
consteoat, being larger for a thin stem and a given base thickness than 
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It is for a wider stem with the aane thioknesa of base. The stresses in 
terms of deoroase but slightly as bj^ increases* However Zi 
decreases with an increase in the stem width, bj^, and the unit stress 
also docreaees -irvith the increased unit stsm vridth* Ihis is shovm in 
Fig. 60 where stross curves for s 4, 6 and 12 inches have been 
plotted. 
The thickness of the base, s^'feots the stresses in the stem in 
the fashion shown in Pig, 57, The curves represent stress conditions 
obtained v;hen the stem height, hj^, and the base width, b2» are held 
fixed. Curves are drawn for b]_ s 4 in. and b^^ = 12 in. Again the value 
of the stem stress in terms of Eq remains quite constant. However 
here, as in the oase shown in Fig, 56, the value of A is not constant 
but increases as the thickness of the base, h^* increases and the 
width of the stem is held constant. The unit stress at the base of the 
stem increases vdth an increase in hg, although it has an almost 
constant value in terms of A Eg, The curves for stress at the top of 
the stem show that stress to be oonsiderably more variable and 
noticeably less than the stress at the base of the stem. This condition 
is similar to those of Fig, 55 and 56, 
Figure 58 Illustrates the influence of the width of the base, bg, 
upon the imit stress in the stem. The unit stress in terms of 
at both the base end the top of the stem, is seen to be quite uniform. 
Since A is dependent upon the relative thickness of the stem and the 
base and not upon the width of the base, the stresses, in psi, vary in 
the manner showi by the ouirves of Fig, 58, 
The contribution of both the drying shrinkage and the temperature 
drop to the stress in the stem is shown in Pig, 59, These stresses are 
computed pn the basis of an ultimate shrinkage of 300 millionths, a 
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temperature drop of 60 Deg, F. in 1?, hours and a value of Eg = 1,5 x 10® 
poi. If, as i6 pointed out in Appendix the ultimate tensile strength 
of oonorete may he aasumod to "be in the neighborhood of 300 psi. then 
neither tho shrinlcage nor the temperature drop, when considered 
independently of caoh other, appear to be otmsing failure of the stem. 
Hofwevor -when the two phenomena cure ooneidered as acting Bimultaneously 
the result is a high, oritioal unit stress at the base of the stem for 
all values of hj^ and at the top of the stem for email values of hj^. 
It appears that the unit stress at the base of the stem and not tho 
unit stress at the top of the stem is the oritioal stress. In terms of 
A Bq the xmit stress at the base of the stem has an average value of 
0,75 to 0,80 This indioatea that the restraining influence of th® 
basal portion of the stnjoture upon the bane of the stem is in th© 
region of 75 to 80 per cent oaii5)loto. This restraint diminishes rapidly 
as the top of the stem is approaohed and beoomes negative in that region 
for a large per cent of the oases, 
TOiereas the imit stresses of Fig, 55 to 58 are given in terms of 
Bq, the stresses of Fig® 60 are (;iven in lb» per sq. in. These 
stresses are those at the base of the stem and hence oritioal. The 
stresses caused by shrinkage, temperature drop, and the combination of 
these two phenomena are shown for several stem widths, bj, and for a 
variable stem height, h]^. All other dimensions remain fixed. An 
ultimate shrinkage of 300 millionthB, a temperature drop of 60 Deg, F, 
end an Bd • 1,5 x 10^ psi, was asetmed, The base dimensions hg and bg 
are 18 and 120 inches, respectively. 
The decrease in the \mit stress as the differential volume change, 
A , decreases with the increase in tho width of stem is clearly shown 
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in Fig. 60. The jnaxlnium urlt stress in a stom IE inches ^ vide is approxi­
mately 0,3 times that in a corresponding stem 4 inches Tdde. Even thou^ 
the stress tends to deer ease as tlie height of the stem increase s the 
stress is, in general, independent of the stem height. 
2* Reinforced concrete. 
The dimensions of the oross-oootions used in studying the effect of 
reinforcing upon the strosBOs in the stem are shown in Pig. 61, These 
sections have been chosen because they fit in -with those used in the 
analysis of plain concrete and therefore permit a compariFon of the 
stress effects. 
The calculations fall into tvro groupst to show the effect of the 
variation of the percentage of steel and to show the effect of a varia­
tion in the siae of the oross-seotlon. In the first group the stem 
Tiddth is 6 in., the stem height 36 in., the base width 120 in. and the 
base heij^t 18 in. The stem steal is 3/8, 1/2 and 6/8 in. diam. or 
steel ratio, pj, of 0,00204, 0,00363 and 0,00669 respectively. The base 
steel is 5/0, 3/4, 7/8 and 1 in. diom. or ateel ratio, P2» of 0,00412, 
0,00593, 0,00807 and 0,01064 respectively. In the second group the 
base height is the only dimensional difference, hg s 12 and 24 in. The 
steel in the stem is l/2 In. diem,, = 0,00363 and the steel in the 
base is B/B and 1 in, diam, YJhen hg s 12 in, pg a 0,00618 and 0.01682 
and vihen hg e 24 in, P2 ® 0,00309 and 0,00791, For the purposes of 
calculation the ultimate shritikago is assumed to be 300 millionths, the 
temperature drop to be 60 Deg, F« in 12 hours and the modulus of 
elasticity, to be 1,6 x 10® pei. 
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Tho Influence of a variable etoal ratio in the Btem, is bHotoi 
in Fig, 6Z» Each set of curves represents the stem stresses as varies, 
P2 being held oaastunt. As it was in the case of plain concrete, the 
critical stress occurs at the base of the stem under the combined 
effect of shrinkage and temperature drop* The stresses at the top of 
the stem are very small and negligible. The maximum unit stress is not 
much different from that for plain ooncrete when h^ s 36 in, in Pig, 60, 
Tlie three sets of curves of Pig, 63 show the influence of a 
variable steel ratio in the base, while the steel ratio in the stem 
remains unchanged. The curves are similar to those of Pig. 62, The 
critical stress appears to be unaffected by the amount of nteel in the 
base. 
The increase in the critical stress as the thickness of the base 
increases is shoTWi in Pig, 64. This is brought about through on increase 
in the differential volume change, A , In the same manner a decrease 
in stem width will be accompanied by an. increase in the critical stress. 
In general the critical stress in the stem of a reinforced section 
does not differ materially from that for an unreinfcrced section. It 
would be simpler and just as effective to analyae all sections as though 
they were made of plain concrete, neglecting the reinforcing entirely. 
The errors involved do not appear consequential when the uncertain 
physical propertied of the conorete are considered. 
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VI. REStn® OF FINDINGS MD THEIR APPLIC5ATI0N 
Suoh data as have been observed or oomputed, inoludlng Buoh 
pertinent Information as ia to be had from the works of others, and 
th® evidence offered by various exemples of design ore brought together 
at this time. The amount of differential volume change to be expected 
under various practical conditions is first determined# and those 
various findings are used to suggest a procedure by which it is possible 
to predict the subsequent cracking tendenoies of a field structure* 
A. The Magnitude of Differential 
Volume Change to be Expected 
In Chapter V it wao shown that differential volume ohanee results 
in stresses In the stem and base of a tee-shaped structure* These 
stresses are a IVmotion of A , the differential volume change, -jdiich 
may result from either drying shrinkage or from a falling temperature, 
1, Volume ohange resulting from drying shrinkage, 
A resume of the results from numerous experimento In the field of 
drying shrinkage of oonorete has been included in Appendix D, The 
majority of the studies cited were made under controlled temperature and 
humidity conditions. There exists^ however, experimental evidence which 
indicates the amount of shrinkage to be expected when the oonorete is 
cured out-of-doors, exposed to the elements and the accompanying 
variable and uncontrollable temperature and humidity. 
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The more slsndfloant faotors influencing the amount of shrinkage 
are* 
a. Humidity of surrounding media, 
"b. Porosity of the aggregate. 
o. Percentage of cement paste. 
Those faotors affecting primarily the rate of shrinkage aret 
a. Thickness of specimen. 
"b. Length of time of exposure to drying. 
The percentage of chemical compound composition of portland cement 
concrete has an unpredictable effect upon the shrinkage, although 
cements high in GgS exhibit a larger shrinkage than do those low in C2S, 
Other factors# such as water-cement ratio, size of aggregate, girading of 
aggregate, and the use of admixtures have comparatively unimportant 
effects upon shrinkage, either in the rate or the magnitude of the 
shrinkage. 
As on estimate of the umount of shrinkage to be expected is all 
that can be had for general conditions, it is unnecessary to review in 
any great detail the volume change studies of Appendix D, Because of 
the laok of exact knowledge as to the type and properties of the concrete 
used in the various bridges scattered througji the country, the magnitude 
of the shrinkage under average conditions will serve the purpose -v^en 
comparing the cracking tendency of various walls now built. More exact 
information is available and readily translated into terms of shrinkage 
in the case of projected Btruoturea, 
Average concretes made with common aggregates such as crushed 
limestone, granite or quarts and siliceous gravels will show an ultimate 
shrinkage ranging from 450 to 600 ndllionths. Use of limestone, quarts 
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and granite vdll result in shrinlcages on the low side of this range, 
vfhile the use of gravel will tend to produce shrinkage on the high side, 
Shrinkages oonsiderable higher than 600 milliontha may "be encountered 
on oooasion. In case an unusually porous or impojrvious aggregate is 
used, an unusual percentage of cement paste is involved, or any other 
disturbing factor is included, it would become necessary to estimate the 
shrinkage to be expected for that particular concrete* Sufficient 
information to make such an estimate is included in Appendix 
Prom the findings of Chraf (45) and others the shrlnkagio of concrete 
exposed to the elements may be expected to be one-half or less of, the 
shrinkage of the same concrete dried in a closed room with about 50 per 
cent relative humidity. The upper limit of the out-of-doors shrinkage 
to be expected is one-half the shrinkage under controllod conditions. 
The lower limit may go so far as to be negative, if the concrete ia 
immersed in water. The works of laany investlgators, for example 
Savage (98), indicate that dried concrete recovers almost the entire 
amount of the shrinkage when the concrete is immersed in water. This 
regain of volurae takes place in Just a few hours. This study, however, 
is concerned with that loss of volttma which may and probably does occur, 
end any recovery of that loss is inoidental. 
Carlaon*s work (IS, 15) on the drying shrinkage of thiok slabs and 
on the dlffusion of moisture throU(^ thiok slabs is used to develop the 
ourvos of Pig, 65, Carlson's original set of curves, aa plotted from 
experimental data, is given in Fig, d-2. Appendix D, Shrinkage rates 
for slabs 1^|-, 3, 6 and 12 inches t}iiok are shovm. These curves liave been 
reproduced in Pig. 65, to a different scale. The data on percentage of 
evaporable vrnter lost. Fig, d-3. Appendix D, furnished the means of 
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obtaining the shrinkage curves in Fig, 66 for slabs 24 and 48 inches 
thick. To obtain these two cunreo it is assumed that the percentage of 
evaporable water lost is directly proportional to the amount of shrinkage 
at any given time. Using the obseinred shrinkage for 6 and 12-inoh slabs 
and the percentage of ©vaporable \*a.ter lost for the came slabs, an 
average value of total shrinkage of 836 Tnillionths io found. The 
shrinkage of any slab is then taken as the ultimate shrinkage, 835 
mllllonthB, multiplied by the peroentago of evaporable -water lost. In 
addition to the curves mentioned, the shrinkage curves for slabs 4, 18 
and 36 inches thick were obtained by Interpolation, 
Tlio differential shrinkage for varioua combination of stem and 
base thicknesses for ages up to 9^ months are shown in Fig. 66 to 70, 
The valties for each curve have been obtained from Fig. 05, In each case 
the differential builds up to a DiiwdTnum and then begins to diminish in 
raagtxitijde. The oui*vea of Fig, 71 show the maximum value of shrinkage 
differential occurring during the first 9-^ months of drying for each 
referenoe or base slab and slabs thinner than tho base slab. The 
differential for an 18-inoh referenoe slab and an 8-lnoh slab is 280 
inllllonths. The curves of Pig*. 65 to 71 are based upon an ultimate 
shrlnlcage of approximately 725 milllonths. Carlson states that his 
shrinkage curves of Fig, 66, 1-^, 3, 6 and 12-inch slabs, were for 
average commerolal concrete, aJie shrlnlcage Indicated by the l^;-lnoh 
slab indicates an ultimate value of 725 milllonths. It is quite poaslhle 
to forecast the ultimate shrinkage of any quality and type of concrete 
using the findings discussed In Appendix D, It is not unreasonable to 
suppose that the shrinkage curves for oonoretes having ultimate 
shrinkages other than 725 mllllonthB would have the same general 
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relationship to each other as tho ourves of Pig. 65 to 71, In that cas« 
the differential shrinkage at any age and for any oonorete wcmld be 
equal to the difforential shrinkage as given in Pig. 66 to 71 multiplied 
the ultimate shrinkage of the new oonorete in mlllionthB and divided 
•by 725, Hence if a 6-inch slab of ooncrote vdth an ultimate shrinkage 
of 725 ndlllonthB shrinks 430 inillionthB in 4 months, then the eame 
thiokneao slab of a oonorete with an ultimate shrinkage of 500 mlllionthB 
Yidll shrink 430 x 500/725 or 297 millionths in 4 months. 
Itbere is as yet no experimental evidenoe v/hloh will validate the 
aasunption as to the relationship between ultimate shrinkage and 
differential shrinkage. However, this asBvcaption need be only approxi­
mately tirue in order to forecast the oraoklng tendency of walls. Any 
error involved at this point v/ill be overshadowed by tho degree of 
approximation involved in the determination of the magnitude of the free 
shrinkage. 
Having asstuoed the veuriatiou of elu-inkage in any one slab as being 
proportional to the ratio of ultimate shrinka^ to 725 millionths, the 
shrinkage ourvea for any oonorete -will be the same as those of Fig. 65, 
exoept for a new soale of ordinates. The soale factor would be the 
ultimate shrinkage of any concrete divided by 725 millionths. Because 
the ordinal difference between any two slabs at a given time is the 
differential shrinkage, the differential shrinkage for any oonorete is 
the differential shrinkage for the 725 millionths shrinkage concrete 
multiplied the scale factor. In this msoiner the differential shrinkage 
for any oonorete can be had from Fig. 66 to 71. 
For the ordinary oase, with no speolfio propertieo of the oonorete 
knovm, the ultimata shrinkage will ba assumed at 500 millionths for 
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controlled oonditiona, certainly not a high value Taut, rather, one that 
is raaaonably oertain* Allovdng a 50 per cent decrease in shrinkage 
caused "by uncontrolled atmospheric oonditione, the ultimate shrinkage 
may be taken as 250 milllonths. IMS figure is recommended for all 
instances \diare moi'© positive knovdedge of the amount of shrinkage is 
not at hand. The scale factor beconisB 250/72B and the differential 
ahrinkago, A , existing between a 6-inoh and an 18-inoh slab is, from 
Fig# 67 or 71, 370 x 250/725 millionths or 120 aiilllionths. 
The values of maximum differential shrinkage, as Indicated in Fig. 
66 to 70, have been plotted as curves in Pig, 71, The ultimate 
shrinkage is the same here as in the other shrinkage curves, 725 
milliontha. However, the values of differential shrinkage may be 
adjusted for concretes having ultimate shrinkages other than 725 millionths 
in the manner Just described, using the scale factor, ultimate shrinkage 
divided by 725 millionths, T?hereaB Pig, 66 to 70 show the variation 
in differential shrinkage ivith rosjject to time, the differential 
shrinkage values of Fig. 71 are the Maximum occurring in 9 months of 
drying. Values for differential slirlnkage after 9 months of drying may 
be obtBiined from either Pig, 66 to 70 or from Pig, 71, 
The differential shrinkage thus determined and adjusted is the A 
in the equationo of Chapter Ym Together viltli A and the equivalent 
modulus of elasticity, Eg, the stresses in the stem which are caused 
by drying shrinkage may be estimated. 
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2. Volume ohanKO cauned by teroperat-ure differential, 
Influenoe of the thiolaiBOa of ooiiorete upon the temperature 
differential. The average Taluoo of the temperature In oonorete slabs 
of different thiokuesBee and with different degrees of surface cover 
are shown in Fig* o—3 to o-ll. Appendix G* The average tea^erature is 
defined as the mean ordinate of the oui-ve of temperature variation, as 
dotennlned -vrlth the aid of a plonijnoter. Prom these values the difference 
in temperature between a thiok slab ae a base and a thin Blab as a stem 
is determined for each three hour interval of the 12-hour period in 
vMoh the temperature is assumed to fall. The values of the differential 
ten^erature thus determined are shown in Fig. 72 to 81, inolusive. 
These ourves are for both the case vdiere the base slab is exposed to air 
on both faces and the oase wUt^re one faoe of the base slab is covered 
with earth, the other faoe being oxposed to the air. The tonqierature 
differentials, ao plotted, are for a drop of GO Deg, F. distributed 
unlfomly over a period of 12 hours. The values of the temperature 
differential for a drop of 30 Deg, P. in 12 hours v/ould be half of those 
for the 60 Deg, F. drop, for a drop of 40 Dog, P. they would be 2/S 
those for the 60 Deg, P, drop, and for a drop of 80 Deg. P, in 12 hours 
they would be 4/3 of those for the 60 Deg. F. drop. 
All values of the temperature (^lifferential are based upon a 
oooffloient of thermal oonduotivity, k, equal to 0.54. In Fig, 46, 
however, the value of the temperatjiro diffei-ential is aho^m to be 
practically independent of the value of k aeleoted. Therefore the 
values of the differential given in Fig» 72 to 81 may be used for any 
concrete* 
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b, Tho offoet of the thermal ooefflolent of expansion, upon the 
temperature differential, Ihe effect of tho temperature differential, 
aa is shown in Chapter V, is to protluoe a differential rate of con­
traction or expansion between two ports of the structure. This 
differential volume change depends not only upon the magnitude of the 
ten5)erature differential, but also upon the thermal coefficient of 
expansion. 
Although practically all design in reinforced oonorete assumes that 
the thermal coeffioients of expansion for steel and oonorete are equal, 
it is generally recognized that such is not the case. The usually 
accepted value for the coefficient of expansion of steel ranges from 
= 6,0 X 10"® per Deg, P. to 6,6 x 10"® per Deg, P, The coefficient 
of expansion of oonorete, Aa , is generally less and frequently 
considerably less than the value of Xs , although values of Xc as 
large as 7,0 x 10"* per Deg. P, have been reported. 
Pence (87) found the following values of Ac for a It2t4 oonoretoi 
Aggregate* crushed Bedford limestone 5,4 x 10*"® per Deg, P, 
crushed Kankakee, 111,, rook 5,6 x 10"® per Deg, F, 
pit gravel, Lafayette, Ind, 5.3 x 10"® per Dog, P. 
Casey (19) conducted much more recent tests upon oonorete for the 
Pasaamaquoddy project and found the following values for A t ( 
Aggregates Shackford diabase 4,0 x 10~® per Dog. P, 
Devil's Head granite 4,6 x 10*"® per Deg, P. 
Dennysville gravel 4,45 x 10**® per Deg, P, 
The values of At given in the International Critical Tables (80) 
vary from 4,5 to 6,0 x 10"® per Deg, P, for a temperature range of 72 to 
360 Dog. P. 
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A value of Ac " 5,0 x 10" por Deg, P. appears to bo roaoonable for 
general conditions as met in the field and is recommended. This value 
is neither high nor low, "but is low enou^ that any oaloulated volxime 
change resulting from a temperature differential is reaoonahly certain 
to exist, 
3, Summary. / 
The values of , the differential volume change of the concrete, 
are controlled by either the drying shrinkage or by the temperature 
differential and the coeffioient of expansion. 
In the case of drying shrinkage the ultimate shrinkage reoonmiended 
for the purposes of calculation is ESO millionths. The differential 
volume change, A , io then the volttino change of Pig, 66 to 70, or Fig, 
71 multiplied by 250/725, In cases vihere a greater or smaller ultimate 
shrinkage appears probable the new scale factor would bei ultimate 
shrinkage/? 25, 
The voltane change produced by the change of temperature is a function 
of both the differential temperature and the coeffioient of expansion; 
A s In the case of plain concrete. The values of the 
differential temperature are obtained from Fig, 72 to 81 and the value 
of Ac w 5,0 X 10"® per D®g, P, is recommended for general use, 
B, The Effect of the Ultimate Tensile Strength 
and Ultimate Slirinkage up cm the Stem Width 
The equations of Chapter V and the quantities set forth in this 
chapter are used to Illustrate the dependence of the permissible dimensions 
of the oross-seotion upon the ultimate tensile strength and the ultimata 
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shrlnkags of the concrete* The values thus found vrlll serve as a guide 
•when making reoommendations as to ineane of controlling differential 
volume change. 
The moximum tensile unit stress in tho stem has been Bhovm to be 
the result of the combined action of drying shrinkage and temperature 
drop. The maximum stem stress is approximately equal to 0,75 A E^ , Tho 
total differential volume change caused by the combined shrinkage and 
temperature drop is represented by A and the modulus of elasticity by 
Eq, For a specific value of tho unit stress the differential volume 
change becomes 
A a unit atre88 
0.75Bo * 
Vftien the unit stress is the ultimate tensile strength of the concrete 
is the maximum permissible differential volume change, 7/hen values of 
unit stress and Eq equal to 250 psl, and 1,5 x 10® psi** respectively, 
are used (see Appendix G) the permiesible volume change becomes 
2fiO 
® (0,75;(1.5 X 10®) " millionths. 
This value of A is tho maximum permitted if the unit tensile stress is 
not to exceed 250 psi. The permissible drying shrinkage differential 
volume change is equal to tho permissible total A less that differential 
volume change produced by the temperature drop. 
The differential volume change caused by the temperature drop, 
AcCTj - Tg)* is determined from Fig, 72 to 81, 
The anticipated differential volume change produced by shrinkage is 
compared with the permissible value and, if the anticipated A is less 
than the permissible A, the stem and base combination is acceptable, 
Anticipated values A are based upon an assumed ultimate shrinkage of 
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Table 1 
Safe liiniimua Stem Width for Variouo 
Baae Thlokuesses and Different Degrees of Cover, 
Ton?), drop • 60 Deg. F. in 12 hours. Free shrinkage • 250 millionths. 
Ultimate Tensile Strength s 250 poi. Eg = 1,5 x 10® psi. 
t stem c Temp, } Diff, vol. t Permissible t Anticipated t Safe t 
t width » diff. t ohange t from t diff, vol. t inin, val. i 
t idi-Ts) t (ten^),) 2 shrinkage t ohange t of stem t 
t s t t t t width t 
t inohes t DecaF, t inillionthB t mlllionths i mlllionthfl t inches 
ha ® 12 inches. hcth faces exposed 
4 17 86 137 124 4 
6 14 70 162 90 mtm 
8 10 50 172 59 mm. 
ho ® 12 inohes. one face exposed 
4 36 180 42 124 — 
6 33 165 67 90 MM* 
8 29 145 77 59 8 
ho s 18 inches, both faces exposed 
4 29 145 77 155 
6 26 130 92 126 
8 22 110 112 97 8 
12 12 60 162 40 
ho ® 18 inches. one face exposed 
4 42 210 12 155 tmm 
6 39 195 27 126 tmmt 
8 35 175 47 97 
12 25 125 97 40 10 
hg s 24 inches. both faces exposed 
4 34 170 52 175 
6 31 165 57 142 
6 27 135 07 114 
12 17 85 137 62 12 
hp s 24 inches. one face exposed 
4 46 230 -8 175 
6 43 215 7 142 --
8 39 195 27 114 
12 29 145 77 62 12 
14£i 
250 milllonthB end are obtained frajii Pig, 71, 
The oaloulatlons for several stem and base combinations are ehovm in 
Table 1, The effect of the width of the stem upon the ajtiount of 
differential volume change is clearly eho^ jvn, the differential voltnne 
change do or easing rapidly as the atem viidth inoreases, 
IVhen the xiltimate tenoile atrejigth of the oonorete is aseumed to be 
300 pBi, and the remaining faotore involved in the computation of the 
quantities of Table 1 remain unchanged, the safe miniraum values of the 
stem width corresponding to each base thickness and condition of cover 
aret 
hg - 12 in,, both faces exposed] safe stem, vfidth, bj, • 4 in, 
hg » 12 in,, one face expoaedj safe eteiii ividth, b^ , = 6 in, 
h2 ® 18 in,, both faces exposed; safe stem -width, b]^ , = 6 in, 
hg s IS 1x1,, one face exposed} safe stem width, b^ # "10 in, 
hg « 24 in,, both faoes exposed; safe stem vd.dth, b^ , e 8 in, 
hg ® 24 in,, one face exposed; safe stem \?idth, bj, 2io in. 
The higher ultimate tensile atrengtlv of the oonorete permits the us© of 
a smaller value of stem width for each base thioknees and degree of cover. 
•^ lyhen oonsiderable care is oxeroised in the seleotion of the concrete 
ingredients and proportions a oonortite having low shrinkage oharaoter-
istios may bo expeoted, A oonorete having a free shrinkage of 400 
mlllionths or less when kept oontinuously dry and a free shrinkage of 
200 milllonthB -sdien exposed to the elements is possible, When the 
ultimate streng:bh is assvuned to be E50 pal, and the shrinkage to be 200 
mlllionths the following safe minimum vridths of the stem, are found» 
hg a 12 in,, both faces exposed; safe stem ividth, b^ , = 4 in, 
hg • 12 in,, one face exposed; safe stem width, b^ , = 6 in, 
hg » 10 in,, both faoes exposed; safe stem width, b]^ , c 4 in, 
hg 3 18 in,, one face exposed; safe stem width, b]^ » ~ 8 In, 
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hg = 24 in., Ijoth facoo oxposod; snfo stem vri-dth, - 8 in« 
h2 « 24 in», on© face exposed; safe ctein vddth, = 10 in. 
Tho reduction in stem width peraiitted by the decrease in the amount of 
free ahrinlcage is greater than the decrease allowed by the increase in 
the ultimate tensile strength of the concrete. This indicates that the 
cracking tendency of the stem is better controlled through the control 
of the free shrinkage than throu^  the use of a concrete having a hi^  
ultimate tensile strength. 
If both the decrease in free shrinkage and the increaso in the 
ultimate tensile strength of the concrete are accomplished at the some 
time the safe minimum •widths of the stem arej 
hg » 12 in,, both faces exposed; safe stem -width, b], ® 4 in. 
hg 12 in., one face exposed; safe stem vddth, b£, ® 6 ia. 
hg - 18 in., both faces exposed; safe stem v/idth, "b., s 4 in, 
hg s 18 in., one face exposed; safe stem %vidth, ® 8 in* 
hg » 24 in., both faces exposed; safe stem vadth, bj^ , = 8 in. 
hg « 24 in», one face ezposC'dj safe stem v/idth, b^ * 10 in. 
It Mfould appear that tho most expedient method of controlling the 
craoking tendency of the stem in order that a smaller value of stem vrldth 
might be used lies in the control of the amount of free shrinkage of the 
concrete. In all instances vrfxere the ultimate tensile strength of the 
concrete is increased the effect upon the stem is not as significant as 
the corresponding effect of the decrease in free shrinkage. Because of 
the vmcertainty of the factors vdiich control the ultimate tensile strength 
of the concrete the effectiveness of any attempts to increase the 
ultimate strength are seriously questioned. 
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C« Some Studios of the Cracking Tendency in Existing Structures 
1, Hobs-Ado Stadium« Pur duo University. 
The constx*uotion of a oonorote 8tQdi^ m^ at Purdue University in the 
Fall of 1924 is described Ijy Hatt (50). A vertical oraok v;as observed 
in the stem or parapet will shortly afbor the ni^ ts had become oool 
but before vdnter had set in. The oraok vrns located in the middle of 
the parapet wall, halfway betvieen the aieles vMch are on 45 fb, centers. 
The materials used in the concrete -p/ere standard portland cement, 
washed torpedo send (F. M, « 3.2) and pebbles from to 1 in. in size 
(P» M. ® 6.80). The conorete vnas a It2t3 mix vdth water added at the 
diaorotion of tho mixer operator. The simp averaged about 6 in., 
althou^  at one time it v;as as lens- as 3 or 4 in, cmd at another time as 
hi^  as B in, Hatt anticipates a 0,05 por cent shrinlcage -with a l»2t3 
conorete, 
Tlie oross-sootion of the wall and base together vvith the propertios 
of tho section is shovm. in Fie» 82~a, All reinforcing is omitted from 
the calculations. An. amount of steel equal to 0,3 per cent, running in 
both direotions, v/aa used in the parapet -pmll. 
The shrinkage to be expected is assumed to be 500 millionths (Hatt's 
anticipated value) and no allowance is made for the shrinkage of the 
massive base; first, because of its size, axid second, because it is in 
port covered with earth. The observed temperature differential between 
the vrall and base is reported by Hatt to be 28 Deg, F» A coefficient of 
-6 
expansion equal to 5,0 x 10 per Dog. F. has been assvaned. 
The stress calculations are as follows. 
^1 ^ = 223 
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2 - 0 '  
Area of stem. A., = 246 sq in 
Area of base, Azr ^d S^sq.in. 
1 = 2 056,000 in5 
r 
Temi 
To+ol 
-a-, 
. Pig* 82 
Peuraperb Vail Secrbloea aad Strosaes 
Roas-Ade Stadium 
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At the top of the wallt 
S g A E0A.1A2 f 1 - J5fi I 
•^ 1 2 L 1 J 
S « 0.366 A Eg psi. 
At oxjy point in the stem belorvr the top of the vmllt 
S s A EqA3^ A2 r 1 „ 
Ai 4 ^zi A» 21 J' 
Ihe unit stress for varioias points vdthin the parapet -wall are as given 
in Table II, 
Table II 
Unit Tensile Stress in Parapet Wall 
Ross-Ade Stadivm 
Unit atress 
y AEo Shrinlcage stress Temperature stress Total 
A n 500 r 10"® A s 28 X 5 X 10-® stress 
Eq = 1,5 X 10 psi. EqS 1.5 X 10 psi. 
inches T)8l. psi. PBi. 
04.6 0.366 183 51 234 
75 0.426 213 60 278 
65 0.490 245 69 278 
55 0,554 272 78 350 
45 0,618 309 87 396 
43.6 0.626 313 88 401 
The stress profile is plotted as Fig, 82~b, Tho evresEes, even for 
shrinkage alone, are considerably above any safe tensile stresB for 
ooncrot© oiid all the more so -wiaen the concrete has the unoeiisain w/o 
ratio of the concrete used in this structure, 
A parapet wall v/ith these geometric proportions and with the concrete 
used on this job could reasonably bo expected to crack. 
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2. The Hartland Bridge. 
Tho stressGB are determined in the spandrel wall at tho quarter-point 
of tlae Kartlond Bridge span. The cross-sootion of the wall has been sim­
plified for purposes of oonqsutation. The simplified cross-section and 
the properties of tJie section are shown in Fig. 03. Tho Tddth of the base 
has been arbitrarily assumed to be 7«-0" in order that the apparent 
orackin[r, tendency of tho wall is not increased by on unusually vdde baoo. 
All reinforoement has been omitted in accordance wi^ ih the findings con­
cerning the effect of steel. See part B, this chapter. 
A shrinkago of 250 millionths ultimate value is assLuned and a con­
servative atraoopheric toraperature drop of 40 T>eg. p» in 12 hours is also 
«• I 
: k 
* I 
•^ 1(0 
* t 
oi i 
N 
|6K 
r-f 
136 sqJn. 
Af''2'64-7scfJr7. 
r = 990, 000/nf 
= /7^  
Centrotda! uxi3 
'00 
M 
7 - P  
Fig. 83 
Section Through Spandrel Wall, Hartlond Bridgo 
assumed to occur. The shriTUtage aosviniod is tlie value reooramended for 
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oonorete exposed -Uo the olemonta. Tho temperature drop is one v/hioh 
oon be oxpootod in tho Conneotiout area. The modulus of elasticity, Ec, 
6 
is aasumod to bo 1.5 x 10 psi. aiid the coefficient of thermal expansion, 
A, is assvunod to be 5 x lo" per Deg. F. 
At tho top of the vra.ll tho unit stress is 
S N AEO^U^FJL - ^^011 
^1+^2^ Ax 21" J 
S s AEc (186) (8647)1 1 (86.4) (64»6) 
(2833) J [.186 (2) (990,000) 
S ' 0.445 AEo . 
At the bottom of the base of the 6 in. wide wall sootion tlie unit 
sti'ess is 
q  S A E  1 ( 1 8 ^ 5 )  ( 2 6 4 7 )  I f  1  ( 6 6 . 4 )  ( 3 3 . 6 ) " ]  
l Jl~i^ " Wxmmrl 
S = 0.678 A Ko* 
The value of for dryng shririlcaKe is, frcan Fig. 68, 
A Z m (250) = 148 millionths. 
40 
Tlie temperature difforontiol. Pig. 79, is 42 x a 29.4 Deg. P. 
Tlio voluo of A caused by tho temperature differential io 
 ^= (29.4)(5x10 ) r rnillionths. 
The unit stresses at the top of the wall arei 
"•6 6 
from shrinkage, S - (0.445)(148x10 )(1.5xl0 ) 
S - 99 psi. 
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from tomporaturo, S « (0.445)(147xlo"®)(1,5x10^ ) 
S ® 9B psl« 
total Btraas, S « 197 psi., tension. 
The unit strossos at the base of tho v/all eeotion arot 
from shrinkage^  S a (0«6v8)(140xl0''^ )(1.5xl0®) 
S s 151 psi. 
from temporature* S "• (0,678)(147x10 ^ )(1.5xlO^ ) 
B - 150 psi. 
total stroSB, S ^  301 psi», tension. 
Those streBDQS, detonninod for conservativo values of those factors 
controlling tho stresses, are high enough to insure tho occurrence of 
cracks. This bridge through its cracks shows ample evidence of tho 
of foot of differential volxone change. These cracks could Viave boon 
forecast and their formation should not cause siirprise. 
3. Stone Cut Underpass, California. 
The quarter-point cross-seotion of tho Stono Cut Undox-pass structure 
in California is showi in Fi{;> 84. The properties of the section are 
also given in the same place. 
Tho sarao assumptions as to x-oinforoement, shrinkage, temperature 
drop and Kq as vrere wade for tho Ilartland Bridge are made for this 
structiuro. Tl^ e stresses ore oomputod for tlie top and the bottom of the 
wall Boction. 
Tho stress at tho top of tho v/aill, in torms of AKo» is 
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 ^ r(1044)(193S)ir 1 (110)(79.2) 
S s -0.407/A Eq. 
!Cho stress at tho bottom of tho v/aill, in tonnQ of is 
S r(1044)(1933)')r 1 (110)(-7.8) 1 
i (2577) [T5^  (2) (2,790,000) J 
S s+ 0«754/akEQ 
Tho drying shrinkage A , for a S50 milliontha ultimate B]irinkaf;e, 
is 
millionths. 
The temperature differential for a 40 Deg. F. drop in 12 hours is 
19 l)eg. P. and the temperature differential volume change, A, is 
A S 19 5x10 ^  « 95 millionths. 
Tho maximim unit stress at the top of tho "wall is 
S- -0.407 ( 59-»-95)(10'®)(1.5 "^ lO®) 
S s 94 psi., compros^ on. 
The maximum unit stress at the baso of the wall is 
S s 0.754 (59 +95)(10"®)(1.5*10®) 
S e 174 psi., tension. 
The jmaxiraum tensile stross is considerably less than the most 
likely value for the ultimate tensile strength of tho concrete, despite 
the extremely unlikoly temperature drop assumod for this region. The 
wall will probably not oraok. As a matter of record this vjall has not 
cracked, altliouf.h tho oonstxniotion joints at tho quarter-points have 
oponod up at tlio top by amounts varying from l/s to 5/8 in. This 
opening might be ascribed to slirinlcage. 
f-o' 
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It appears quite poasible to forooast the probable oracking tendency 
of the wall or atem of a stnioturo if a reaooimble value of the differen­
tial volume change is assumed. Those structures having stems vrtiich are 
thin compared to the thiokness of tho base appear to be more subject to 
oraoking, as would be expected. 
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"VII. RECOiai/iENDED TECHNIQUES MD PllACTICBS FOR THE RELIEF OF 
STEM CRACKBTQ 
Tho oracking of tho stom is oatifjod by the differential voltnne change 
%vhioh results from drying shrinlcage and ten^ eratiire drop. These 
phenomena may act individually or they may "be superimposed upon eaoh other. 
The critical condition appears to occur v/hen thejf are acting simultaneofUBly, 
Any attempt to control the cracking tendency of the stem must be 
throu^  the control of the amount of the differential volume change or 
throu^  tho minimization of the effect of the volume change. 
A. The Control of the Volume Change 
There is nothing of a practical nature than can be done about the 
temperature variation and the temperature differential. 
Only that volume change resulting from drying Bhriiakage ia readily 
subject to control. This shrinlcage cannot be entirely eliminated using 
the cemonta ordinarily employed in the United States. 
The control of differential volume change lies in the selection of 
the cement, the amount of the cement paste, tho choice of aggregate and 
in the ratio of the stem vriLdth to base thickness, (^ 1). 
1, The oement. 
It is recommended-that cements high in OgS (dioalcium silicate) and 
CgA (trioaloium aluminate) be avoided, A high percentage of OgS is 
generally accompanied by a large amount of free shrinkage and a pronounoed 
tendency toward cracking. Cements high in CgA are uncertain in their 
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slirinJcago charaotoristioB and frequently exhiMt a large amovuit of 
shrinJcage, Tho relative fineness of the ooment is of no particular conse­
quence, The use of cements containing the generally accepted admixtures 
is of no advantage as far as shrinlcage is concerned and may be detri~ 
mental to the strength characteristics of the concrete. 
2, Percentage of cement paste. 
The amount of cement paste per unit volume of concrete should be 
kept at a minimum. To this end the mix should be as lean as possible 
consistent vdth vrorlcing conditions, yfhon the mix is lean the amount of 
v/ater (w/o ratio) does not play an iraportsnt role in the amoimt of 
shrinkage, 
S, AgRrelates, 
A sound, non-absorptive aggregate is recommended. The more porous 
aggregates produce concretes exhibiting a high degree of shrinkage, Qood 
aggregates for concretes of low shrinkage are quartze, dolomite, feldspar, 
granite and some limestones. Sandstone and gravels in general make con­
cretes shovdng relatively high shrinkages. Those aggregates having the 
greater degree of rigidity (hi^ i modulus of elasticity) appear to produce 
leas shrinlcage, all other factors being equal, 
4, Stem width and base thickness ratio. 
The amount of differential volume change from any source may b© 
directly controlled throu^  the choice of such dimensional proportions as 
vdll reduce tho magnitude of that differential. The use of a stem vjhich 
is vride in comparison vdth the base thiclcueBs is recommended. The 
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rooommended atom thiokaesB for eaoh base thicsknesB, using the data of 
Table 1, is 
Base thiokneso, h2 ® 12 in», stem vddth, bj a 6 in. 
Base thiokneso, hg • 18 in,, stem vddth, bj^  « 10 in. 
Base thickness, hg = 24 in,» Btem vddth, b^  » 12 in. 
In gonoral the istom should have a minintum width equal to one-half the 
base thiokness* 
These are the recoimnended ininirntim values for the stern. i,Tidth, Larger 
values vdll furth&r reduce the differential voliune change, A stem vadth 
greater than the thinnest base section is not reoommended, VJhen the base 
is of variable thickness the thinnest portion of the base should not "be 
used #i0n selecting the steia ividth to be used in the design. It io ad­
visable to use the base thickness at about the quarter point of the span 
for the determination of the stem width. The stem vrould be vmneoessarily 
vdd© if the thickness at a haunch v/ore used for its determination. 
B, Minimization of the Effect of Differential Volume Change 
The minimijsation of the effect of the differential volume change is 
a problem of construotion and not of design. The percentage of steel 
reinforoement has been showa to have no significant influence upon the 
amount of critical tensile streos developed in the stem. There is, 
therefore, little to bo gained by introducing steel in the usual manner 
in order to overcome the effect of differential volume change. 
There are several construction techniques which it is believed 
Avould help eliminate the effect of differential volume change produced by 
either drying shrinkage and/or teji^ orature differential, TJiese suggested 
techniques are not standard practice, they present many inconveniences 
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and difficulties from the construction angle and they are unproven. Some 
of these suggOBtions have "been used on othor typos of v/ork vdth results 
vrfiich indicate the possibility of their having an application to t>\e 
problem of differential volume change, 
•^ Order of pouring the structure. 
One suggecition is that the steon and that portion of the "base section 
immediately "beloiv the stem bo poured ahead of the main body of the 
structure eutid that it be allovrtJd to cure and to shrink. After the stem 
has achieved 50 or GO per cent of i-cs freo shrinkage, say 4 to 6 months, 
the remainder of the concrete may be poured. The base should be bonded 
to the stem, perhaps by means of dowels, 
Tlie base no?/ undergoes drying; shrinkage but the rat© of shrinkage 
for the .base and the stem are more neai'ly equal. A Itu'ge differential 
volvmra change resulting from di^ jdng shrinlcage vdll not be produced. 
This tochniquo ;vill not aid in counteracting the volxims change caused 
by the teir^ erature differential, 
2, Pre-strecsed steel. 
The idea of using prestressad steel to overcome tensile effects in 
concrete is not new. In the case of procaste members it is a convenient 
and practical expedient. In the field it becomes a somewhat different 
problem from what is experienced in the shop. Assuming that the problem 
of prestressing the steel in the field oan be satisfactorily solved then 
a solution to the problem of stem cracking appears to lie in the intro­
duction of prestreased steel in the stem, 
Tlie pre stressed steel v/ould flUb;3eot the concret© of the stem to 
compression. The amount of steel should be sufficient to lower the 
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mcadirnim unit tensilo atrosB in the ctem to a safe voluo. If tho unit 
oomprosGivo strosB desired in the stem is denoted by Sq, then tho initial 
stress in tho steol should be The steol ratio in the atom 
is denoted by x' Q^ d tho ratio of raodnlii of elasticity by n, 
Ihe stress distribution throu^ out the structure vdll of course bo 
altered by the prestressing of the stem steol* Any signifioant change in 
strossos would hevo to bo accounted for in the design of the structure 
for stresses caused by loads, 
3. Expansive cements. 
A revolutionary construction concept is involved \vhen the use of an 
expansive cement is considered, Tho properties of concrete made with an 
expansive cement have been ^nvestigat^ .^ l in Prpnco by Heiu*y Lossier (9, 10, 
66), Lossier*8 experiments have extended over a period of 11 years. 
The oxpojasivo cement is ooinposod of a base of portland cement, an 
adm3.xture consisting of a sulfo-alvuninouB ooment and a stabilizing agent. 
The stabilizing agent controls the degree of exponsion by absorbing the 
calcimi sulfate, the expanding agent, Tho amount of expansion is shovm 
to be controllable vdthin narrow limits. 
Concrete made of this cement has proven to have a greater 28-day 
strength theai concretes mado of portland cement. The reports on otJaer 
physical properties are favorable. This cement must be used vdth a 
sulphate-free aggregate. 
The use of concrete made with this ejqpanding cement -would bo experi­
mental, However, the results of Loosier's experiments suggest this as a 
possible means of eliminating the differential volume change caused by 
drying shrinkage and as a possible method of countoracting the effect of 
the differential voliune change caused by tho temperature differential. 
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AbsorTjont •wall forms, 
Gel is formed as the cement hydrates. The water held within the gel 
is the main factor governing the amount of shrinkage. The removal of the 
excess vnxter tends to produce a drier gel, one vdth little evaporable 
v/ater. The potential shrinlcago of the concrete viould be decreasod vrlth 
tho decrease in the amount of evaporable v/ater available, 
Tlie use of absorbent mxll forms for architectural concrete is 
described by Karly (33). These forms trere used to overcome some 
diffioiiltioa brought on by shrinkage# 
There is no experimental data avfiilablo, as far as is 1-aiovm, covering 
tho effeot of absorbent vrall forms upon tho eiaount of shrinkage, Jill 
that exists is that vildoh Blight be road into Early's account of his 
difficulties. The ijnpression that the shrinkage may be controlled by 
the use of these forms is given* Until further experimental evidence is 
brought forward on the effeot of absorbent forms upon the shrinkage, it 
is not possible to do more than suggest their use as a means of 
controlling shrinlcage. 
It is suggested that only the forms for the stem section be mad© of 
absorbent material. It appears advisable to let the base section shrink, 
in a sense prestressing the stem. lY, Johnson (59) tised this typo of 
forras for walls and foimd them to bo practical• He does not report on 
tho olirinkage charaotoristico of the v;all, 
C, SiOTnary 
The more practical and expedient procedures for the control of the 
effecrts of difforontial voluaiie change lie in the control of the differ­
ent ial volume change end not in the minimization of its effect. The 
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Belcotion of tho proper oomont, proportiions of mix, aggregatoa and 
widlii of stem has a Icnown influence upon tl\o amount of differential 
volxame ohongQ. The of foot of tho various construction teoliniquos out­
lined hero aro still to bo domonstrated in tl-ie fiold. 
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Appendix A 
TABLES AT!X) CTJllVES snov/IMG ODSM-iVBD rKBIPBRATtrRE 
VARIATIONS IK TJIB IIARTLAI^ D BRID® 
rne fiold obsejrmtions of the toinporaturo variation -within tho 
several ports of the Hortland Bridge havo 'boon placed in this appendix, 
Tlio observed fiold data are tabulated in Tables a-I to a-XIV, inclusive. 
The observed valtios have been plotted as curves, with the ordinate 
represonting tenqporature and tho abscissa the distanoo out from the 
center of the xnombor. These curves are shovm in Pig. a-1 to a-14, 
inclusive. The average ordinate of tho ten^orature curves for points 
botv/eon the faces of the concrete vms determined by moans of a plonimeter. 
Those average temperature valines are shoYm. in Fig, 19, 21 and 22 of 
Chapter I. 
Tliese cu3rvos of observed tomporature are believed to be basically 
correct because of the continuity of the curves, and the agreement of 
tlie shape of the curve v/ith the type of material or the degree of 
covor. 
Of considerable interest is the noticeable effect of tho radiant 
heat of the sun. Those thermocouples v/hich are so located that one end 
is in the face of the concrete vixich receives the direct rays of the 
sun, show a relatively l^igh internal concrete temperature in tho 
neighborhood of that face. That temperature is, upon occasion, laighor 
than the nir temperature. 
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Tl&ble a-l 
7ens>ovat\ira Beadines on the Sartland ; 
•Plnoj 9 P»n, Datei 10-25-
Themo-
cotiple 
Sta. Ro. 
I II III 17 V 
Cold 
Junction 
X>»e,2r. 
Uo Uo 38 Uo 
Thomo-
oouplo 
Ro. 
Potentlotsetov readings and teasperatur 
Hllle-
volta 
Ten^* 
See,? 
Hllle-
volts 
Teaip. 
Beg.V 
mile-
VOltfi 
TesQi. 
Deg.F 
Hllle-
volte 
Ten®. 
Deg.F 
Hllle-
VOltB 
T« 
Do 
1 
2 
5 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
Ik 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SO 
21 
.93 
.90 
.90 
.91 
.9U 
.97 
.98 
.95 
.96 
*91 
1.09 
.97 
.96 
.96 
.91 
.91 
.90 
.91 
.89 
k2 
kO,Q 
U0,8 
kUQ 
U2,9 
IjJf 
kk,h 
jf5 
U5.9 
UU 
U7.5 
kk 
U9.9 
U3.9 
41.2 
Ui.e 
U0.8 
Ul.2 
58,5 
.90 
.91 
.86 
.98 
UOO 
1.00 
1.00 
1.00 
1.05 
1.00 
1.03 
l.olfr 
i.oU 
1.0t» 
1.07 
1.06 
1.08 
1.03 
U0.8 
ki,e 
59 
wi.U 
U9.S 
k%2 
U9.2 
U6 
U6.9 
U9.2 
U6.9 
hi. 
hi 
hi 
ue.h 
hB 
U8.8 
'>6.9 
1.02 
.96 
.99 
.97 
.98 
1.01 
1.01 
udh 
l.oU 
1.09 
1.09 
l.OU 
l.Olf 
1.03 
1*01 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
h6 
U3.9 
U3 
UU 
UU.U 
U5.6 
U5.6 
hi 
hi 
hl*^  
U7.5 
hi 
hi 
U6.9 
45.6 
h%6 
U9.2 
lf9.6 
.88 
.90 
.88 
.92 
.90 
»92 
.89 
ho 
Uo 
ho 
hi 
ho 
hi 
ho 

T&ble a-I 
iro Readlnga on the Hartland Bridge 
9 P«m, Datej 10-25-19^1 
IV 7 71 711 VIII 
58 ko 58 ko 
leter reeidlnge and tengperaturoB 
.F 
Hllle-
volte 
TeoS). 
Deg.F 
Mlllo-
VOltB 
Tenqp. 
3)©g.F MlllQ. VOltB Teiqp. Beg.F mile-volts Te^p. Deg.F Hills-volts Ten®. Seg.F 
3 } 
3 
l.OS 
.96 
.99 
.97 
.98 
h6 
k3 
kU 
hkA 
.88 
.90 
.88 
.92 
.90 
Uo 
U0.8 
t^o 
hi,6 
hO.B 
.95 
.95 
'9h 
.98 
if2.5 
1^2.5 
41.6 
.88 
.95 
1.01 
1.00 
1.02 
40 
45 
45.6 
46 
46 
> 
3 
5 
2 
1.01 
1.01 
l.OU 
l.OU 
1.05 
U5.6 
1^ 7 
47 
1^7*5 
.92 
.89 
lH.6 
.90 
.90 
.90 
.92 
.88 
40.8 
40.8 
40.8 
41.6 
4o 
1.04 
1.07 
1.10 
1.12 
1.14 
47 
1^.4 
49.6 
50.9 
91*9 
3 
Ij-
1.05 
l.OU 
l.olt 
1.05 
1.01 
i»7.5 
!^ 7 
1^ 7 
i»6.5 
U5.6 
.88 40 ia6 
1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
1.14 
92.4 
92 
91 
91 
91.9 
8 
3 
1.01 
1.00 
1.01 
U5.6 
U5.a 1.15 1.15 
1.10 
1.12 
1.08 
.90 
92 
S.6 
90.9 
48.8 
4o.8 
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Table a-XI 
Teaqioraturo Baadlnga m ttao Bartland 3 
Tliaat IS midnight. X)ate} lO-a?-; 
Thongo« 
eou|>le 
8ta. Ho. 
Cold 
Junotlon 
Seg.F. 
II 
39 
mr 
38 
IV 
3^ 
Therao* 
oouple 
No. 
Potentlamster readlngg and teBQ> 
MlUe-
volt# 
Teagp. 
Beg.V 
Mllle- Teiogp. Mllleo Teroip. 
volts Beg.? VOltB DQg.7 
.8U 38 .88 IfO GO 
*
 38.3 .89 i».o.^ 
.9S M.6 
.93 2(2 
.90 >»0.8 
.97 Wi. 
lf2.5 1.03 U6.5 
.93 1.02 k6 
.95 1^3 1.05 ^7.5 
.96 »t3.5 1.06 k& 
.92 kU6 1.10 U9.6 
.93 l^2 1.09 U9.e 
.92 ^1.6 l.io tf9.6 
.9U 1.08 ^.8 
.91 kl,Q 1.10 ^9.6 
.91 kl,Q 1.10 1^9.6 
ks»e 1.09 i»9.e 
.92 ltl.6 I.IS 50.3 
.92 t^l.6 1.06 kB 
.87 39.3 1.06 
.86 39 
mile, 
volts Deg.P 
Mllle* 
volte 
1 
2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
li» 
13 
16 
a 
19 
20 
21 
.98 
.88 
.92 
.9^ 
.93 
.93 
•96 
.96 
.98 
.96 
.9fi 
.95 
.98 
.87 
.88 
i^2.5 
1^0 
lf2.5 
lH.6 
^.5 
if2 
j^3 
*^3.5 
»»3.5 
»^3.9 
^1.6 
k3 
^1.6 
9.5 
0 I 
.83 
.83 
.81^ 
.83 
.8Ji 
.83 

Table a-Il 
Beadtneo on tbe Hartland Bridge 
mldniebt. Bate: IO-25.19IH 
17 V 71 VII Tin 
35 33 36 
tloa leter readtnga and tea^vaturee 
np. 
g.P 
Mllle. 
volte 
Teoqp. 
Iteg.? 
Mllle. 
volts 
Toaqa. 
Beg.P 
Mllle-
volts 
Tengp. 
Dog.P 
Mllle-
volte 
Temp. 
Deg.y 
Mllle-
volta 
TeuQ)* 
Dog.? 
1 
),h 
1.9 
.98 
,88 
,$h 
.92 
lf2.5 
1^0 
i^2.5 
IH.6 
.83 
,.83 
..8U 
,.83 
.8U 
37.6 
37.6 
38 
37.6 
38 
.66 
.62 
.87 
.85 
39 
37.2 
39.5 
38 
38.5 
.80 
.95 
1.00 
1.05 
1.06 
36. If 
i»3.2 
46.3 
» 
'.5 
t.6 
>,2 
.9*^ 
.93 
»95 
.96 
.96 
^2.5 
|f3.5 
U5.5 
.8«i 
.83 
38 
37.6 
.85 
.82 
.83 
.80 
.80 
38.3 
37.2 
37.6 
36. 
1.06 
1.12 
1.12 
1.13 
1.13 
U8 
50,5 
50.5 
51 
51 
U6 
).8 
U6 
K6 
KB 
•98 
.96 
.92 
.95 
Wj.lf 
»»3.5 
U1.6 
h3 
.75 1.15 
1.17 
1.15 
i.17 
1.16 
52 
52.8 
52 
52.8 
52.U 
).? 
5 
J 
.92 
.87 
.88 
kl.6 
39.5 
IfO 
l.llf 
1.16 
1.16 
1.12 
l.OU 
.85 
51.5 
52.Jf 
52.1f 
50.9 
kj 
38,5 
' 
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T&bl« a-ni 
Teng^iraturo Saa&lnet on tbe Bartle 
Tlnsi 3 am. ])at«t 10-
TherzBO-
oouplo I n ni 17 
Sta. Ho. 
Oold 
Junction 29 30 2^ i 
Dee* F, 
TtioTrmo- Fotentioseseteip voadlaea and tengpc 
oouple 
Bo. Mllle- Trap. fiCllle- Mllle- Tenp* Hllle* Mllle-
VOltfl Deg.F VOltfl Deg.F •Oltfl Dog.F volte iKig.F volta 
1 .60 27.2 .68 30.8 .86 39 .58 
2 .6k 29 .70 31.6 .81^ 38 
3 •60 36.lf .76 3^.5 .82 37.2 .6k 
U .78 39.5 .88 Uo .82 37.2 .6k 
5 .82 37.2 .96 ^•3.5 .85 38.5 .69 
6 .86 39 .97 lih .81v 38 .69 
7 .05 37.6 .97 kk .81f 38 .69 
6 ,87 39»5 1.01 jv9.6 .86 39 
9 .8® 37.2 1.00 .8if 38 
10 .8? 38.9 1.02 k6 .86 39 
11 .88 1^ 0 1.01 *^9.6 .89 38.9 
12 •I? 36 l.OU !^ 7 •§5 38.9 38 1.03 h6.^  .86 39 
14 .82 37.2 1.09 1^7.5 .82 37.2 
15 .87 39.9 1.02 U6 .80 36.U 
16 .82 37.2 1.00 !f9.2 .77 39 
17 .80 36.^ 1.00 ^5.2 .73 33 
18 .73 33 .96 U3.9 .70 31.6 
19 .7^ 55*9 
20 
21 

Table tt-ni 
tiure Beadlngs on the BartlaM Bridge 
I 3 QiB* Date I 10«S6»19l»l 
17 r 7X nz 
1 
vin 
SU 2k 26 28 
bl(RB »tor readings and tejagperatuvee 
aSP* 
g»F 
mile-
volte 
Tengp. 
JDeg.F 
Mille-
volte 
Teia(p. 
I}0g.F 
Mille-
volts 
TOBQ^. 
Peg.F 
Hllle-
volts 
Tenp. 
Deg.F 
mile-
volts 
Tesg?. 
9eg,F 
.0 
*6 
.5 
.5 
.86 
.8»f 
.88 
.88 
.89 
38 
37.2 
37.2 
38.9 
.58 
.6k 
t6k 
.69 
26.1^ 
29 
29 
29 
29.9 
.72 
.70 
.68 
.70 
.70 
32.5 
31.6 
30.8 
31.6 
31.6 
.68 
.82 
.89 
.99 
.99 
88 
37.2 
Ho.U 
^3 
.6 
:,s 
r 
.ek 
.82f 
.86 
.8^ 
.86 
38 
38 
39 
58 
39 
.69 
.69 
29.9 
29.9 
.72 
.68 
.67 
.69 
.62 
32.5 
30.8 
30,k 
29.9 
28 
.99 
1.03 
I.OU 
1.08 
1.08 
kk.d 
«t6.9 
ll.e 
He.8 
i.6 
1 
>5 
> 
.89 
.89 
.86 
.82 
.80 
38.9 
38.9 
39 
37.2 
36.U 
.61 87.6 1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
>f9.6 
^9.6 
1^9*6 
1^9.6 
^9.6 
;.2 
i.9 
.77 
.73 
fJO 
39 
33 
31.6 
1.10 
1.10 
1.10 
1.07 
.98 
.72 
U9.6 
(9.6 
k9,6 
kQA 
38.9 
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Table a-IT 
Tengperature Beadlnga on the Bartljond 
TtB30i 6 am* ])atot 10*26 
Thenao* 
oouple I II HI IT V 
Sta* No* 
Oold 
Junotlon 22 20 20 20 ])eg.7. 
Thento- l>Dtentlometer veadlngs and tempevB 
oovple 
no. Mllle* Tmnp* Mllle- Teiqp. Mllle- Tea®. Mllle- Ten^)* Mllle- 1 
TOltS Deg.7 volta Deg.7 volta ]}eg.F volts Oeg.F volta I 
1 .56 25.5 .50 22.8 .90 1«)*8 .51 E 
S .63 28.5 .32 23.6 .87 39.5 .56 £ 
3 .75 ik .63 28.5 .87 39.5 .57 £ 
If .78 35.5 .80 36.JV .88 IfO .57 £ 
5 .82 37.2 .er 39.5 .62 28 .57 #• C 
6 .82 37.2 .89 IfO.lt- .89 IfO.lf .57 i 
7 .85 38.5 .93 U2 .91 lH.2 .57 i 
8 .86 39 .92 UI.6 .88 ko 
9 .88 •fO .98 .92 lfl.2 
10 .85 38.5 ,9k Jf2.5 .88 lio 
11 .87 39.5 .96 >^3.5 .76 31^.5 
12 .85 38.5 .97 kk .85 38.5 
13 .87 39.5 .95 k3 .85 38,5 
Ik .85 38.5 .96 ^3.5 .82 37.2 
15 .83 37.6 .95 U3 .80 36. 
16 .80 36.^  ,9k »»2.5 .79 36 
17 .78 35.5 .90 U0.8 .76 3k,^ 
16 .75 3k .87 39.5 .72 32.5 
19 .70 31.6 
20 
21 

Table a~l7 
» Bsadlnge on the Hisirtland Bridge 
am* Datot 10-26«'19'fl 
IV V n VII VIII 
20 20 20 18 
metor reaidtnga and ton;poraturGQ 
Mllle-
VOltB 
Tesip. 
Oeg.F 
Hllle-
volts 
Temp. 
Dag.? 
mxie-
VOltB 
Tetts>« 
Dog.F 
Mllleo 
VOltB 
.90 
.87 
.87 
.88 
.62 
kOiB 
39.5 
39.5 
Uo 
28 
.51 
.96 
.57 
.57 
.57 
23.2 
25.5 
26 
26 
26 
,6k 
.63 
.62 
.62 
.61 
29 
28.5 
28 
28 
87.6 
.52 
.79 
.87 
.86 
.93 
.89 
•91 
.88 
.92 
.88 
ko,k 
kl,Q 
ho 
1^1.2 
Uo 
.57 
.57 
26 
26 
.62 
.60 
.36 
.34 
.93 
28 
27.2 
25.5 
2k,3 
2k 
.9k 
1.00 
1.03 
1.02 
1.05 
.76 
.85 
.85 
.82 
.80 
31^.5 
38.5 
38.5 
.52 23.6 1.05 
1.06 
1.08 
1.07 
1.10 
.79 
.76 
.72 
36 
3^^.5 
32.5 
1.08 
1.08 
1.10 
.99 
.92 
.65 
Tei^p. 
Seg.F 
Mlllo-
VOltB 
Teiaip* 
]}eg«7 
S3.6 
36 
39.5 
i 
i*s,5 
te.2 
1^7.5 
he 
47.5 
^7.5 
kQ 
>fd*8 
^9*6 
1^.8 
lf8.8 
k9*6 
kk,8 
kl.6 
29.5 
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The mo-
couple 
8ta* Bo« 
Table a-V 
Tengperature BeadlngB on the BarblAsi 
71IB9I 9 am. Satdt 10-2i 
II in IT ? 
Cold 
Jiuietton 
lioB.?. 
36 37 
Thenao-
oouple 
Ho. mile-
Tolta Oeg.F 
Potentloneter readlnge and tenopein 
mile* Tensp. mile- Teiqp. mile- Temp. 
TOltB Beg.F Tolte Beg.F Tolta Xtog.V 
.85 39 .7^ 33.5 .86 39 
.86 39 .7^ 33.5 .85 38.9 
.95 h3 .88 ko .87 39.5 
.92 kX,6 .86 39 .86 39 
.9^ ife.5 .87 39.9 .86 39 
.90 lfO.8 .90 Uo.8 .86 39 
.93 .92 Ul.6 .89 
.93 kst .8if 38 .89 ko*k 
.95 .86 39 .88 IfO 
.92 hl,6 .93 k2 .87 39.5 
.95 1.05 ^7.5 .88 ho 
.90 ifO.8 1.00 ^5.2 .9U If2.9 
.90 ko,8 .93 kQ .98 
•90 Uo.8 .86 39 l.OS k6 
.96 »f3.5 .88 Uo 1.02 1^ 6 
.92 ^1.6 .95 1.06 V8 
.87 39.9 .88 ho 1.16 52.5 
.83 37.6 .89 ifO.if 1.23 55.9 
.77 35 
mile< 
VOltB 
1 
Q 
3 
If 
9 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
l»f 
15 
16 
X7 
18 
X9 
80 
SI 
.90 
.92 
1.30 
1.01 
1.07 
l»2k 
.96 

Tabla a-V 
re Readlngt on the SartXasd. firidge 
^ am* Zlatot 10-S6«19l4X 
XV V n TII vin 
ho ko hi 38 
M idter reaAlage eM tei!is*^vatuvefl 
» 
f 
NlXXe-
yoXta 
Tenp* 
Deg.F 
MlXXe* 
VOXtB 
(TeBQ). 
Beg.F 
KlXXe* 
ToXto 
Teiflp. 
Seg.F 
HlXXe-
voXta 
Tenp. 
Deg.7 
NlXXe» 
voXte 
Tens>. 
X)eg.7 
.66 
•89 
.87 
.86 
.86 
39 
38.5 
39.9 
39 
39 
.90 
.92 
X.30 
x.ox 
X.07 
i»0.8 
UX.6 
98.9 
U9.6 
48.if 
.1k 
.73 
.76 
.7l» 
.78 
33.9 
33 
3^.9 
33.9 
39.9 
.86 
.93 
.99 
.96 
.98 
39 
k2 
k3 
1^3.9 
.86 
•89 
.89 
.88 
.87 
Uo 
39.9 
X.2t^ 
.96 
56 
^3.9 
.77 
.80 
.78 
.83 
.82^ 
39 
36.1^ 
59.9 
37.6 
38 
X.03 
X.07 
X.08 
X.X3 
X.X2 
U6.9 
IfS.lf 
U8.8 
9X 
50.9 
.88 
.98 
X,02 
X.OS 
ivo 
te.9 
M».5 
U6 
i»6 
.86 39 X.X9 
Xil3 
X.X9 
X.Xif 
X.Xlf 
52 
9X 
92 
9X.5 
91.9 
X.06 
X.X6 
X.25 
kB 
92.9 
99.9 
X.I9 
1.X5 
1,1^ 
1,10 
.97 
92 
92 
51.5 
33.9 
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Therno-
eouple 
8ta* Ho. 
Cold 
JUQotlon 
Beg. T 
Tehle a«Tl 
Tenipemture BeaAlsgi <m the BftrtXu 
Ttmst 12 noon I^tej lO-E 
II 
52 
IXX 
52 
17 
52 5: 
Thermo* 
ooii^Xe 
no. 
X 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
d 
9 
10 
.XX 
X2 
15 
X4 
15 
X6 
X7 
Xd 
X9 
20 
2X 
Fotentidaeter readingB auod tesipe) 
MiXXe-
ToXte Beg.F 
HlXXo« 
•oXte 
.97 
.97 
.89 
.88 
.85 
.89 
.8h 
.83 
.83 
.85 
*82 
,82 
.80 
.77 
.75 
.72 
.75 
.75 
Tenp. 
Deg.F 
kh 
kk 
lio 
57.6 
38.5 
38 
38 
37.6 
37.6 
38.5 
37.2 
37.2 
36. ^  
35 
32.5 
3k 
MlXXe-
•oXts 
x.a2 
X.OQ 
X.02 
x.ox 
x.ox 
.99 
.98 
.98 
.97 
.97 
.98 
*98 
.99 
.98 
.95 
.99 
.96 
.98 
Teuflp, 
Dog.P 
k6 
k6 
k6 
^5.6 
H5.6 
kk.Q 
UU.li-
Uk 
Mi. 
Uh.k 
kKk 
Wf.8 
1^3 
^^3.5 
MilXe-
•oXifl 
.9X 
.87 
.88 
.87 
.89 
.87 
.86 
.88 
.90 
.97 
x.ox 
X.Od 
X.X3 
X,X6 
X.23 
X.27 
X.33 
X.36 
Teiqp. 
J)9g»V 
ifX.2 
39.5 
ko 
39.5 
ko 
U0.8 
kk 
45.6 
lfd.8 
5X 
52A 
55.5 
56.8 
60 
6X.2 
HlXXe-
•oXto 
X.X5 
X.25 
X.58 
x.tvo 
X.l^ 
X.60 
X.55 

Table tt«VI 
re Readinga on the BKVtljand Bridge 
2 noon Satei 10-86-19)^ 1 
17 r VI VII VIU 
52 53 52 5a 
.OEO ater readlsgB and tei^pevatuvea 
)* 
F 
Mllle« 
•OltB 
Tenp* 
Seg.F 
Hllle-
VOltB 
Teaii. 
]3eg.7 Mllle-. VOltB 
Tenip. 
Deg.F 
Mllle« 
volts 
Teaq?* 
Dog.V 
mile-
volta 
Temp. 
Beg.F 
\ 
i 
.91 
.87 
.88 
.87 
.89 
I^l.S 
39.5 
ko 
1.15 
1.25 
1.58 
l.i^O 
l.lf8 
52 
56.5 
71 
63 
66.5 
1.10 
1.12 
1.12 
l.ll» 
1.13 
U9.6 
50.5 
50.5 
51.5 
51 
1.0>^ 
1.00 
*98 
1.00 
1.00 
hi 
kp,2 
k^,2 
k%2 
\ 
!• 
!> 
.87 
.86 
,88 
.90 
.97 
39.9 
39 
Uo 
kO,Q 
kk 
1.60 
1.35 
72 
60.8 
1.12 
1.15 
1.19 
1.20 
1.20 
50.5 
52 
53.6 
5^ 
5l^ 
1.00 
1.05 
1.12 
1.10 
1.12 
^^5.2 
l»7.5 
50.5 
U9.6 
50.5 
!• 
J 
1.01 
1.08 
1.1? 
1.16 
1,23 
!»5.6 
kQ.B 
51 
58. 
55.5 
1.18 93.2 1.15 
1.12 
1.15 
1.15 
1.12 
52 
50.5 
52 
9&- .  
90.5 
5 
1.27 
1.33 
1.36 
56.8 
60 
61.2 
l.ll^ 
l.ll^ 
1.12 
1.07 
1.05 
1.12 
51.5 
51.5 
50 5 
»»8,U 
>^7.5 
50.5 
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TablQ B-VII 
TenQorature Seadlnga on the Bartlai 
Tlsst 5 pm. Satei lO-S 
Thdnsoo 
ooixple 
Sta. Bb. 
I II III IV Y 
Cold 
Jimotion 
Seg.7 
52 50 50 
ThflWJO-
001:^ 10 
Ko. 
PotentloBBter readings and temper 
Mlllo* 
volt® 
Teigp* 
Deg.ff 
miio-
VOltB 
Tenp. 
Bog.F 
Mllle-
TOltB 
!!?enQa. 
Deg.F 
mile-
volts 
Toinp. 
Ddg.F 
Mllle-
volte 
1 
2 
3 
If 
5 
l.Olf 
1.03 
.90 
.86 
1^ 7 
U6.5 
H2.5 
ito.a 
39 
1.03 
.99 
l.OB 
.98 
.96 
lf6.5 
Wf.a 
1^ 6 
^^ 3.5 
1.00 
.86 
*89 
.87 
.88 
lf5.2 
39 
UO.il-
39.3 
ko 
l.llf 
1.27 
i.Uo 
1.36 
1.37 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.87 
.86 
.85 
.86 
39.5 
39 
38 
38.5 
39 
.93 
.95 
.90 
.88 
1^ 2.5 
Us 
1^ 3 
lfO.8 
IfO 
.91 
.88 
.95 
.95 
1.03 
kl*2 
IfO 
k3 
h3 
-'+6.5 
l.lfO 
1.32 
11 
12 
g 
15 
.82 
.83 
.80 
.81 
.77 
37.2 
36.I» 
36.8 
35 
.93 
.93 
.92 
.93 
.9»^  
IfS 
kQ 
ln.6 
k2 
U2.5 
1.07 
1.18 
l.lJf 
1.15 
1.20 
JiS.if 
50.5 
51.5 
58 
16 
17 
18 
19 
80 
.75 
.78 
.78 
33.5 
35.5 
35.5 
.98 
.98 
.99 Wf.8 
1.19 
1.2lf 
1.22 
53.6 
56 
55 
21 

Tabla a-VII 
>e Beadlnfia on the Bridge 
pn. Datoi 10*86-19^1 
nr T 71 nt Tin 
U8 50 50 50 
m eter readingo and temperatures 
1 
P 
mile-
TOltS 
Teai;^ . 
Dog.F 
mile-
volts 
Tea^ p. 
Deg.y 
mile-
VOltfl 
Teaog^ . 
soe.r 
Mtlle-
volte 
Teiap. 
Deg.F 
mile-
•olte Deg.y 
1»00 
.86 
*89 
.87 
.88 
.91 
«83 
.95 
.95 
1.05 
1.07 
i.ie 
l.ll^  
1.15 
1,20 
1.19 
l.Sk 
1*22 
U5.8 
39 
UO.li-
39.5 
Uo 
kl.2 
ho 
U3 
k3 
•'+6.5 
U8.^  ^
50.5 
51.5 
52 
55.6 
56 
55 
l.llt 
1.27 
i.Uo 
1.36 
1.57 
1.1^ 0 
1.32 
51.5 
57.e 
65 
61.8 
61.8 
63 
59.5 
1.23 
1.22^  
1.22 
1.22 
1.25 
1.28 
1.83 
1.20 
1.19 
1.17 
1.17 
55.5 
56 
55 
55 
%.h 
55 
55.5 
5U ^ 
53.6 
50.8 
52.8 
.98 
.98 
1.03 
1.02 
1.00 
1.02 
i.oe 
1.08 
1.12 
1.18 
l.lU 
1.13 
1.12 
1.12 
1.15 
1.13 
1.07 
l.Ol^  
1.06 
1.07 
1.05 
hh.k 
kh.k 
U6.5 
k6 
i^ 5.2 
k6 
h6 
hB.8 
50.9 
50,; 
51.5 
5X 
50.5 
50.9 
52 
51 
k6,k 
hi 
HQ 
kB,h 
47.5 
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Table a-mi 
Tenpemttire Readlnes on the lartlan 
6 pm. Batet 10-2 
Thermo-
ooiq l^e 
Sta. Ifo. 
X II III IV V 
Cold 
Juxiotlon 
Deg.F. 
1^0 ko 39 ho 
Therao-
couple 
No* 
Potentl<»»ter readtogs and temper 
Mllle-
volta 
Ten i^., 
Seg.f 
Mllle-
volta 
Tonp. 
]>eg.7 
Mllle-
volta 
'Smp* 
fieg.l? 
mile-
volta 
Tenyp. 
Seg.F 
Mllle-
volta 
Temp. 
Deg.F 
1 
2 
5 
k 
9 
.87 
.83 
.90 
.98 
.93 
if 0.8 
lfl.6 
IfS 
.89 
.88 
.86 
.96 
38.9 
^0 
39 
»»3.9 
te.9 
1.07 
.9!^ 
.96 
.99 
.96 
U8.1f 
U8.9 
»^3.5 
1^5 
»^3.9 
1.00 
l.OJf 
1.05 
1.07 
1.10 
Jf9.8 
h7 
tt7.9 
1^8. If 
If9.6 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.93 
.90 
.88 
.85 
.8? 
lf8 
lfO.8 
ko 
38.9 
38.5 
.97 
.98 
•s 
.9^ 
Mf.if 
1^5 
U2.5 
Jf8k5 
.97 
.97 
1.08 
l.Olf 
1.10 
kk 
k6 
U7 
U9.6 
1.0!f 
1.07 
Jf7 
»f8.»f 
U 
18 
13 
11  ^
15 
.89 
.88 
.8U 
38.9 
33 
38.9 
ho 
38 
i98 
.99 
.96 
.98 
.99 
U3 
m 
kk,B 
1.1»> 
1*13 
1.13 
1.15 
1.18 
91.9 
91 
91 
91 
90.5 
16 
17 
18 
19 
80 
.88 
.89 
1.15 
.88 
37.a 
37.6 
91 
37.2 
.99 
1.03 
1.09 •^7.9 
1.07 
1.06 
l.OJf 
J»8.U 
U8 
h7 
81 

Table a-mi 
re Beadlnea on the Bbrtloiia Bridge 
pm. Satet 10-86-19^1. 
IT V 71 VII VIII 
39 iK) 36 ho 
oawter readlnga emd teoq^ratureii 
le- Ten[p* Hllle- Temip. Mllle- Temp. Mille- Tesp. Mllle- Teai). 
tB l>ee.F VOltB Bag.F •OltB Deg.P VOltB Peg.F volte Deg.F 
07 U6.14- 1.00 V9.2 l.l»f 51.9 .81 36.8 
9  ^ US.5 l.Olf lf7 I.IS 90.9 .89 
96 »»3.5 1.05 ^7.5 1.13 51 .90 1^0.8 
99 U3 1.07 1.10 1^9*6 .90 tfO.d 
96 U3.5 1.10 k9»6 1.09 k9*2 ,96 »>3.5 
91 i,oh kl 1.09 k9,2 1.06 1^ 8 
91 hh 1.07 kQ,k 1*06 HQ i.oe 
02 k6 1.07 k8»k l.OU kl Qjf 1.03 lf6.9 1.07 . 
10 U9.6 1.03 W.9 1.08 i»8.8 
Ik 91.5 .95 h3 1.06 lf8 
13 51 1.08 tf8.8 
13 51 1.09 jf9.2 
13 51 1.10 ^9.6 . 
12 50.5 1.09 1^7.5 
07 U8.U 1.08 1^.8 
06 kQ 1.05 ^7.9 
Ok ^^7 1.03 U7.5 
1.07 
1.06 48 
.93 1^2 
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Table a-IX 
Tenipemture Beft&lngB on the Hartlan 
Tlnet 12 aooa. Datet 11-1 
IThermo-
eotjqple 
Sta. No* 
I 11 TTT 17 T 
Cold 
Junetion 
Seg. T, 
46 4  ^ 45 45 
Thermo-
oouple 
No. 
Fotenbloneter readtnge and tenpe 
Mllle-
volta 
Ten .^ 
Deg.f 
mile« 
volts 
Teagp. 
2)06.7 
Hllle-
volta 
^ITenp. 
Beg.r 
Kllle-
volte 
Tezop. 
Dog.!" 
Mllleo 
volts 
1 
2 
5 
k 
5 
.92 
.86 
.85 
.83 
.82 
41.6 
39 
37.6 
38.5 
37.2 
.93 
.92 
.93 
42 
43 
42.5 
41.6 
42 
.83 
.84 
.82 
.83 
.83 
38.5 
38 
37.2 
37.6 
37.6 
.95 
.98 
.98 
.96 
.95 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.82 
.82 
.83 
.80 
.80 
37.fi 
37.2 
37.6 
36.4 
36.4 
.87 
.88 
.87 
.92 
.92 
39.5 
4o 
39.5 
41.6 
41.6 
.83 
.83 
.83 
.83 
.87 
37.6 
37.6 
37.6 
37.6 
39.5 
.93 
.95 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
.80 
.80 
.80 
.77 
.76 
36.4 
36.4 
36.4 
•92 
.92 
.90 
.88 
.87 
41.6 
41.6 
40.8 
4o 
39.5 
.87 
.90 
.88 
.90 
.90 
39.9 
40.8 
40 
40.8 
4o,8 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SO 
.73 
.69 
.72 
.76 
33 
31.2 
32.5 
34.5 
.83 
.87 
.87 
38,5 
39.5 
39.9 
.92 
.94 
.94 
41.6 
42.5 
42.5 
81 

Table a«lX 
n*a Bea&lneB on the Hartlaad Bridge 
Z noon. Bate I lUll-lplfl 
IV V TL VII Tin 
lf5 kk h6 
iiometer rcadlngfl and tes^eraturee 
mile- Teiap. Mllle- Teznp. Mine- Teiqp, mile- Tenqi. Mllle. Tez^. 
»F volte Seg.? VOltB Sfig.F volts Dee«7 volte DBg4F volte Deg.V 
.05 38.5 .95 1^3 .86 39 *93 lf2 
} 38 .98 .87 39.5 .91 1^1.2 
.8S 37.2 .98 iili.lv .87 39.5 .92 lvl.6 
> 
.85 37.6 .96 1^3.5 .89 ^0*lf *92 hl,6 
.83 37.6 .95 i^ 3 .89 .92 U1.6 
i .83 37.6 .95 1^3 .88 i»0 .96 »^3.9 
.83 37.6 .95 U3 .92 1^1*6 *96 ^3-5 ) 
.83 37.6 .91 41.2 .96 ^3.5 
.83 37.6 .87 39*5 1.00 k5*2 
> 
.87 39.5 *90 i«).8 .99 Mv.e 
9 .87 39.9 .9  ^ te.3 .99 hk.a ) 
.90 lfO.8 1.00 U5.2 
3 *68 IfO 
.99 Wu8 
.90 itO.8 
.98 
5 .90 >•0.8 1.02 
5 .92 ^1.6 li03 46.5 
5 .9  ^ 1.01 45.6 
5 J»2.5 
.99 iA.8 
*96 45.9 
.90 40.8 
.92 41.6 
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Table a«X 
TWi](pevcituro BeadlsgB on tba Eairfclat 
TlJWi 6 P9&. Date I 11-] 
Thenaoo 
ooi^lo 
Bta. no. 
X II III IV V 
Cold 
Junotlon 
Deg. 7 
3k 3k 35 5^  ^ 3k 
Thexno* 
oot l^e 
No* 
Fotentlomoter readings and teu^ei 
Mllle-
VOltB 
Ten;?. 
Seg.F 
mile-
TOltS 
Teiflcp. 
Deg.F 
Mllle-
VOltD 
Teiqp. 
Deg.7 
Mllle-
volts 
Ten^» 
]}ee.F 
Mllle-
TOltS 
1 
S 
2 
9 
.80 
.81 
.68 
.83 
.63 
36.lt 
36.8 
37.5 
37.6 
37.6 
l7k 
,82 
32.5 
53.5 
59.9 
37.2 
37.2 
.79 
.75 
.76 
.83 
.83 
3lf 
5»  ^
5 .^9 
57.6 
57.6 
.89 
•80 
.80 
^81 
,8k 
58.5 
36.^  
36*  ^
36.8 
38 
.80 
.83 
.83 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
.83 
.83 
.83 
37-6 
37.6 
37.2 
.82 
.79 
.78 
.78 
.76 
37.2 
36 
59.9 
39.9 
3k»? 
.89 
,ak 
,ak 
.89 
.81  ^
38.5 
58 
58 
38.5 
58 
.89 
.85 
.86 
,86 
i89 
38.9 
38*5 
59 
59 
58.9 
.83 
.81 
11 
12 
13 
Ik 
19 
.76 
.76 
.76 
.76 
.76 
3k,3 
3! .^9 
3k.5 
3i^ .^  
3 .^9 
.8l» 
.89 
•.89 
58 
58 
58.9 
58.5 
38.9 
.8it 
;83 
.85 
ids 
.83 
58 
57.6 
57*6 
57.2 
57.6 
16 
X7 
18 
19 
20 
.77 
.77 
.76 
.79 
59 
39 
3k.5 
3k 
.8lt 
.83 
.81  ^
58 
57.6 
58 
.81 
.82 
.85 
56.8 
57.2 
57.6 
ei 

Table a«X 
re Beadlnee on tho Harblasd Bridge 
DateI II-II-I9IH 
IV VI VII VIII 
3l^  56 
»iBter roadinga and teia|ieratur«9B 
Mllle- Temp* Mllle 
volta Deg.F volts 
.85 38.9 *78 
.80 36.4 *8S 
.80 36*1^  .80 
i8l 36.8 .83 
.dU 38 .83 
.85 38.5 .83 
*85 38*5 .81 
.86 39 
*86 39 
*85 38.9 
*81^  38 
;83 37.6 
*83 37*6 
iSe 37.2 
.83 37.6 
*81 36.8 
.88 37.8 
.83 37.6 
Temp* 
Sog.F 
Mllle<. Teinp* Mllle- Teap. 
volte Seg.r volte Deg.F 
.83 37 i6 *78 35.9 
*83 37.6 .90 U0.8 
37*6 .90 U0.8 
.82 37.2 .9? Ul,6 
.81 36.8 .93 ks 
.81 36.8 hS,5 
*81 36.8 .96 U3.9 
.80 36,lf .98 hkA 
.79 36 .98 
*78 39.9 .98 
.76 3»^ .9 .97 kk 
.98 
1.00 k^.2 
.98 
.98 
.96 »^ 3.9 
.96 '<•3.9 
U2,9 
.93 ks 
.90 J»0.8 
.83 37.6 
Mllle* 
volte 
35.5 
37*S 
36.H 
37.6 
37.6 
37.6 
36.8 
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Table a«XX 
Teng^ otature Beadlngs on the Bartlanfi 
Hlmt 10 am. Satet ll-l£ 
Themio-
oouple 
Sta» Ho. 
Cold 
Junction 
Dog. F 
Thenno-
Oouple 
No. 
69 
II HI 
5U 
IT 
66 
V 
mile. 
vo;^ ts 
Teaqp* 
IN>g.F 
Potentiometer readingB and tes^ n 
Mllle. 
YOltB 
Teiap. 
Seg.F 
mile-
YOltB 
Temp. 
I)ee.F 
mile* irenQp. Mllle 
volts Deg.F YOltB 
.78 35.5 1.17 
.73 33 1.17 
.75 34 
34 
1.59 
.75 1.14 
.77 35 1.22 
.76 34.5 1.32 
.75 34 1.11 
.75 54 
.75 34 
.76 34.5 
.81 36.8 
.86 39 
.92 41.6 
.94 42.5 
1.01 45.6 
1.05 47.5 
1.16 5^ .4 
1.30 56.5 
1 
2 
5 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
15 
14 
15 
16 
17 
13 
19 
SO 
21 
1.07 
.9^ 
•M 
.9k 
«98 
1.07 
1*15 
4d.if 
iia.5 
45 
42.5 
42,5 
44.4 
46.4 
52 
1.15 
1.15 
1.00 
.87 
.66 
.85 
.81 
.77 
:V> 
•8o 
.78 
.76 
.76 
.75 
.74 
.75 
52 
5.8 
39.5 
39 
37.6 
56.8 
55 
. 36.4 
36.4 
55.5 
34.5 
34.5 
34 
53.5 
32.5 
35 
1.15 
1.15 
1.15 
.98 
.90 
.66 
.86 
.85 
.86 
.86 
.87 
.67 
.84 
.04 
.32 
.32 
.82 
•80 
52 
52 
52 
44.4 
4o.8 
39 
39 
38.5 
39 
39 
39.5 
39.5 
38 
38 
37*2 
37.2 
57.0 
36.4 

Table &-XZ 
« Beadlnge on the Bartland Bridge 
• aa« Datoi II-IQ-19IH 
IV V VI VII vin 
66 3k 96 96 57 
meter readlxtgo and temperaturea 
Mllle-
volta 
Tenqp. 
Beg.F 
Mills* 
volts 
Tes^« 
Deg.F 
Hllle-
volta 
Tenop, 
]>eg*F 
Mllle-
volte 
Temp. 
X>ee.F 
Mllle-
volta 
Teogp, 
Deg.F 
.78 
.75 
.79 
.75 
.77 
39.9 
! 
39 
1.17 
1.17 
1.3? 
1,14 
1.22 
92.8 
92.8 
62.9 
91.9 
99 
.83 
.86 
.90 
,90 
.89 
37.6 
lis 
kO,Q 
Uo.i» 
1.21 
1.08 
,9^ 
.92 
.90 
5»*.9 
i*8,8 
1*2.9 
1*1.6 
1*0,8 
1.61* 
1.1*3 
1,20 
1,11* 
l.ll* 
73.6 
61*.l* 
91* 
91.9 
91.9 
.76 
.79 
.79 
.79 
.76 
3«^.9 
3h 
3k 
3k 
3»^.9 
1.3s 
1.11 
99.9 
90 
»9k 
.98 
1.01 
1.01 
1.07 
l»®.9 
1*9.6 
1*9.6 
1*8.U 
.90 
.92 
.93 
.96 
.99 
1*0.8 
1*1.6 
l*s 
1.16 
1.22 
92,1* 
95 
.81 
.66 
.92 
.9!^  
1.01 
36.8 
39 
^1.6 
k2.3 
1*9.6 
.98 
.97 
,98 
.97 
.97 
l*l*.l* 
1*1* 
l*I*.l* 
1*1* 
1*1* 
1.09 
1*16 
1,30 
1»7.9 
92.^ 
98.9 
.96 
.99 
.96 
.93 
.87 
1,03 
1*3.9 
1*3 
1*3.9 
1*2 
39.9 
1*6.9 
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%ble a-XIX 
'Seaff&mtvam Beodlnee cm the BartlAXid 
Tlmgs 1 pa* Satet ll-lS 
Thenao-
oovqple 1 n III 17 V 
Sta. Ho. 
Gold 
^motion 65 60 62 68 6k 
Bag. F 
TharsBO- Potentloaaoter read Legs and tsaapara 
ooupla 
No. Mllle. TSB^* Nlllo*" Tanp. mile- T«n[p. Mllla- Teo .^ Mllle- 1 
VOltB Beg.F •OltB Sag.? volte Deg.F volts Bag.F YOltB I 
1 1.33 60 1.38 62 1.33 60 .96 1»3.5 l,k^ i 
2 1.30 58.5 1.35 60.8 1.33 60 .89 ko,k 1.53 ( 
3 1.32 59.5 1.22 55 1.30 58.5 .89 1.78 I 
1.35 60.8 1.10 1^9.6 1.13 51 .90 kO,B 1.69 1 
5 1.38 62 l.OU If? 1.02 h6 .90 kO,8 1.72 r i 
6 l.i^5 65.2 .99 I|lf.8 .95 l«.3 .89 ko,k 1.75 •> 1 
7 1.50 67.5 .95 U3 lio .90 i»o.8 1.60 
8 I.9U 69.8 .89 .86 59 .90 Uo,8 
9 .86 39 .88 Uo .93 k2 
10 .6>^ 38 .86 39 1.01 ^5.6 
11 .83 37.6 .86 39 l.OJf 
18 .82 57.2 .85 38.5 1.1k 91.5 
13 .82 37.2 .85 38.5 1.23 55.5 
Ik .80 36.1^ .82 37.2 1.27 57.5 
15 .80 36.1^ .81 36.8 1.53 60 
16 .30 36.Jf .S5 38.5 1.1^0 63 
X7 »77 35 38.5 l.>^6 ^.6 
13 — — • *90 U0.8 1.53 68.8 
19 .85 38.9 
SO 
21 

•Uftbi® B-xri 
« Beadlngo on the HartlaoA Bridge 
W» X)atet 
nr V VI VH VIII 
68 6k 6k 62 62 
OB dter readings and temperaturea 
1 mixo-VOltfl 
Tentp. 
Beg.F 
mile-
Tolta 
• Teas'. 
Deg.F 
MlUe-
volte 
Taop. 
D^g.l* 
Mllle-
•olta 
Teaip. 
Deg.7 
Mllle-
•olto 
TesQ .^ 
Beg .7 
.96 
.89 
.89 
.90 
.90 
^5.5 
ko.k 
Uo.lf 
i»0.8 
^0.8 
I.U5 
1.93 
1.78 
1.65 
1.72 
65.2 
68.8 
80 
Jk 
77.2 
1.2S  ^
1.23 
1.29 
1.30 
1.33 
96 
96.5 
96.9 
98.5 
60 
1.26 
1.07 
1.02 
.99 
>9k 
97 
2 .^4 
U6 
U3 
H2.5 
1.60 
1.98 
1.57 
1.51* 
X.93 
72 
71 
70.9 
69.2 
68.8 
.89 
•90 
.90 
.93 
X.Ol 
40.1f 
^0.8 
U0.8 
kQ 
k^,6 
1.75 
1.60 
78.9 
72 
1.31 
1.3U 
1.3'* 
l.Uo 
l.>»2 
99 
60. 
6o.if 
63 
6k 
.92 
.90 
.92 
.96 
.95 
kl.6 
kO.B 
kl.6 
1*3.9 
k-^  
1.1*7 
l.l*U 
66 
6I1.8 
I.olf 
l,Xk 
1.23 
1.27 
X.33 
kt 
91.5 
35.9 
57.3 
60 
l.Mf 6if.8 
.9"  ^
.99 
.99 
.92 
.9  ^
lf2.3 
U3 
k3 
1*1.6 
1*2.9 
l.t^O 
IM 
1.53 
63 
63.6 
68.8 
*9k 
.97 
.96 
.92 
,87 
l.lif 
1*2.5 
1*1* 
1*3.5 
1*1.6 
39.5 
51.5 
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!mble a-mz 
Teiqpemture Beadlnga oa the Bartland ] 
I'lmsi U pm* Satdi 8>1^ -; 
Thsnao-
oouple I II HI I? V 
Sta. No. 
CoU junetlon 58 42 58 
Seg. F 
Themo- Fotexxblomster veadtnge aM temperat 
0o<9le 
No. mii9- Tees]^ . Mllle- Toav* mile- !?e8)p. Klllo- Ten^. Mlllo- Ta 
VOltB Itog.F •olta S9g.7 volts I>eg.F volte Seg.F VOltB SQ 
1 .71 52 .52 25.6 .89 kc 
2 .72 52.2 ,k2 19 1.08 W 
5 .72 52.2 20 1.26 51 
If .68 50.8 ,kk 20 1.16 5£ 
5 .62 28 19.5 1.22 5S 
6 .60 27.8 M 21 1.2T 5i 
7 — '^1 21.5 1.15 5J 
8 
.55 25 20.5 
9 .58 26.2 M 22 
10 .55 ek .55 Sk 
11 .51 25.2 .59 26.8 
12 .52 25.6 .66 50 
15 
.5»^  Qk,h 
55.5 
lU .79 56 
19 .55 25 .81 56.8 
16 .57 26 .86 59 
17 — .90 JfO.8 
18 .58 26.2 .95 lf2 
19 
20 
21 

TabXo a-mi 
» ReadizigB oa the aartland Bridge 
?m. Datej S-19-X9U2 
17 7 71 TII 7IH 
1»S 38 ko 38 1»0 
BOter readings and tenqoeraturee 
mile-
volts 
Teis^ . 
Beg.F 
Mills-
volta 
Ton^ * 
Dag.P 
Mllle-
volts 
Temp* 
Seg.F 
mile-
volts Deg.F 
Nllle-
volta 
Temp. 
Sog.F 
.52 
,k2 
M 
M 
.1^ 5 
23.6 
19 
20 
20 
19.9 
.89 
1.08 
1.26 
1.16 
1.22 
Uo.U 
J»8.8 
97 , 
52.lt 
95 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.06 
1.07 
Jf8 
he 
he 
h8.k 
,h9 
.96 
.h6 
22.U 
29.9 
21 
1.16 
1.07 
1.02 
1.00 
.98 
92.If 
h6 
1^ 9.2 
M 
M 
.JJ5 
.53 
21 
21.5 
20.9 
22 
Sh 
1.27 
1.15 
57.9 
92 
1.09 
1.09 
1.06 
1.06 
1.03 
>»7.9 
>•7.5 
ka 
he 
6^.9 
»h2 
.38 
19 
17.2 
18 
.87 
.79 r 
.59 
.66 
.7^  
.79 
.81 
26.8 
30 
33.5 
36 
36.8 
1.01 H9.6 .33 
Tii 
.»^ 3 
,h2 
19 
20 
19.5 
19 
.86 
.90 
.93 
39 
lfO.8 
k2 
'h^ 
M 
.1^ 7 
.»»5 
.98 
20.9 
19 
21.9 
20.9 
26.1^  

185 
Thonao-
oouple 
Sta. No* 
Cold 
JunotioKn 
Beg. F 
Thermo-
ooupld 
Ho, 
1 
2 
5 
k 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
XO 
11 
12 
13 
Ih 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
SO 
21 
Table a^XXV 
Tsjsipeiratura Eeadlnga on the Hartlana, 
Tlisei 2t)l^0.XR&« Bates 
89 
11 
m 
ni IV 
85 88 
Mine, 
volts 
1.65 
1.66 
1.5'^  
1.55 
1.97 
1.97 
1.97 
Teap, 
Deg.F 
73.5 
7^ .9 
69*2 
69.6 
70.9 
70.9 
70.5 
Hllle< 
volte 
1.22 
1.2U 
1.23 
1.20 
1.22 
1.21 
1.18 
1.21 
1.20 
1.18 
1.29 
1.26 
1.52 
lAo 
1.90 
1.69 
Temp. 
Deg.F 
59 
96 
55.5 
95 
5^ .5 
93.2 
9li-.9 
5l^  
95.2 
99.9 
97 
59.9 
63 
67.9 
7^ 
PotentloBgter readlngo and tempera 
mile-
VOltB 
1.20 
1.15 
1,12 
1.12 
1.13 
1,12 
1,23 
1.^  
1,22 
1.22 
1,22 
1.2^  
1.27 
1.33 
l.Uo 
Tenqp. 
Dag.F 
92 
90.5 
50.5 
51 
50.9 
99.9 
99 
99 
55 
55 
96 
57.9 
60 
63 
Mtlle-
VOltB 
1,26 
1.20 
1.18 
l.,SO 
1.20 
1,12 
1,18 
UQO 
1.3.9 
1.&6 
1,29 
1.33 
1.36 
I.H2 
l.lt7 
IM 
1.9i^  
1.96 
Tengj, 
Dog.F 
97 
9H 
53.2 
94 
9U 
50.9 
93.6 
97 
58 . 
60 
61.2 
6I<-
66 
61}-.8 
69.2 
70 
Mllle-
volts 
1.85 
1.93 
1.05 
1.87 
1.88 
1.87 

7able a«XIV 
e Beadlnga oa tha Havtlanl Brldgo 
Batoj l»^-S5«19lte. 
TV Y VI VII vin 
85 88 88 81f 88 
motep readings and tenroeratures 
Mine-
VOltfl 
Temp, 
Dog.F 
Mllle-
VOltfl 
Hemp, 
Deg*F 
Mllle-
volts 
Tegqp. 
Derg.F 
Kllle-
volts 
Tomp. 
Deg.r 
Hllle-
volts 
Tes^ . 
D0S.F 
1*^ 6 
i.go 
1.18 
l.SO 
l.SO 
97 
53.a 
5l^  
5h 
1*85 
1.93 
1.65 
1.8? 
83 
66.9 
83 
8U 
1.61f 
1.70 
1.72 
1.7!^  
1.77 
73.6 
76.lt 
77.2 
78 
79.9 
1.05 
1.09 
1.09 
1.08 
1^ 7.9 
1^ 7.5 
1^ 7.9 
U6 
1.98 
1.77 
1.77 
1.7lt 
1.75 
88.6 
79.5 
79.9 
78 
78.9 
1.12 
1.18 
l.SO 
1.19 
1.S6 
50.9 
I!-' 
53.6 
57 
1.88 
1.87 
81^ .1^  
8Jf 
1.88 
1.91 
1.90 
1.93 
1.97 
81.6 
89.6 
85.2 
86.9 
88.^  
1.01 
1.00 
1.06 
i^ 5.6 
U9.2 
kQ 
1.76 
1.76 
79 
79 
1.S9 
1.33 
1.36 
l,kS 
1.^ 7^ 
58 . 
60 
61.8 
6Jf 
66 
1.99 89.S 1.06 
1.06 
1.07 
1.09 
ka 
U8 
It8.li. 
It9.2 
l.5l^  
1.96 
6U.8 
69.8 
70 
1.11 
1.18 
1.15 
1.80 
1.50 
1.1^ 8 
90 
90.9 
91 
9J 
98.9 
66.9 
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Fig. a-1. Observed Temperature Variations in the Hartland Bridge. 
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Pig, a-2. OlDserved Temperature Variations in the Hartland Bridge. 
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Fig. a-3. Observed Temperature Variations in the Hartland Bridge. C 
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Fig, a-6. Observed Temperature Variations in the Hartland Bridge. 
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Fig. a-g. Observed Temperature Variations in the Hartland Bridge. 
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Pig. a-10. Observed Temperature Variations in the Hartlnnd Bridge. 
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Appendix B 
Schmidt's Graphioal Method for 
the Solution of Heat Flow Problems* 
Tlie solution of the Fourier equation for heat flow for oases 
involving an unsteady rate of flow is, to say the least, rather 
difficult. The graphioal method of solution o«n be extended to cover 
praotioally all flow conditions, including variable thejmal diffusivity, 
and does not involve the use and solution of partial differential 
equations. The only approximation involved in the theory of the 
graphioal method lies in the subijfcitutlon of small but finite quantities 
for the infinitesimal of the differential equation. In this respect 
it is arithmetic Integration, Mechanically the accuracy is limited by 
the ability of the individual to construct the necessary diagram to 
scale. 
The Fourier equation for heat transmission in an infinite slab is 
vhore t s temperature at any point 
» time 
X « distance from the origin, taken in one face of the slab 
•=< a thermal diffusivity 
_l i i 
• This development is briefed from the original by E. Schmidtj Uber 
die Anwending der Differentenrechnung auf technisohe Anheizund 
AbkHhlungsprobleme, Beitrtige zur leohnischen Meohanik and Technischen 
Physik, Julius Springer, Berlin, p« 179-189, 1924 and from an abstracted 
presentation of Schmidt's method by Sherwood and Reed; Applied 
ma-theraatics for chemical engineering, McGraw-Hill, 1939. 
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_ ooeffjoient of thermal oandvtotlvlty 
(speoifio heat) (speoiilo weight) 
If is a Eonall but finite inoremont of time and AX is a small but 
finite increment of X, and sinoe tlie toinperature at any point in the 
slab is a funotion of both time and distance» Z^^t can be used to 
represent a small increment of t due to a change in time equal to 
for a constant value of X, and ^^xt to represent the increment in t 
due to a dhongo in X equal to AX for a constant value of ^ . The 
folloTwing relationships then hold truet 
^ 
~ 
^ . 
5X " ^X. 
2 
If A^t is the difference between two sucoeasive values of A^t 
caused by a change of 2IX in X» then Fourier *s equation may be •written 
= -c 
^•e- (AX) 
or 
CA X) 
Plot temperature, t, as ordinate, and difjtaaoe X as abBcissa as 
shown in Pig. b-1. Increments of X, AX, are shown by vertical 
parallel lines Ax apart. The ordinate refers to the temperature 
at a point n AX from the origin after the units of time have 
lapsed. The curve represents the variation of temperature at the 
instant mA-6- , Let the temperature at a point n AX frran the origin 
and at the instant (m + l)AO- be located as shown with a temperature 
of 4 1, Then the change of tes^jerature at n X in A-©- is 
t = t m+i • 
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\ f 
tn .m 1 i , i 
i 1 pi t 
• 1 
^ i 
•< 
d 
-M 
<1 
Fig. b-1. 
Temperature vs. Distance from Face of Slab 
Llkevdse for time instant lo AB- , 
.m ~ ~ tuif 
~ Axi ~ f t ~ (in^rrt " tn-ijirt) . 
Substituting these values into the jnodified form of Fourier's equation 
there follov/s 
" tn,m ~ ~tn,m) ~ ( "" » 
The choice of and iAX is arbitrary. Suppose they are chosen so a 
to make 
oc = 4 
. CAXr 2 
mien 
"t n,m*i ~ ^ hjm ~ J i nn,m ~ i n, m} ~ ^tn^m ~ 'I n->j m^j 
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or 
m — 2 [tr7 ,^,nn - . 
This reduces to 
4, _ 'i'n~ijm "f" 
T ^ 
vjhich is the "basis for Schmidt*8 metlioi. Stated in -words, the 
temperature at any point n A X from the origin after a time interval 
of (m 4 l)j^ ^ equals the arithmetic mean of the temperaturee at the 
points (n - 1)AX and (n 4 1) X from the origin after a time interval 
m AO- • This may be obtained graphioally by drawing a straight line 
through the points representing the temperatures t^-t,m and tn+i,m • 
Figure b-2 illustrates the operation of the method. It is to be 
remembered that as soon as AX has "been selected AO- has been set in 
acoordance Tvith the eaqpression 
= 1 . 
(AX.)'-  ^
In this particular oase the yrall is 2R in thickness and infinite in 
height and length. The sudden temperature drop from t^ to tg occurs 
on both faces. The initial temperature is represented by the line a-®. 
The ordinate a-a' ia the temperature drop tj-tj, laid off to an 
arbitrarily chosen scale. At the end of -the time interval A-©- the 
temperature at plane B la the mean of the previous temperatures at 
planes A and 0* so a straight line is dravm from a* to o giving a 
temperature drop at B equal to b-b'. The distribution of temperature 
after an Interval of 1 is represented by the ourve a*b*oe. Let the 
next A^ occur. The temperature at B does not change, but the 
temperature at 0 becomes o* as determined by the strai^t line connecting 
b' and d. The temperature at D has not changed as yet. The total time 
interval then becomes 3 AB- and the temperature at B becomes b", the 
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Fig. b-2. 
Oraphioal Deterinination of Temperature Variation 
temperatTire at 0 remains unohaQged <uid that at D beoomos d«. The 
temperature at E is had by ooimeotitig the previous teinporatureB at D 
and y by a straight line. The result is e Tfhioh repreaente no temperature 
change. After a SAO- time interval the temperature curve is a'b"o*d'e. 
At the teiqjorature ourves beoomeo a*b"o"d*e«,, e' having been 
determined by dravdng a horizontal line from d* to the oenter-line. The 
operation is actually that of dra\ving a horixontol lino to y', the 
temperature at Y due to the temperature drop on the far side of the wall. 
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Note that eaoh of the lettered points in the diagram ie the 
temperature for 2 or more tirae intervals, b' for A«- , 2Ao- ; o for 0, 
A©- ; c' for 2>de- , 3Ae $ e for 0, A-e , 2A-©- , 3A-e- ; d* for RAe- , 
t oto, The ourve for teinperoture at emy time vdll be had by 
drawing a smooth curve through the points of the diaf^rtun oorrooponding 
to , or interpolated between points corresponding to time intervals 
adjacent to the desired time. 
This method may be used for praotioally any type of heat flow or 
diffusion problem. The one being oonsidored at this time is thftt of an 
infinite slab with outside temperattire falling gradually ?Ath time, 
either on both faces or on one faoe with the other face covered sri+.h an 
arbitrarily assumed thiokness of earth. These problems may be divided 
into two oasest Gaee 1, wall exposed on both faces to a falling 
temperature, and Cnee 2, iwall exposed on one faoe to a falling 
temperature, the other being backed up by earth. Case 2 is a variation 
of Case 1, being a composite wall vdth only one faoe ejtposed to the 
falling temperature. 
Case 1« 
The only difference between the procedure outlined for a sudden 
drop in temperature and this case is that the drop in temperature is 
gradual, and the witside temperature of the wall changes vdth onoh time 
interval, A distribution of the total temperature drop with respect to 
time is therefore assumod, and the drop for each A-©- is determined. 
The distance aa* in Pig. b-5 corresponds to the drop in A-©- , For the 
time interval 2 AO- the point ft' drops to a new point a", a'a" being the 
drop in the second interval AO- , The temperature ourve at the end of 
2 is a"b*oe. Fig. b-3 shows the method to be followed. This is a 
wall 2R wide, divided into BAX's, only half of it being shown because of 
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m\d-phne 
; AX : AX • AX AX AX 
1,. 
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• I 
D 
. . . .  I  
,E. Y 
Pig, b-3. 
Wall Exposed on Doth Faoea to Falling Temperature 
symraetry. At the end of the temperature variation is a'bej at the 
end of 2A^, a"b*oe; at the end of ZA&-, a"'b"c*de| 4A©-, a»^ b"*c"d'e; 
b'^o"*d"o*> etc. Note that each new temperature determined ia 
the mean of th® temperatures AX on either side at the previous time 
interval. Thus o' is the mean of Tj* and d, b"' the mean of a"* and c*, 
eto* 
Having established (l«e., the number of equal setmente into 
vdiioh the wall Is divided), the valtie of has also been determined 
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Ijeoause of the relfttionship 
_ 1 
 ^CAX)^  - ? 
If the temperature distribution at a time O after the beginning is 
Oy, 
desired, it is only necessary to continue the oonstruotion throu^ 
oteps, interpolating if a fraotionnl nujiber of steps ia involved. 
Outside of the basio asBumption as to the value of the phyoioal 
constants, there are no inaoouracies or approximations in thia graphical 
method other than the aeleotion of a sufficiently small A'A, and the 
ability to make an accurate dravdng. Obviously there oomes a point 
•where mechanical inaocuracies vdll counterbalance any increase in 
accuracy due to the choice of a smaller AX, 
Case 2. 
All that has been said for Case 1 applies to Case 2 with the 
addition of that v^hich is given below. 
At the plane of contact between two materials in a composite ?rall 
the temperature gradient must bo inversely proportional to the thermal 
conductivity of the two materials, or 
where kj and k2 are the respective coefficients.of thermal conductivity. 
Sine© a graphical oonstruotion is being used, A6- niust, perforce, be 
equal on both aides of the piano of contact. Hence, since 
there follows 
r.l 
/AX-. N' - ^ 
f * - o<r. \ AK, 
; = (g-:f or 
AX. 
In Fig, b-4 the left half of the wall is divided into nj^ 4 ^  
seotions AX long, in this case sL AX . Then, from the relationship 
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• R. 
• +  
A) AX,;' A'X 
>A, 
z 
4K.1 
-1 
Pig, b«4. 
Temperature fipadlent in Con^joslte lYall 
givea above for A Xj and AX2» the number of AX2'b required ie 
detormlned, seleoting the nearest ng • 4 • then establishes the 
Rt. 
magnit^jdo of AXg, being equal to • 
The values of AUx and AX2 having been established, these 
difltnnoes may be plotted eo shown in Fig. b-4« Sinue the slope of any 
straigiht line, dravoa across the ooaitaot plane and representing the 
variation of temperature in the slab, must have a slope in each material, 
the simplest procedure would be to draw the two materials to different 
BoaloB, Thus, plotting AX], to full scale, -1^X2 would be plotted to a 
Ki 
Boalo eqiial to * In that case AX2 io plotted at full scale equal 
to A X2 * 
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As an lllnstratlon the follordn^; given data may be usedt 
Hi s 12" B 1 ft. Rg » 12" = 1 ft. 
kj s 0,84 k2 = 0.38 
Cj » 0,21 (apeolfio heat) Cg " 0,48 (speoifio heat) 
- 145 lb, per ou, ft, s 105 lb, per ou, ft, 
= ° V (o'.lejdos) = 0-00783 
If xij^ 4 ^ 2 10,5, nj being seleoted arbitrarily, 
then AXi s J;«Q « 0,0952 ft., 
iLO • D 
end 
46 = = fe?^) = 0.266 hr. 
From the relationship 
AX 
A X  
there resulta 
;-(Sty 
/0.00753) 
AXg = (0.0952) V0.0177 / = (0,095E)(0,652) = 0.0621 ft. 
"Z 2^ " TOia = "Z 4 = 16.6. 
1,0 
leTT 
A^2= (0»0606)2 
A X g  S s 0.0606 fb, 
l(j,5 
(2)(0.b0755) ^ 0,244 hr. This value does not oheok 
exactly beoause of change in ^Xg to allow a full ng 4 ^ seotions. 
Plotting ZiXi to full aoale, oaoh AXg l8 made equal to 
(0,0621)( ) S 0,0B82 ft. It ia plotted as shown in Fig. b«4 
(figure not drawn to aoale), Obvioasly the aoale of AXg could have 
been kept * and that of A changed, if more oonvenient. 
The auxiliary planes, ^ ^1 to the right and ^ ^2 (at altered 
2 2 
scale) to the left of the oontaot plane are drawn (^oroi dashed in 
Pig, b-4.). 
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Fig* 'b*-B 
StopB in Solution of Composite Wall Problom 
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o. 
d. 
Fig» iJ-S (continued). 
Sfcopa in Solution of Compoaite Wall Pro"blem 
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> 
e. 
Pig, b-B (oontimied). 
Steps in Solution of OaB^oalte Wall Probleni 
Figures b-5a to b-5e show the Buooessivo steps to be followed in 
working up to and passing the oontaot plane. Note that the geometry 
of the graphical method, as developed, is oareftilly followed. 
In Fig, b-So the oontaot piano is passed oonneoting d» and f 
with a strai^t line (dashed in tlio figure) end extending this line until 
it interseots the two auxiliary eeotions. It intersects the left one 
at X* and the rigjit one at y». 
To determine d", oonneot o" and y», To determine f» oonneot x» 
and f5 las shown in Fig, b-6d. 
The next step is to draw a strai^t line through d" and f», 
locating x" and Y", To find d"» in the next cyole oonneot o"» and y". 
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and to find f oonneot x** and g. See Fig, ,b-5e. Thie procedure is 
carried out for each suoceeding until tho required number of 
temperature inoroments have been accounted for. 
The temperature variation at the end of m A&- InorementB of time 
ie the curve defined by the lowest point of Interaeotion on each of 
the vertical lines marking off ^X. 
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Appendix C 
COIiPU'rED ITOERATURB VARIATION 
IN SLABS OF DIFPlSiWr THICKHSSSES 
The tompernturo variation in concrete walls or slabs of several 
tliioknesoea is detormined, using Schmidifo graphical method of computa­
tion, There ore tv/o series of sla^bs, one vdth both faces oxposod, and 
the other vdth one faoo ejqiosed and the other coverod mth earth. 
Tlie value of the coefficient of conductivity, k, v/as originally 
selected as 0,54» Subsequent study revealed this value to be too 
small. A second, but smaller, set of tomporaturo profiles for k = 1,30 
is also detorjninod. Tlie effect of tho spread in the value of k upon 
tho toii^ e^rature differential is shovm in Fig. 46, Chapter 17, 
Sample graphical Bol^ltion6 for the -18-inch slab, both faces 
exposed and for the 12-inoh slab, one face exposed and tho other face 
covered vdth 12 inches of oai'th are included. 
Lapsed time, hours. 
Temperature drop, degrees Fahn 
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D" Olir 
)5 31 ir 
One face exposec 
k. ' 0.5 
p, =• 14 
Using 5Z 
a. If) 
E Q. 
a> CT 
45 ?i\Y 
Keep Vh 
A© 
ocQle; I 60' I2hr 
Pie* c-2 
Grctphical Solution of Slab Temperature* 

12 inch concrete slab. 
One face exposed; other face covered with l^in, of earth. 
Concrete 
R, ' l.O f K 
k, '  0.54 
c, ^ o.zI 
P' 145 lb. per t_u. t'l. 
o c  » 0 . £ 4  
«:, = 0.01 7 7 
n, 
J- = 
z ' 
1.0 
a.£ 
Earth 
Ri' 1.0 Ft 
k, - 0.36 
o i ^ o. 48 
/€>i = 105 1b. per cu. fj. 
= o. 33 
fo,465(103) 
' 0.00753 
B.5 
- 0.117G ft. 
2-*=. (^)^o.ol77) 0.391 hr. 
Csinq 52 lirne intervals-time ot temp drop--52^0,5<-)l--lZ.5hr 
AXi"- 0,0 Ft. 
n, 
o-tfc^ h" 
' f3"s" ' ^-0 74 ft. 
Keep the scale of (0,074-'](2^2^V o.io.'^z li. 
A©^based onni,- -^d^3(^-rhr 
Average ^-iCa • <3, 3/S h'"' 
No. of time tV-.cremenis - 32 for So^dt-ap. 
Scole; 1"^ ZAX. ^ AXj-- a.?OSA>t. . 1"= s" temp.droj^. 
Ten^erature* 
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Appendix D 
AW IHTJiWRKTlVE RinflBT/ OP J.ITKFIA.TIJRE 
ON VOLUME CHANGE OF GOHCRBa^ E iJAUSliD BY DRTIHO SIIKIHKAOS 
A. Introdnotlon 
To onablo the reader to forn a. pioturo, both qualitative and 
quantitative, of thooe variables wliioh influence tlio drying ohrinkage 
of oonoretef it is believed that a brief reGume of some of the more 
iaqjortant findings in the literature of that field is in order. Thee© 
results by others, selooted because of their bearing on the problem of 
differential voltvne change, are prooeded. by a brief disoueeion of the 
general phenomenon of shrinkage. 
No attempt has been made to substantiate these findings other than 
to quote supporting evidence, eitli^r dlroot or indirect. The material 
covered is not meant to serve aa a oomplete hiatorioal development of 
the Bub.jeot of shrinkage. For that reason the work:) of the earlier but 
less exacting investigators have not been included. Neither are these 
notes to be considered a full treotjnmt of shrinkage! rather do they 
introduce the subject and present 11: briefly. 
The order of presentation Isi first, the general phenomenon of 
shrinkage, follor/ed by a discussion of the more important factors 
affecting shrinkage, and lastly other istportont factors of a secondary 
nature, each treated separately. 
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B« The Gexieral Phenomenon of Shrinkage 
The setting and hardening of portland cement, together with its 
Buhaoquent physloal behavior, have not as yet been studied to the point 
of oompleto and unquoctionably corroot understanding. Although Joseph 
Aspdin of Leeds, England, patented his process for making cement in 1824, 
it was not until 1889 that La Ohatolier (67) proposed his oiystal 
theory of hydration of cement. La Chatelier*o proposal that hydrated 
oement crystallized as an interlocking bundle of crystals did not aieet 
"vvith vddesproad aooeptanoe, primarily because of the absence of direct 
evidence of the existence of the cxystals, end because orj'-Btalligation 
explained but little of the observed phenomena of cement, 
'x'he colloid theory, whioh is the viewpoint generally held to-day, 
•was first proposed by V/, Miohaelis, Jr. (67) in 189S, In later writings 
Wichaelia further developed his theory. 
The silicates present in cement, dioaloiiua silicate (gCaOSiOg or, 
more siR^jly, C2S) and tricalolum. silicate (SGaOSlOs or, more simply, 
C3S) form a oolloidal gelatin or gel upon hydration. The extent of the 
role played by the gol has been the aubjeot of muoh oonjeeturo and 
disouBsion, The two extreme viewpoints are represented by the attitudes 
of Tippriann and Kuhl, 
Tlppmann (67) maintain that the final products of hydrated cement 
are silica gel and Ca(OH)g crystals, the latter the more plentiful and 
more important, Iftihl (64) asserts that Ca(CH)2 crystals do not exist 
in set cement except in minute quantities, that the most important 
constituent of set cement is oaloium hydro si lioate, and that set cement 
ovfes its streng;bh and oementing ability to the hardened gel of oaloiim 
sllioate. Both viewpoints agree on one ma;jor feature, namely, the 
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presence of gel, a oolloid* IVilly i^drated C2S is mostly gpl 
hydratod CgS is Bomenrtiat more than half gel. It is the presence of 
this gel that aooouuts for most of the volunie change ocourrlng in 
oonorete. 
Shrinkage of oonorete may be defined ae that voltune change which 
ooours in oonorete at oonatant temperature and under no load. Primarily 
it is a phenomenon aooompanying the drying out process of the oonorete, 
Freyssinet (36) first presented his theory of the cause of shrinkage in 
1929, His approach is haaed upon the presonoe of passageways or 
capillary tubes -within the gel, and he considers those tubes to 
contain moisture* He calculates the surface tension as running as hi^ 
as 30,000 to 40,000 lb, per sq, in, Vihile Proyosinet malces many claims 
for his theory, based upon the laws of oapillority of Laplace, the 
outstanding result is his explanation of the mechanical occurrence of 
shrinkage, Pigeaud (90) later amplified Freyssinet *8 7/ork to cover 
the more general oase, but added nothing new as far as shrinkage is 
concerned# From Freyssinet the walls of the capillary tubes are 
visualixed as approaching each other v^en the menisoue Is displaced 
througkx the loss of water. With the decrease in the size of the 
capillary tubes there occurs shrinkage. 
The most noteworthy contribution to the amount of shrinkage appears 
to be from the loss of water loosely held in the microscopic cells of 
the gel. This water is lost in soveral wayet to the outside atmosphere 
throu^ evaporation, to the unhydrated particles of cement which are 
undergoing hydration, and to the aggregate throu^ absorption. It is 
quite likely that the first two losses are the more predominant in 
effect. The water held in the gel is neither water of hydration nor 
water of orystalliisation. Rather It is vmter held within the small 
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paseagOB of the gel by surface teneion. 
For eaoh atmospheric humidity raid temperature there exists ati 
oquilibrlum state for the amount of water held in the gel, Ab the 
humidity falls or the temperature riaeo, the vrater held In the outer 
pores of the gel is lost to the atmosphoro, and the vnxter held vdthln 
the gel iB forced toward the surfaoe by the unbalanced atate induced 
by Burfaoe evaporation, A0 the water ia lost near the surface and the 
-water held in the interior is dravjn toward the surface, the -walls of 
the minute passagee ^\lthin the gol oontract, and the dimensions 
perpendicular to the direction of water travel decrease. This is Tn^t 
is commonly called shrinkage* 
Because of the small aize of the openings in the gel, the 
evaporation of the water within the gel proceeds at a -very slow rate, 
and the volume change is alimye in equilibrium with the evaporation 
rate. The ultimate amount of slirinJcage is approached very slowly, even 
in thin sections, and there is every reason to believe that a thick 
section will not roalitse its full shrinkage within the normal drying 
season of the northern climate. It is true that in the Southwest full 
ultimate shrinkage may be approached, but only after many years. 
The shrinkage in a direction perpendicular to the travel of the 
water is the more significant in relation to structural failure, since 
it is the change in the long dimaueion, rather than the change in the 
short dimension, which results in such failure* Carlson (12) shows the 
relationship between the shrinkage in the two direotiongj the orderly 
increase in magnitude of shrinkage poi*pendioular to the direction of 
moisture traveli and the muoh smaller magnitude and the irregularity 
of the shrinkage measured parallel to the direction of moisture travel* 
Many of the early investigators are believed to have measured the change 
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in length parallel to* rather than perpendicular to, the direction of 
travel of the v/ater. Ho evidence of e ocrrelation betyreen the two 
shrinJcages has been found in the literaturo studied. 
Other factors besides the gal may contribute to the shrinkage, 
I^/drated cnloim trialuminato, or more simply C3A, a compound present in 
ordinary portland oement to a relatively email degree* gives up more and 
more water upon exposure to drier air, and as a result shrinks to a 
great degree. Per unit volume of piire subctonoe it contributes more to 
the shrinkage than auj' other confound present. Although in ordinary 
Portland oements it is not present in appreciable quantities, in high 
alumina cements it is decidedly a factor in the amount of shrinkage. 
The crystalline products in cement, consisting of the unhydrated oors 
of 02^*0 O5S and CgA, and 0a(0H)2, the latter a by-product of gel, do not 
materially contribute to the shrinkage. 
The characteristics of tho gel itself are the reason for shrinkage. 
Any factor which promotes tho formtion of gel, promotes or retards the 
loss of vrater held within the gel, or effects the InetGintaneouB shrinkago 
to strength ratio vdll have a marked influence upon the time rate of 
shi'inkage. 
The two factors having the greatest effect upon the shrinkage of a 
given specimen of concrete appear to be humidity and. the thickness of 
the speoimen# Other important faotora are those vihich promote or 
iniluenoe the quantity of the gel, or affect the quality of the gelj the 
period of exposure of the oonoreto to drying; and the si^e, porosity and 
surface characteristics of the aggregate, Tiie length of the curing 
period may be included in this list, although its effect is to retard 
the time-rate of shrinkage rather than to alter the ultimate amount of 
shrinkage, ^IVhile this enumeration does not cover all oonoeivnble 
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factors, it is believed that all the iinpoirfcnnt factors may be found 
•within those given, Thesa factors vdll be disousoed in conBldereblo 
detail, i;>riTnarily to enable the reader to fox^m some idea as to their 
relative importance, and to present the problem of shrinkage oocurreno® 
end its control, 
C, Size of Specimen and Humidity; Their Effect upon Shrinkage 
It is difficult to determine viliioh is the more importRjit as 
affecting shrinkage, humidity or thicknass of specimen,. Perhaps, v.-hen 
referring to shrinkage, the real reference is to the formfction of 
shrinlcage cracks. In that case, it is probable that thiclaiesB of 
soeoimen is tho more important, as ivlll be pointed out later. 
The early experimenters in the field of volume change (shrinkage) 
did not fally roaliae the importance of humidity upon the phenomenon of 
shrinkage, Ctoe investigator left his specimen (a long slab) out of 
doors, and dismissed the subject of humidity effects by maintaining 
that tho effect of tho change in temperature offset tho humidity 
Influences, Another such investigator, ofter having run a series of 
tests ovor an eactended period of time, admitted that the data were not 
conclusive, because the Influence of humidity had not been appreciated 
until the tests virere oompleted. Nevertheless, he published his results, 
To^ay the study of shrinkage and other phenomena of conorete is con­
ducted in an atmosphere of controlled humidity, in order to isolate the 
contribution of the separate variables in the oomposltlon or production 
of oonoreto. 
Graf (45) tested tv;o series of prisms, identical in every respect. 
One series he kept In a closed room and the other in the open. air. H© 
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observed that the priians stored In the open air, wdiore the humidity 
vBiried from 60 to 80 per cent, shrank nruoh less than those kept in the 
closed room, even though there was no positive control of the hmnidity 
in the olosed room. 
The effeot of humidity upon shi'lnkage ia shoivn in Fig. d-1. The 
curves occur in the relative positions -nhioh they might be expected to 
oooupy following Freyasinat^B explanation of the occurrenoe of shrinkage. 
However, there is not much divergenoe in the curves for either the 
3~inoh or 12--inoh slab. The percentage variation in the free shrlrdcage 
is not very great. Carlson (13) in^liee that there is a difference 
between the absolute or free shrinkage of ooncrete, and the tendency of 
the concrete to crack. He points out that the cracking tendency of 
concrete is not appreciably influenoed by the humidity. fact, he 
claims it is influenced to a far lesser extent then is the free 
shrinkage. This claim is based upon experimental results obtained 
from shrinkage cracking of concrete rings at controlled humidities. 
The failure of humidity to decrease appreciably the cracking tendency 
of concrete, although the free shrinkage is thus affected, is explained 
as being the result of the lower plastic flow of ooncrete at hi^ 
humidity, and of the lower strength of moist concrete. 
Following this line of thou^t, concrete cured under humid con­
ditions may be expected to have a relatively low free or absolute 
shrinkage) but also, it may be expeoted to have a small degree of 
plaatio flow and a low strength. On the other hand, concrete cured 
under dry conditions, while having a relatively large free shrinkage, 
will exhibit a large degree of plaatio flow and have a high strength. 
That whioh is gained by one type of control is offset by the acoomponying 
charaotieristios, and the net result is a fairly stable cracking tendency. 
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Fig. d-l,» 
Drying Shrinkage of Conorete 
Effect of Storage Hiuaidity 
Conorete apeoiitions stored in a place of relatively low humidity 
and then tranaferred to a place of high humidity, (even to the extent 
of heing suljnerged in water as au extreme oase), absorb enougjh moisture 
in a few hours to offset the effect of shrinkage. Upon return to the 
dry conditions, the speoimens lose this moisture and shrink again, 
reverting eventually to their original shrinkage ourve. Prom this it 
might be concluded that, except for a residual permanent shortening, 
the shrinkage of conorete is reversible* 
Two questions might be suggested at this point, la the higjh degree 
• R. W» Carlson. Cracking of oonorete. Jour. Boston Soo, Civil 
Eng. 29, sect. Itl05. 1942. 
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of plastic florr of diy oonoretci lost when that oouorete is wotted? Is 
the hi^ strength of dry concrete lost trtien the hxunidity is raised? The 
ansvrers to those questions lie beyond the scope of this Btud^» However, 
they would help In the evaluation of the cracking tendency of concrete 
in the field where the humidity aomot he controlled. 
If, as Froyssinet claims# it ia the loss of evaporable Trtiter from 
Mdthln the gel that causes shrinkage, then it ndgjhit reasonably be 
e3q?eoted that aiy factor -which affects the evaporation at the surface of 
the oonoreto, in this case h\anidity, is of iinpox*tanoe in determining the 
fonount of shrinkage. That humidity is an important factor affecting 
shrinkage has been shovm by observation and experiment. That its 
in^ortance as a crackSjig tendency deterrent has been over-rated is still 
to be shown conclusively, 
to this point the loss of water from the surface of the concrete 
has been considered. The vfater lost from the surface of the concrete 
Biust be replaced vdth water from within the mass. The capability of 
this water held internally to reach the surface should greatly affect 
the rate of shrinkage. Although most investigators male© mention of the 
fact that the size of the specimen ploys a role in the amount of 
shrinkage, there is little direct evidence as to the magaitud® of the 
role except in the work of Carlson (13), 
Using specimens of different thicknesses encased in thin copper 
boxes, Carlson obtained a series of recorded obsei-vations on the amount 
of drying shrinkage as influenced by the thickness of the specimen. 
After a preliminary moist curing, the specimens were stored at 70 Deg, P, 
and BO per cent relative humidity. 'Average building grade* concrete 
was used. 
In Fig, d-2 It is seen that at the end of three months the 6-inoh 
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Blab has shrunk approximately two times aa muoh as the IZ-inoh slab. At 
the end of one or two months the difference in the shrinkage is even mor« 
pronounced. This difference in shrinkage will be used later In fore­
casting the amount of differential shrinkage due to drying effects, 
(oo 
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Fig, d-2» 
Drying Shrinkage of Concrete 
Effect of Specimen Thickness 
It is observed that, if drying were to continue from both faces of 
the 6*-lnoh slab, but at the end of tiro months, the drying of the 12-indh 
slab ceased to talce place from both faces and was confined to one face 
only, the corresponding curves of Fig, d-3 vrould become, after the two-
months time interval, the curves for 6-lnoh and for 24-inoh slabs, 
respectively. This change in effective thickaieos would aggravate the 
differenoe in shrinkage between the two slabs at any time subsequent to 
Tibidur 
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the two-mottthB initial interval. Vnhile this condition might oonoeivRbly 
inoroase the differential shrinkagG, it mi^t also prolong the period of 
approciaTjle differential shrlnlcaeo into tho Beason of large and rapid 
temperaturo variations. An illustration of this condition would oocxur 
yihen the "barrel of an aroh ntructuro is oovorod with fill or road 
surfaoingt and the parapet wall is left to dry from both faces. 
As time inoroases, the differenoa in shrinkage between any two 
Blabs becomes loss and less, tmdor ideal oonditions approaching eoro at 
an Infinite time, TClie curves of Flj;. d~2 do not cover enough time to 
show oloarly the ourroa asymptotically approaching the horizontal axis 
representing the ideal shrinkage. It is doubtful if experimental 
evidenoo of the oonvergonoe upon tho ideal shrinkage can be obtained 
because of the time involved. Sea Pig, d-4, 
(k-af (4B)f published tho results of experiments upon 
prisma and upon 2 3/4"x2 3/4"x0*-6 3/4" prisms. He found the small 
priem to ohrlnlc much more rapidly than the larger one, both in the open 
air and in the closed room. 
Unfortunately, no figures for rates of shrinkage of slabs thicker 
than 12 Inohoo are available, Carlson (13) experimented on slabs up to 
12 inohea in thickness. Elsewhere Carlson (16) preoonts experimental 
evidenoo showing that the arao\uit of shrinkage is a function of the pro­
portion of evaporable water lost. Further evidonce that shrinkage is a 
• Otto Graf published these naoults in German. He has been quoted 
as having foimd little difference botweon largo and small specimensj In 
faot, quoted as having found more ehrinlcage in the large speolmena than 
in tho small ones in one particular reference. It ml^t be well to 
point out that such is not the oase. Or&S actually obtained en 
appreciable difference in shrinkage in the two sets of experiments, the 
smaller specimens shrinking muoh more than the larger. Because he per­
mitted drj^ng from six faces, it lu felt that (k-af's experimental results 
are not sigulfloant ^ en discussing the drying shrinkage of an Infinite 
slab, ivhore drying takes place on t^ro faoea. 
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function of the water lost ie shown by Savage (98). In the accounts of 
auxiliary concrete tests oonducted "by the Ui Si Bureau of lieclamation 
at the University of Colorado, Savage shows the striking siioilarity be­
tween percentage of weight lost versus tiioe, and tliie percentage change 
in length versus time. However, these curves cannot be interpreted in 
teuns of evaporable water lost. If this could be done, the results inight 
provide direct substantiation of Carlson*s work on shrinkage versus 
evaporable water lost. As it now stands. Savage's work provides a veri­
fication of a relationship between shrinkage and water lost. 
The loss in moisture cannot be transformed into a percentage of 
evapcsrable water lost. NevertheieBS this quantity is an indication of 
the loss of evaporable water, and the fact that the magnitude of this 
lose parallels the shrinkage quantities is an indication of a relation­
ship between evaporable water lost and shrinkage. The only way moisture 
can be lost is through evaporation. Table d~II shows the close agreement 
of the loss of moisture and the shrinkage, and serves to uphold Carlson's 
work on the relationship between evaporable water lost and shrinkage. 
Carlson (15) computed the percentage of the total evaporable water 
lost for varying thicknesses of slab as against time. This waa done using 
the same method of calcullation as is used in the flow of heat, assuming a 
constant outside humidity. Instead of a thermal diffusivity coefficient 
a moisture diffusivity coefficient is used. Carlson estimates the value 
The inaccuracy in the Graf citations has been traced to an abstract 
in English based in turn upon a previous but incorrect abstract, also in 
English. 
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of the diffusivity coefficient, k, to be 0.00010 ft.^ per day, although 
it is evident from the results of his sx.periinents tliat k varies somewhat 
v/ith the ainoujtit of retained iuoisture, Pickett (68, 89) also arrives at 
the conclusion that the diffusivity coefficient for laoistur© ia not con­
stant and presents an ingenious explanation of the reasons for its vari­
ation. Since the joanner of variation is not deterjidnable, he, too, 
adopts a constant value for k. 
The calculated percentages of evaporable water loot in 6-inch to 
A8-inch slabs for drying periods of varying lengths are shown in Fig. d-3. 
•, -'^"-1—j-iajinchjalab -
;Monthts Continuous' tTxpqsurc, dt Kdoti'v^ HRmidiTy 
Fig. d-3 
Average Hate of DiPying of Concrete Slabs 
v/ith Both Faces Exposed. 
*R. liV. Carlson. Drying shrinkage of largo concrete nierabera. Jour. Am. 
Cone. Inst. 8,3»333« Jan. -Feb. 1937* 
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The ehrinkage values of Fig. d-2 are based upon experiiuental results, where­
as the percentages of evaporable water lost, Fig. d-^, are calculated, using 
as assumed value of the coefficient of moisture diffusion, such as to nvake 
the calculations fit experiraental evidence. Despite the inaccuracies invol­
ved, it is possible to use these results in estinwting the probable rate of 
shrinkage of 2/>-inGh and 4B-inch slabs. 
Graf (i+5) measui'ed the shrinkage at various distances in frora the sur­
face and found the.a to vary, Glanville (/jO) mentions taking iaeasure/aents 
v/hich viere indicated a warping of the ends of the specimen. The variation 
of shrinkage with the distance in from the surface is sho /n in Fig, d-4. 
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under constant load caused by shrinkage, Proc, Am, Cone, Inst. 36:551»1940, 
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,;hile theae data indicate a variation in shrinkage vjith respect to the 
distance frora the surface, it iia only in the thicker specimens that 
this need be considered. In the thinner specimens the lag between the 
shrinkage of the outer surface and that of the interior is not so pro­
nounced. 
A laonolithic structure may be constructed of two slabs of differ­
ent thicknesses. The difference in free shrinkage, or the differen­
tial shrinkage of the two slabs at any time may be conservatively 
estimated as being the difference in average free shilnkages at that 
ti/ue. This estimated value of the differential shrinkage is low, since 
the average shrinlcage of the thick member, as determined by the measured 
surface shrinkage, is appreciably larger than the effective shrinkage 
or the loean value of slirinkage v;ithin the slab. The difference between 
average and effective shrinkage of the thin slabs is small. It is the 
difference in effective shrinkages for the tvjo slabs v.-hich conatitutea 
the differential shrinkage. 
Experimental results and theoretical calculations indicate that 
the aiuount and rate of shrinkage are a function of the thickness of 
the slab. In the thicker slabs the full ehrinlcage is, in all probability, 
never fully realized. This is borne out by Fig. d-5* Considering the 
curves of Fig. d-5, it is seen that, as the distance from the surface 
increases, the percentage of evaporable water lost at the end of any 
given time period decreases. After one hundred years of continuous dry­
ing there would still remain better tlian 1^5$ of the evaporable moisture in 
the center of a i+O-inch slab. This observation implies that the interior 
of a 40-inch slab at the end of 100 years has not nearly achieved its full 
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shrinkage. In the thicker slabs the only shrinkage which occurs is that 
near the surface, making the amount of the effective shrinkage small. 
The influence of humidity and the thickness of 3pecim.en has been 
shown. As a result of the relationship between percentage of evaporable 
water lost and the artiovint of shrinkage, it is possible to predict the 
shrinlcage of any concrete specimen, regardless of thickness, when subjected 
to continuous drying. It is to be noted, of course, that all results ob­
tained have been for laboratory specim.ens. Allovmnce will have to be made 
for field conditions, when forecasting the amount of shrinkage to be ex-
R. V/. Carlson, Drying shrinkage of large concrete members. Jour. 
Am. Gone. Inst. 8,3s333» Jan. Feb, 1937^ 
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pectocl on the Job, and when detennlning the amount of shrinkage by calcu­
lated values of evaporablo water lost. 
D« The Amount and quality of the Gel. 
Those factors bearing upon the amount and quality of the gel are: 
viater-ceiaent ratio, proportion of cement paste, chemical constituents of 
the cement, fineness of the cement, and curing technique. The effect of 
some of these factors upon shrinkage can be isolated; others cannot be 
separated from associated influences. If the mix and consistency of the 
concrete are held constant, the v/ater-cement ratio cannot be chaiged with­
out changing the proportion of ceicvent paste. Under similar conditions, to 
vary the fineness of the cerent requires a change in the water-cemant ratio. 
Such data as exist must be interpreted with the knowledge that no one fac­
tor influencing the gel can bo varied without varying another one, 
1, 'n'ater-cement ratio and its effect upon shrinka/ge. 
Some idea of the effect of changing the water-cement ratio may be had 
from the published results of numerous investigators. Figure d-6 is plot­
ted from data given by Davis (27, p. /+24)« It is observed that for a 
given mix the shrinkage increases with an increase in the watex^-ceraent 
ratio, and that this increase is markedly less for the leaner mix. 
MciUillan (73) used a 1:2:4 limestone concrete with a water content 
varying from 1*% to 10^ ^'.. Shrinkage followed in general the water content, 
especially for the larger percentages of water. It ranged from 470 to 560 
xnillionths in 90 days, and from 550 to 630 millionths in 430 days, the 
smaller shrinkage in each instance being that accompanying the smaller per­
centage of water. 
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Shriiilcage versus Water-Cement Ratio, 
Carlson (14, p. 372) presents figures for the shrinkage of neat 
cedent, mortar and concrete for different Jidxes and water-cement ratios. 
In every case the higher of the two values of vrator-ceinent ratio used in 
the experiment gave the greater shrinkage. The tests were run for /». 
months, the concrete air-dried. 
Thomas (111) observed the same effect using a portland ceroent in a 
Ii2i4 sand and gravel concrete. With a water-cement ratio, by weight, 
of 0.60, he found the 28-day shrinkage to be 102 raillionths, and the 
corresponding shrinkage with a 0.70 water-cement ratio to be 110 millionths. 
This agrees well with the trend of the work of Carlson and the others. 
Although there is too rauch disparity in test conditions to attempt the 
correlation of the absolute values of the shrinkage, the tendency for a lean 
roix to show a low increase in shrinkage as the v^ater-cenent ratio is in­
^— 
1 I; 6 
Water-Cement Kotio 
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creased Is demonstrated. 
Lyse (68) verified the relationship between shrinkage and water-
ceuBnt ratio. Using a controlled slump and allowing the i^roportions of 
the concrete to vary, he found the shrinkage to vary directly with the 
water-cement ratio* However, Lyse comes to the conclusion that tho 
difference in shrinkage is the result of the amount of cenBnt paste per 
unit of concrete rather than the amount of water present. 
Shank (102) ran a series of tests on plain concrete with ceroent-
water ratios, by weight, of 1.2, 1.4> 1«6, 1.8 and 2.0. Starting obser­
vations at the end of 28 days and continuing them for 50 days, he found 
no marked differences in the rates of shrinkage. His values ranged from 
/il5 to 490 millionths. In 550 days the amoxint of shrinkage ranged from 
495 to 550 millionths. Since no mention is made of the mix used, it is 
difficult to place this information in the over-all picture. 
In general, it is reasonable to conclude that an increase in water-
ceiiient ratio, or the change in some variable factor wliich leads to such 
an increase, results in an increased shrinkage. This increase in shrink­
age is more noticeable in the case of rich than in the case of lean mixes. 
2. The influence of the chemical constituents of cement upon shrinkage. 
The iiafLuence of the cheiniciil constituents upon the amount or the 
quality of the gel, in so far as shrinkage is affected, is still being 
studied. The principal compounds of ceiusnt which contribute to its shrink­
age, in the order of decreasing influence, are: C^A, C^S, and C^S. 
Shrinkage tests made upon concretes using the pure form of these compounds 
in place of cement confirm, this order of influence. See Carlson (14,p.432). 
Lyse (68) ran shrinkage tests upoxi four different brands of cement. 
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Ceraents A and C were standard portland cements, while B and D were high 
early strength ceiaeats. In Table d-I is shown the concrete and cement 
data. Table d-II gives the cheiidcal properties of the ceinents. 
The relative coiapressive strengths o£ the cements are shown in Fig. 
d-7. The shrinkage characteristics of the four cements are shown in Fig. 
d-8. Cements B and D (high early strength portland cenents) are in good 
agree.nent in the strength tests of Fig. d-7» Cements A and C (standard 
Portland cejuente) show quite divergent strengths for the two mixes. There 
is not such apparent agreement in the shrinkages of Fig. d-8. The con­
cretes made vdth a large c/w ratio, the rich mix, have a fairly unifom 
amount of shrinlcage, varying from 525 to 600 niillionths, with no one type 
of concrete outstanding. The concretes made with a q/W ratio of 1.0, the 
lean mixes, are more variable, but it is to be noted that here both the 
standard and the high early strength ceiiants are consistent within them­
selves. Little inforioation as to the influence of the chemical composi­
tion is to be obtained from these results. It is interesting to note that 
the lean mix has a larger shrinkage per unit of paste than does the rich 
mix. 
However, using the results of Figs, d-7 and d-8, some concept of the 
variation of strength with shrinlcage may be had. The values of Table 
d-lU'have been obtained from Figs, d-7 and d-8, the strength of the high 
early strength ceiaents (B and D) per ruillionth of shrinkage is consider­
ably higher than that of the ordinary portland cenents (A and C). It 
might be expected that a concrete xaade of high early strength cenent would 
be better able to withstand the stresses set up by shrinkage than one made 
of standard portland ceinent. 
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Table d-I 
Concrete Used in Study of Kffect of 
Brand and Type of Cement. 
Batch Bra]:id c/w i'aate Concrete i;iurap 7 day F'ine~ 
of ratio % mix. in. Compres- ness 
ceitBnt by wt, by v;t. aion % 
strength pass-
p.s.i. iag 
sieve 
No. 17 A 2 550 90.90 
No. 18 B 4 810 97.30 
1.0 26 1:3.292:5.88 
No. 19 C 3i 430 95.94 
No. 20 D 4 860 9'y.86 
No. 21 A 6^ 3030 
No. 22 B 3i 4230 
2.0 32 1:1.82:2.73 
No. 23 C 6^ 2080 
No. 24 D 32J 4100 
Further evidence on the effect of chemical compoaition is given by 
Davis (25) and Savage (97)• Both investigators report no general rela­
tionship between shrinkage and the cheaical compound coiaposition of the 
ceuient. Both except the influence of the C^S from the conclusion just 
mentioned. 
The effect of the variation of the chemical compound compoaition of 
Inge Lyse. Shrinkage in concrete, Proc, A:a, Ooc. Test, Uatls. 
Pt. 2. 35 J336. 1935. 
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Table d-II 
CeriBnts Used in Study of Effect of 
Brand and Type of CeriBnt. 
Cement A Cenmt B Cement 0 Ceaisnt D 
SiO^, per cent 19.96 19.52 22.44 20.92 
II 2.39 2.23 1.92 2.06 
AlgO^, 11 6.81 6.15 5.40 5.12 
GaO, tr 62.78 62.95 63.46 63.93 
MgO, 11 3.89 3.68 3.29 ,3.65 
SO3, It 1.84 2.48 1.66 2.29 
Loss, II 1.83 2.53 1.35 1.52 
lotal, 11 99.50 99.54 99.52 99.47 
cements has been reported by Davis, Carlson, Troxell and Kelly (28). 
Their results are shown in Table d-IV and are in keeping with the gener­
ally accepted concept of the influence of cheiaical compounds, the in­
fluence of the percentage of OS being quite evident. 
'.Vhile it is generally believed that C^A is highly undesirable, Davis, 
ot al (28) claim that it not only fails to contribute materially to shrink­
age, but that it actually produces expaiision. Table d-V is the compilation 
of their results. 
The data of Table d-V appear to be inconsistent with Carlson's find­
ings mentioned on p. 2l*U , inhere the increasing order of shrinkage was 
Ibid., p. 386 
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Table d-III 
Coraparison of Strength and Shrinkage for 
Different Brands and Types of Cernents. 
CeiTient 
brand 
Pounds per aq. in, per millionths of shrinlcage 
Lean laix Rich ailx. 
(c/w ratio » 1^0) (c/w ratio = 2.0) 
A 1.375 5.61 
B 1.557 7.55 
C 1.075 3.41 
D 1,688 7.32 
Table d-IV 
Selected Data Showing Kffect 
of Chemical Composition of Cement 
upon Voluiue Cliange of Mortar. 
Cement no. Compound composition 
per cent 
C^S Cj^S C3A C^AF 
Wr 
Net contraction 
millionths 
L-2 68 9 12 9 375 
L-4 12 67 10 9 901 
L-5 51 25 18 3 516 
L-7 12 70 0 15 892 
L-20 31 49 3 15 558 
Storage in air at 50^ rel. huin. at 70 Deg. F 
inoist caring. 
. after 28 days 
H. ii, Davis, et ai, Csiiient investigations for Boulder Dam with 
results up to the age of one year. Proc, Am, Cone. Inst. 30!490« 1934« 
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found to be OS, C S, C A. Hera the increasing order of contribution to 
3 2 3  
the araount of shrinkage is C^AF (totracalciuia aluniino ferrite), C^S, 
C^S. This table does give values bearing out one point upon which all 
consistently agree, - the influence of the percentage of C2S. 
Variations in shrinkage betv/een cements occur which cannot be ex­
plained on the basis of chemical composition. Although a cefaent high in 
G2S can bo assumed to give a large shrinkage, when combined \vith a low per­
centage of G^A, inconsistent results are often obtained. Such a ce.aent 
iid^^^at have a low rate of shrinkage, whereas another cement of the same po­
tential analysis might have a high shrinkage rate. 
It appears that the ability to forecast accurately the shrinkage 
characteristics of any cement, as governed by the chendcal coaipoaition and 
related factors, has not been developed. It will be necessary to know 
more tten is now known about the chejiiical behavior of cement as it affects 
ahrixikage. The sum of the definite knowledge on the influence of cheiaical 
coiaposition upon shrinkage appears to be: first, tliat cements high in 
CgB are prone to crack because of shrinkage, and second, that high alumina 
ceitBnts (containing C^A) show excessive shrinkage, 
3. The amount of cement paste and the amount of shrinkage. 
The amount of cement paste per unit of concrete, and the richness of 
the mix are one and the same. Several investigators have obtained results • 
illustrating tlie effect of cernent paste upon shrinl<age, 
Lyse (68) ran a series of tests for cenent-water ratios of 1,0 and 2,5 
with varying percentages of cement paste. The shrinkage varied by l6g 
raillionths for each per cent of paste when the cement-water ratio was 1,0, 
and IfJ millionths when the cerront-water ratio was 2.5» Increasing the ce-
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Table d-V ^ 
Contribution of IJaJor Components in Ceiiont 
to Volume Changes of Mortar -
Mboratory Cements of Specific Surface 
1200 sq. cm. per gram. 
Contribution of Each Per Cent of Coiapound to Net 
Change in Length between Ages 2 Days and 1 Year, 
Volume changes C^S CgS C^A C^AF 
Expansion; mass-concrete 
curing for 28 days, then 
storage under water at •••1.61 •••1,12 <-9.44 -0,22 
70 Deg, F. 
Contractionj tnass-concrete 
curing for 28 days, then 
storage in air at 505S rel, t4.66 •••7.24 -I.36 ••3.65 
hum. and 70 Deg. F, 
ment paste content 2.5 times increased the shrinkage per unit of cement-
paste by only 10 per cent. This leads to the conclusion that the in­
crease observed in the shrinkage of different concretes is not caused so 
much by the difference in water content per unit of cement, as it is 
caused by the amount of cement paste per unit of concrete present. 
Llatsumoto (72) at the University of Illinois, and Hatt and illlls (52) 
at Purdue University, ran tests showing the effect of the richness of the 
mix. Matsumoto's results are shown in Table d-VI. The tests were con­
ducted on 2 in. by 3 in. by 24 in. bars wet cured for 60 days, stored in 
* Ibid., p. 491. 
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air for 58 days, and then oven dried at I50 Deg. F. and 200 Deg. F. for a 
totiil of 29 days. The net contraction is based on the original length 
as cast. The figures for shrinkage after 58 days of air drying are not 
conclusive, although they do indicate a trend* However, the room was 
steani heated and when the heat v/as turned off the humidity rose. The 
resulting expansion makes the shrinkage figures for the air da^ying of no 
quantitative significance. The shrinkages at the end of I4 and 29 days of 
oven drying show very clearly the influence of the richness of ndx or the 
proportion of ceirent paste. The results after oven drying are ordered in 
exactly the same inanner as the richness of the mix, the richer mixes giv­
ing the larger amounts of shrinlcage. 
Table d-VI * 
Change in iioisture Content 
and Corresponding Changes in Length. 
Alix 
Kept in Air of Room 
58 days 
Oven Dried at 
150 De^r. F,-14 days 
Oven Dried 
at 200 Dor- F,-15 days 
Loss of 
Moisture 
per cent 
Contraction 
ndliionths 
Loss of 
Moistui*o 
per cent 
Contraction 
raillionths 
Loss of 
Moisture 
per cent 
Contraction 
iiiillionths 
1:1 0.26 460 3.92 1204 4.54 1570 
1j2 0.71 488 3.51 991 3.97 1237 
1:3 1.57 503 4.04 944 4.18 1077 
1:1:2 0.68 358 2.86 673 3»33 807 
1:2:4 1.25 333 2.80 605 2.82 636 
1:3:6 1.91 362 3.21 576 3.17 622 
Torata Matsunioto. A study of tho effect of raoisttire content upon 
the expansion and contraction of plain and reinforced concrete. 111, 
Univ. Kng, Exp. Sta, Bui. 126:12. 1921. 
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A close agreement between shrinkage and the richness of mix was also 
found by Hatt and Mills ($2). Table d-VII contains some of their results} 
the values for the en cretes are the averages of three aggregatesj lime­
stone, slag and gravel. The slump was maintained at from 2 to 3 inches, 
the water-cement ratio varied from 0.735 to 1.320 by volxune. The specimens 
were moist cured for 14 days, and then air dried for 182 days. 
Table d-VII 
Total Length and tS'eight Changes of Concrete Beams 
Effect of iiix 
Cure: 14 Days; Air dried? 182 Days. 
'Jix Loss in 
(Veight 
Per cent 
Millionths of shrinkage 
Meat 2.60 877 
1:2 2.40 813 
1:2:3 3.14 438 
1:2|:4 3.14 398 
1:2^:5 3.64 375 
1j3J6 3.63 345 
These investigations lead to the conclusion that an increase in the 
amount of cement paste per unit of volmne results in an increased shrinkage. 
IV. K. Hatt and R. E. ulills. Physical and mechanical properties of 
Portland ceiaents and concretes. Purdue Univ. ISng. Exp. Sta. Bui, 345lS» 
23. 1928. 
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The iiltlmate value of the shrliokage to bo realized is that of neat cement* 
No data were found which would contradict this conclusion. However, it 
is necessary to keep in mind the interrelationship of those variable 
factors which affect shrinkage, and to generalize with care. 
4* Tiie fineness of cement as it affects shrinka/ye. 
Experiments attempting to show the effect of the fineness of the ce­
ment upon the shrinkage have resulted in conflicting data, as have so 
jnany other shrinkage experiimsnts. There are not many available results 
from tests based on the fineness of the cement, but what few there are 
lead to the conclusion that fineness has but little effect upon the 
shrinkage of any given cement. 
Graf (44) is one of the very few not supporting the conclusion just 
stated. He points out that American cefaents are relatively finely ground 
and, while they are relatively strong in tension and compression, they 
exhibit a rather high shrinkage. On the other hand, German cements are 
comparatively coarsely ground and, while not as strong as Merican cements, 
they exliibit a much siaaller shrinkage tendency. The average shrinlcage 
found by Graf for American ceiaents renged from 480 to 7B0 ndliionths. 
Some of his results for Qerman cements are suimaarized in Table VIIX. 
These results would clearly indicate that fineness adds to the shrink­
age tendency. Before any conclusions may bo drawn more information would 
be necessary; not only about the conditions of the experiment but also 
about the German cement itself. It would be necessary to know whether the 
cement was straight portland cement, high eai'ly strength Portland cement, 
or high alumina coment. The following demonsti-ates the need of this in-
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Table d-VIII 
Effect of Fineness upon Shrinkage. 
Cotiient //214 Ceinent //203 
Retained on Shrinkage Retained on ahrinltage 
4900 openings raillionths 4900 openings niillionths 
per sq. cm# per sq. cm. 
German ce­
ment as 
received 
15. 400 13.5^ 450 
Reground 
inoderately 
fine 
5.7^ 390 480 
Reground 
very fine 
1.656 810 2»Q^ 720 
formation if one is to interpret Graf's results correctly. 
Carlson (14) conducted tests upon cements which had been air separated 
into different degrees of finexiesa. The aggregate used vias a mixed gravel 
with a rufociniiim size of 3/4 inches. The specimens were Ig in. by Ig in. by 
12 in. bars, and they received a• 28-day preliminary moist curing, Carlson's 
results are shoivn in Table d-IX. 
The data of Table d-IX indicate that although the fineness of ordinary 
Portland cement is not of major importance where shrinkage is concerned, 
some high alximina cements, when finely ground, exhibit greatly increased 
shrinkage. 
At the same time as he reported on the effect of fractionated cements 
on shrinkage, Carlson (I4) also presented data showing the effect of using 
a cetaent v/hich has been groxmd much more finely than is customary. These 
data are shown in Fig. d~9» 
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Table d-IX 
Shrixilcage of Concrete Containing 
Fractionated Cements. 
Type of clinker Range of 
particle 
size 
w/c ratio 
by weight 
1 year 
shi'inkage 
millionths 
Fineness 
sq. ciu. / gram 
Low 0 A 0 to 5 .70 580 4095 
3 
5 bo 10 .73 595 2945 
5 to 48 .58 468 1600 
10 to 17 .57 534 1350 
30 to 48 
•JHt 
.52 543 475 
High C A 
3 
0 to 5 ,88 1380 5430 
6U 30 to IS .52 490 
These concretes bled considerably, and the true water-comeat ratio 
is actually lose than these figures. 
The shrinkage inorsaaes uniformly with the fineness with the excep­
tion of the cement having a fineness of 2840 sq. cm. per grata. It is 
supposed that this cement has been over^^ound, and that the physical 
characteristics have been altered. Since these data represent the saiua 
cement with different degrees of fineness, the effect of fineness is quite 
clearly pictured. The finenesses used here are so much finer than those 
of the standard conunercial cements, that the siirihkage effect is that of 
excessive fineness, and not that of ordinary variatio.i in fineness. 
* R. W. Carlson, Drying shrinkage of concrete as affected by many 
factors. Proc. Am, Soc, Test. Matls. Pt. 2. 1938» 
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Effect of Fineness of Cement 
on Shulnkago of Concrete. 
Because of the extreme degree of fineness represented here these find­
ings are not readily correlated with those of investigators who used 
commercially ground ceaent. 
Davis (25) J in one of the xjrogress reports for the cejjient investiga­
tion of the Bouldei* Dam, concludes, as a result of extensive experimen­
tation, that "in general, contraction at the age of 6 months does not 
differ greatly with the chendcal coiaposition or fineness, except that the 
cement of extreiaely high C^S content exhibits large contraction". Qruen-
wald (46) presents further evidence tl-iat the fineness of the cement is of 
It 
Ibid. p. 434. 
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little influence upon the amount of shrinkage. 
In general, the finer the grinding the greater the shrinkage, but not 
•it 
niarkedly so, Carlson calls attention to the fact that a finely ground 
ceiaent jnay have less shrinkage, when in a given concrete ndx, than a 
coarser cement. This may be ascribed to the possibility of two opposing 
actions occuring in this finely ground ceinent: (1). The liner cemcnt is 
more readily hydrated, and therefore produces a denser, stronger gel which 
is more resistant to shrinl<age within the walls of the capillary tubes; 
and (2). Since the gel is stronger, it my be expected to offer more re­
sistance to restraint froja the aggregates, and to undergo therefore a 
greater shrinkage. The action which takes place in any given coxaent de­
pends upon which of these two influences is the more dominant. 
5* Giirinff techniques and shrinkage. 
The curing of concrete in the field differs some»/hat frojn the problem 
as met in the laboratory. In the laboratory general practice is to moist 
cure the concrete specimen either by immersion in water, by covering with 
damp sand or burlap, or by keeping the specimen in a fog room. In any 
case, an attejopt is made to obtain 100^ humidity during curing. In the 
field various methods are used to promote surface humidity. The concrete 
may be covered with some moisture entraining material like sand, earth or 
burlapj the concrete may be ponded; or the interior moisture may bo held 
within the concrete by some form of proprietary curing compound applied 
to the surface of the concrete. 
The effect of curing, especially the length of time of cxiring, has 
Ibid., p. 434. 
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been studieci in the laboratory where moist curing in one form or another 
is practiced, '/Jhen the tests have been conducted for a sufficiently long 
period of time and shrinlcage has been luiirapeded for a long time, all tests 
show the same result, namely, that shrinkage is not dependent upon the 
curing. Prolonged curing merely decreases the rate of shrinkage, but does 
not prevent the ultinvite full value of shrinkage from being realized. 
The failure of the length of time of curing to influence the amount 
of shrinkage is shown in Fig. d-10. Lyse (68) varied the period of curing, 
and studied the effect of that variation upon shrinlcage. The results are 
shown in Fig. d-11. Here also the effect of curing upon the total amount' 
of shrinkage is found to be negligible for each of tlie four brands of ce­
ment used. 
The insignificance of the effect of the len^h of the period of cur­
ing is shown by the results of Table d-X, In no case is there a signifi­
cant trend, or any trend at all for that matter, between the 2-day curing 
period and the 28-day curing period. There are increases in shrinlcage as 
large as 80 millionths, and decreases as large as 50 Jiiillionths, both neg­
ligible amounts. 
iiihen testing for shrinlcage rates vjhen silica is added to cement, 
Carlson and Troxell found the shrinkage to be independent of the method 
of curing. Other investigators have found the sauie inconsequential in­
fluence of curing upon the amount .of stoinlcage. 
Data on the direct effect of curing methods other than moist curing 
upon the amount of shrinkage are not available. Qonnerman (43) studied 
i.-..-. - i . • l. i i i . 
Roy W. Carlson and G. E. Troxell. The effect of adding a siliceous 
material to portland cenents upon volume clianges, coiupressive strength and 
heat generation. Proc. Am. Gone. Inst. 33:492. 1933» 
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Shrinkage as Affected by Length of Moist Curing, 
the effect of curing techniques upon the strength, wear and surface 
hardness of concrete. As j^art of his investigation he deterniined the per­
centage loss, by weight, of the m^dng -water used for each of the curing 
techniques used as time varied. Accepting the relationship between 
shrinkage and the percentage of evaporable water lost, (as was pointed out 
by Freyssinet and exi)eriment£illy confirmed by others), it is possible to 
formulate an idea of the relative effect of the different curing techni­
ques upon shrinkage. Using twelve different curing techniques, including 
storage in air, jnoist curing by various means, and proprietary paints and 
coatings Gonneriaan finds the loss of viater in all instances to be delayed 
with compared with the loss of water in the case of air storage. In every 
case however, there is ample evidence that the loss of water (and hence 
•iV 
J. L. Savage, et al. Arch dam investigations. Vol, II 
Engineering Foundation, New iork City. 1934, 
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shrinkage) eventually equals or approaches the loss occuring vd.th air 
storage. 
Considerable space has been devoted to the effect of curing methods 
upon shrinkage, even though curing technique has little or no effect upon 
shrinkage. However, in looking over the literature of shrinkage it is 
possible to find claims that prolonged curing will prevent shrinlcage — 
see Hirachtlial (53* P» 1057) and Timms (112). These claims are contrary 
to experimental and practical evidence. Considering the opinion on the 
effect of curing which is held by many, it is felt that tills somewhat ex-
Inge I^rae. Stoinkage of concrete, Proc, i\iu. Soc« Test, Matls, 
Pt, 2. 35»393. 1935. 
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tended discussion is not out of place. 
An interesting consequence of curing is reported by Carlson (13). 
At LteLSsachusetts Institute of Techology, over a period of years, cylinders 
for shrinkage teats which were laoist cured for more than 28 days before 
curing were covered with surface cracks. Iii his tests on cracking ten­
dency, usinfr rings, Carlson found that the rings subjected to lon^ curing 
all cracked after a few days of drying. None of the rings subjected to a 
shorter period of curing (2 to 3 days) cracked. Although the ceirasnt ie 
stronger after the longer period of curing, the plastic flow ability of 
the concrete has been greatly decreased. Because of this increase in the 
effective modulus of elasticity, the unit stresses resxxlting from re­
strained shrinkage are higtior. Savago (98, pp. 463 and 494) discusses the 
relationship between strength and modulus of elasticity in some detail. 
It is not unreasonable then, to expect that aiiy method of curing that 
extends beyond the period necessary for the developjuent of the structuTEil 
strength needed to carry the load, xciay result in an increased cracking 
tendency of the concrete. It is possible that prolonged curing is a mis­
take, and that shrinkage should be encouraged while the concrete is still 
young and plastic. 
6. Summary. 
Some of the factors v/hich influence shrinkage by affecting the amount 
or the quality of the gel have been shown to be closely interrelated and 
not separable. The water-cera.ent ratio, the richness of the mix., and the 
fineness of grinding cannot be separated into individual contributions to 
the amount of shrinlcage. It is not possible to forecast the shrinlcage for 
any given concrete. All that can be done is to point out a tendency for 
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ehriulcage to be larger under certain conditions than under others. The 
results of these investigations may bo sxumned up as follows J 
The ahrinlcage increases with an increase in the water-ceiuent ratio, 
the rate of increase being greater for a rich mix. 
The shrinltage increases with an increase in the richness of the iiiix 
or the percentage of canent paste. 
Fineness of grinding has no predictable effect upon shrinkag-e, ex­
cept when the cement is ground finer than commercial practice. This fine 
grinding does increase shrinkage. 
Chemical compound composition of the cement has little effect except 
for the presence of appreciable quantities of O S, v;hen large ahrinlcage 
jiiay be expected. 
Curing teciinique, both in tho laboratory and in the field, has no 
effect upon the amount of ahrinlcage, although shrinkage may be retarded 
until the concrote is so rigid that cracld.ng is likely to occur, 
E. Time of Jjbcposure to Drying, 
V/hen considering the mechanical occurence of shrinkage, (tho loss of 
water from the gel structure), it is obvious that the length of exposure 
to dj^ying will govern the time rate of shrinlcage of any given specimon. 
This effect has already been pointed out in the results of the investiga­
tions of Shanic (102). /uthough many investigators imy bo cited, only a 
few examples will suffice to make clear the rate of variation of shrinkage 
with respect to time. Figures d-1, d-2, axid d-3 ^>-11 show the increase of 
shrinkage with respect to time. In the thinner specijnens most of the 
shrinkage, from $0 to occurs in the first 60 to 90 days, after which 
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the shrinkage increases slowly, and probably never attains its mathemat­
ically ideal value. The 1.5-inch slab of Fig. d-2 has, however, shrunk to 
its practical limit, and the other curves will approach the curve for the 
1.5-inch slab asymptotically. The 12-inch slab will require many years to 
dry out so as to approach its limit. 
F. The A/?fTregatea and Their Role in Shrinka/^i Porosity, size 
and Surface Cliaracteristics of Apgcegates. 
Quite possibly the important characteristics of an otherwise sound 
aggregate from the standpoint of volume change are those which promote 
plastic flow in concrete. In recent years there has been a shift toward 
the idea that plastic flow of concrete is not so much the result of applied 
loads, as it is the result of the loss of entrained moisture, moisture 
held in the £:el. In brief, it is held that plastic flow is in reality the 
result of shrinkage. This viewpoint is to be found in the writings of 
Maney (69), Carlson (12), Ivlaney and Lagaard (70) and others. 
It is not intended to ai^^e the merits of this concept, but rather to 
observe how, even when only partially true, it explains the effects of 
a^'gregates upon the rate and amount of shrinlcage. That wliich follows is 
offered as an explanation for the various shrinkage phenomena involving 
the af^gregatea. 
It appears that the increased facility of escape of moisture, because 
of the voids in the concrete, is not the only nor possibly the main method 
by which voids increase the shrinlcage. Based upon the results of experi­
ments and the analysis of petrographic specimens, Carlson (12) advances the 
hypothesis that the voids in the concrete influence the shrinkage throu^ 
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a "cushioning" effect. Petrographic analysis showed the aggregate particles 
to be irregularly covered ivith air pockets, and to be in contact with the 
cement paste at the high points of the aggregate surface. 
If shrinkage, and alao plastic flow, is accepted as being caused by 
the movement of water out of the gel, then anything that promotes that 
movement increases shrinkage. The air pockets ^ust mentioned provide a viell 
or storage place into which the water of the gel may readily go with little 
travel. The thin film of cement paste between the aggregate particles is 
in compression, although the bulk of the jjaste in a concrete specimen oub~ 
jected to slirinkage is in tension caused by the restraining influence of 
the aggregate. Plastic flow in this thin film of cement paste between 
the aggregates is promoted, because the moisture in the gel may go either 
into the pores of the aggregate, or into the voids on the surface of the 
* 
aggregate. When the cement paste has become rigid, and cracks have begun 
to appear within the paste because of tension, then the rate of shrinlcage 
decreases. This phenomenon is observed when the curves for the time rate 
of shrinlcage are sT:-udied. 
If the plastic deformation of the paste film separating the closely 
adjacent particles of aggregates is a major factor in concrete shrinkage, 
then it is possible to explain the difference in ahrinlcag© behavior of con­
cretes having aggregates of different types. 
.Shrinkage tests on a concrete made of a siliceous gravel show a high 
shrinlcage, whereas tests on concrete made of a crushed limestone and a 
crushed dolomite gave low shrinkages (Table d-X.). Tests were made using 
aggregate made by crushing large pieces of the siliceous gravel. High 
shrinkages still prevailed as before. From the same table it is noted that 
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the shape of the particle appoara to have little ofiect upon tha shrinkage* 
Rigidity of the aggregate apparently hao little influence upon tho shrink­
age, since some of the higher values of shrinkase are obtained fi'oat con­
cretes /aade of a^^iregatea having a high modulus of oiasticity, whoroao 
some of the lowest shrijikago values are obtained when using aggreeriteo of 
a lov,' modulus of elitsticity. 
If the paste deformtion theory mentioned is accepted, then there 
should bo a cloao agreeaient between the eiu>iiik&£0 of the concrete and the 
porosity of tho aggregate. In thiti case teot» can be run on the aggre­
gates, their absorptive properties dotc^ruiined, and their relative shrink-
ago tandeacies forecast. Using tiie aboorption and alirinlca,^ figures of 
Table d-X, Fig. d-12 is plotted. The shrinkage ie the corrected value, 
adjusted to tho vf/c ratio. It is noted that there is some ground for be­
lieving that absorption and ehi^iiikage are aoaiehow related. 
The variation of shriiikago with the percentage of absorption is also 
shown in Table d-Xl, There exiotu a very oloae a/jreeraent between the 
absorptive properties of tlm aggregate and the ehrinkago of the concrete. 
The relationship between those quantities of Tablo d-XI iuis been plotted 
in Fig. d-13. Tho agreement is no good as to raise tho question of pre­
judice in selecting tho iteais of Table d-ll, 
Carlson (14) determined the chrinkags of ccment pasta diluted tvith a 
crushed dolomitic aggregate of carefully oontroiled eiises. No loajor change 
in tho amount of ehrinkage was found uxitil an ag|-regato retaiaod on a No. 
4 sieve was uaed. With tlvit aizo and lai'gor aieos there vme a mrkod ra-
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Fig, d-12. 
Shrinlcage-Absox-ptioa Relationship. 
duction in tho amount of shrinkage. The explanation of this is thought 
to lie in the tonsil® cracking of the ceraant past© between the aggregate 
particles, permitting the shrinkage of the concrete without a change in 
length. 
In Fig. d-14 the effect of practical size aggregates upon the rate of 
shrinlcage is shown. The larger aggregates show a decidedly smaller shrink­
age value, especially the gravel. The increase in shrinkage with the re­
duction in size of the aggregate is possibly not v4iolly ascribable to the 
reduction in size of the aggregate. There is a noticeable increase in the 
amount of cejient per cubic yard of concrete, and it is quite possible that 
all of the increase in shrinkage shov/n here is not caused by the reduction 
in aggregate size. 
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Table d-XI 
Effect of Type of Aggregate 
Upon Aiaount of Shrinlcage. 
Aggregate Specific 
gravity 
Absorption, 
per cent 
1 year shrinkage, 
jtdJ.llonths 
A-ilixed grav- 2.74 
el (Ijlass.) 
1.0 560 
B-Hand-picked 2.75 
from A 
(slate peb­
bles) 
1.3 680 
D-Hand-picked 2.6? 
from A 
(granitic) 
0.8 470 
E-Hand-picked 2.66 
from A 
(quartz 
pebbles) 
0.3 320 
F-Sandstone 2.47 
(West Vir­
ginia) 
5.0 1160 
G-Solid glass 
spheres 
0 250 
H-Crushed line- 2.74 
stone (Calif.) 
0.2 410 
A relatively small variation in shrinkage of concrete when using a 
lean xoix and five different aggregates was found by Lyae (6Q, p. 39V). 
A rich ndx, however, showed considerable variation in shrinlcage when the 
same aggregates were used* 
* Ibid., p. 429. 
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-Ifit 
The experience of Chapman illustrates the trouble which iid^ht be 
encountered when the shrinlcage ci^uiracteriatics of the aggregate are not 
considered. In this instance the shrinkage of the surfacing on a large 
reinforced concrete slab floor was ao great as to crack the floor, warp 
it and pull it away fram its supports. The particular aggregate used was 
run-of-the-crusher screenings from a conglomerate. The conglojiierate was 
a sedimentary rock of grardtic and syenitio fragments ceiaented together 
•iv 
Xbid. ^ p. /f31. 
0. M, Chapman, Influence of aggregate uoon shrinkage of laortar 
and concrete, i'roc. Am, Soc. Test. Matls. PI'. 2. 2ki 767-780. 1924» 
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vith silica. Used in a li2 mortar thia aggregate developed the phenoraanal 
shrinkage of 2080 rnillionths in 36 weeks. " In concrete, using Cowe's Bay 
gravel as the coarse aggregate and the conglomerate screenings as the fine 
aggregate, the shrinkage was still greater than that obtained when a more 
standard fine aggregate, such as Ottowa sand, was used. The particular 
characteristic of this aggregate which caused it to shrink so excessively 
is not Icnown. The physical characteristics are not recorded. 
The outstanding characteristic of an otlierwiae sound aggregate as it 
affects shrinlcage is porosity. The more porous aggregates produce con­
crete exhibiting large values of shrinlcage. Other features of the aggre­
gate such as grading, aiae of fines, and laodulua of elasticity appear to 
have but little effect upon the amount of shrinkage. 
G. Adjtd^ures and Shrinkage. 
The pooaibility of reducing or contro3-ling sliriakage by means of ad-
Jidxtures has been suggested. All experimental evidence however, points to 
an increase in shrinkage rather than a decrease as a result of their use. 
Admixtures may be one of three general types: a. itiaterial which is in 
itself inert, but combines vdth ceinent to have cementing properties! 
Active substances which are added for their physical or chemical effect) 
c. Inert substances having no cementing properties and added to increase 
the workability of the concrete. 
Experimental evidence on the behavior of all but the first of these 
groups is not plentiful. The first group includes the puzzolanas, both 
natural and artificial, Clark and Brown (21) have tested the shrinkage of 
portland-puzzolan cements for the Bonneville Spillway Dam. Their tests 
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were made on a mortar after 5 Jaoriths drying in air at 505^ relative humidity 
and 70 Deg. F. The results are expressed vdth the shrinkage of a hi^-
lirae Portland ceinant used &o a basis, and are given in Table 16. 
Carlson and Troxell (17) added a siliceous material (volcanic ash 
from, near Fresno, Calif.) to lov/-liiae, normal-lime and high-lime cements. 
The percentage of silica used varied from 20 to per cent. In general, 
the shrinkage of all mortars containing the siliceous adiidjcture vras found 
to be greater than the shrinkage of the plain ceinents. When testing a ce­
ment consisting of 30^ silica and 705^ high-lime cement, intergrotuid, th© 
ll-iiionths shrinkage of the siliceous-cement mortar v/as found to be ^eater 
than that for the plain cement mortar, despite the method of curing. 
Davis, et al,, (31) report that the admixed puzzolans generally in­
crease the shrinkage. Among those puzzolans tested were pumicite and 
Monterey-shale. 
Kellerman and Runner (6l) observed the shrinkage of blends of port-
land cement and natural cement mortars. In 120 days the shrinkage of the 
mixtures was slightly more (5)^ or less) than that of the straight portland 
cements. 
There are many admixtures of an active nature but having no cementing 
properties. Experimental evidence of their effect is lacldLng. Davis (25) 
makes the following statementj 
"Retarders - The effect of the cjjuount and type of retarders (SO^) upon 
expansion of mortar xinder water and upon contraction of mortar in air 
appears to be siuall". 
Such reports as are available on the use of air entraining agents point 
to them as having little effect upon the rate or amount of siirinkage in 
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Table d-XII ^ 
Relative Shrinkage of Portland Cement 
and Portland-Puzzolan Ceiosnts. 
Cement Percentage of net contraction 
of mortar containing high-
lime portJand cement 
iligh^liuie Portland cement 
(59% C^:^, C3A) 
100 
Loiv-lime portland cement 
(37$G 0^3, lli^ C3A) 
135 
Portland-Puzzolan 
(75^ high-lime portland, 
2^% puazolan) 
.'ihale 
Diat. earth 
169 
140 
Puinicite 
Clay 109 
concrete. 
Carlson (14) reports on the use of a dispersing agent (calcium 
lignin sulfonate) and a wetting agent of unknown composition. The dis­
persing agent, when displacing 0.05 and 0,10 per cent of the cenient, by 
weight, tod no effect upon the shrinkage. The wetting agent increased 
the air voids but did not affect the amount of ehrinlcage. It dud, however, 
increase the rate of shrinlcage during the first month or so. 
The last gitjup of admixtures, the inactive group, is not thoroughly 
•ii 
K. li. Clark and H. E. Brown. Portiand-puzzolean cements as used 
in Bonneville Spillway Dam. Proc. Am. Cone. Inst. 335190. 1937. 
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covered in the literature. Gruenwald (46) mde a study of lean rolxes, re-
placin^j sortie of the cement with an inert filler (pulverized lineatone, 
surface area 3450 sq, cm, per gr,, sp. g, = 2.71). He reports the follow­
ing: 
"Addition of inert filler to mixes of 4 bags (ce.nent per yd. con­
crete) or less improved strength but increased drying shrinkage and lowered 
resistance to frost action. Recourse to fillers should be avoided when 
shrinkage and durability are factors". 
The plain concretes showed a shrinkage of 550 to 720 millionths, 
while the concretes containing the filler shrank 65O to D60 nillionths. 
The increases ranged fi^om 18 to 23 per cent. 
Replacing of 1 per cent of the ceitsnt by weight with a 60-mesh mica 
Carlson (14) reduced the shrinkage 22 per cent. Larger percentages of 
mica had little if any effect upon the amount of shrinkage. The effect of 
the ftiica upon the other properties of the concrete is not reported. 
Buchanan (8) repor-ts that small percentages (1 to 12 per cent) of 
diatomaceous earth had no appreciable effect upon the amount of shrinkage 
for Portland ceinent mortars. He varied the mortars, consistencies and fine 
aggregates, as well as the percentage of diatojnaceous earth, 
H. Summary, 
Shrinkage is the result of the loss of water from the gel structure, 
and is a function of the amount and quality of the gel. Factors which in­
fluence the amount of shrinkage affect either the gel itself or the loss 
of water from the gel. 
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Hurnldity of tho atmosphere has been shown to have jin appreciable 
effect upon the amount of shrinkage. The higher the humidity the loY<er the 
shrinl<age. The over-all effect, however, is not extreraely great. 
The outstanding Influence upon ahrinkago ia exerted by the thickness 
of the speciiaen. The thicker slabs shrink much less than do the thinner 
ones. Because most of the shrinkage of the thick slab takes place near 
the surface, the effective shrinkage, as far as differential shrinkage is 
concerned, is less than the average ahrinkage. Hence any estimated value 
of differential slirinlcage involving a thin and a thick slab will probably 
be lov<, fjince the true differential shrinkage viould be the difference be­
tween effective shrinkages and not average shrinkages, '/iheu predicting 
cracking resulting from differential slvrinkage, this estiiiiated value of 
shrinkage v<ill result in a conservative forecast. 
In connection with the influence of the thickness of the specimen it 
has been shown that a relationship exists between the aiaount of shrinkage 
and the percentage of evaporable water lost. Xt is therefore possible to 
predict the tinie rate of shrinkage of concrete slabs of differing thickness. 
Other factors affecting shi-inkage are less important than the two just 
mentioned and are likely to be overejaphasissed. The water-cemofit ratio, 
proportion, of cement paste, and fineness of cement are more or less bound 
together and their effects upon shrinkage are not wholly separable. An in­
crease in the water-cement ratio is generally accompanied by an increase 
in the amount of shriiikagej a siuall increase for lean mixes and a large in­
crease for rich mixes. Tiie shrinkage varies with the proportion of cement 
paste, from 161 to 18 luillionths for each per cent increase in cexiient paste. 
The fineness of the cements, within the cominercial range of fineness, is not 
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a factor in shrinkage. High alumina cenents which are very finely ground 
are apt to show a large shrinkage. 
Chemical compound composition is based upon the potential compounds 
to be formed and does not provide a reliable indication of the cracking 
tendency of a ce;nent. It is generally agreed that a large percentage of 
C^S will result in a large shrinkage, and that the (jresence of C^k in large 
quantities is uxidesirable. 
Guriug technique has no affect upon the aiaount of shrinkage, although 
it can and does delay the ocourrence of the shrinkage. The effect is the 
same for laboratory specimeiis and field cured concrete* Une result of pro­
longed curing has been the occui-rence of shrinkage cracks at an early date, 
probably due to the lack of plasticity in the concrete* 
The influence of tinie of exposure to drying is indicated by the pro­
portion of the total dirinkage which has occur*red at any tiiuo. All speci­
mens tend to reach the same ultimate shrinkage, all factors except tlrdck-
ness being the same. Tho only difference Ilea in the time at which they 
reach ttiis ultimiito shrinkage. Therefore at any given time there would 
exist a differential shrinl<age between two slabs of different thickneaaea. 
Porosity is probably the moat iraportant characteristic of the aggre­
gate affecting shrinkage. The more porous aggregates accompany large 
shrinkages as a rule. Although there is no evidence to support the daim 
that the more rigid aggregates show less shrinkage when used in concrete, 
such a claiia does seem reasonable. The full value of the free shrinltage 
does not develop, instead the paste cracks, and tho over-all shrinlcage is 
reduced. These cracks are fine, invisible hair-line cracks. The grading, 
size and shape of the aggregates have little influence upon shrinkage. 
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There appear to bo no adid-xtures which inay be used to reduce satis­
factorily the araount of shrinkage. The chejnically inert admixtui'oa having 
ceuienting properties appear to increase the slirinkage. The chemically 
active coiapounds of no cementing value apparently have little effect upon 
the shrinkage. The use of wetting agent seems to hasten the occurrence of 
shrinliage but does not alter the ultimate amount of slirinkage. Tne che/ni-
cally inert fillers of no ce-nenting properties apparently increase the 
shrinkage, filthough the use of 0,5 per cent of 60-mesh raica reduced the 
shrinkage by 22 par cent. This is the only substance reported as decreas­
ing shrinkage. 
The subject of shrinkage and. the variables which influence the amount 
and raanJier or occuri'ence of shrinkage and the control of shrinkage are 
still boLng studied. ConBoquentiy, all data thus far presented to the pro­
fession Jiiay be considered the light of progress reports. Mucii conflict-
ittt-j data and many unexplained observations exist. Considerable research 
still reimitie to be perfonaed in this field. 
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Appendix E 
Fig. e-1 
Design Drawing of the Hartland Bridge 
NOTE TO USERS 
Oversize maps and charts are microfilmed in sections in the 
following manner: 
LEFT TO RIGHT, TOP TO BOTTOM, WITH SMALL 
OVERLAPS 
This reproduction is the best copy available. 
UMI' 
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Appendix P 
SmiMRY OF REPLIES TO QUESTIONIIAIRE 
The replies to the questions asked are rather scattered. Numerous 
answers are, to some degree, oontradiotory* Many ansviers indicate a 
conaideral>le lack of knowledge as to the condition of existing 
atructurea and emphasize the fact that little of a corrective nature is 
done until complaints are filed# On the whole, however, the onswors 
are satisfactory to the purpose of the questionnaire and show the 
geographic distribution of the problem of cracking# 
The replies to the questicmuaire are summarized and not listed in 
detail* The ansvrars to oonie of the sub-divisions of -tJi© more general 
questions have been omitted because of their detailed nature. Of the 
state organiEatians answering the questionnaire not every one answers 
each question and no check of the totals can be made. The number of 
relies received to the 49 questionnaires sent out is SI# 
question A-1# 
"Pilled spandrel" typo highway stmotures are being built by 13 
states, 12 reporting thoy are building barrel aroh "t^e structures end 
four reporting they are building rigid frame type structures# Individual 
designs are used by 12 and stsuadard designs by two# 
Question A-2# 
The construotion of the "filled spandrel" type struoturo lias been 
abandoned by five states# Economy of other iypes of structures. 
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seepage and appeeiranoe are the most often mentioned reasons for 
abandonment* 
Question B-1. 
The spandrel walls are poured integrally v/ith the rib in five oases 
and aeparately from, the rib in 13 oases * On© state reports tlie integral 
tjrpe of construction for spans of less than 100 fb» and the separate type 
of construction for spans 100 fb« and over. 
Question B-E. 
Only thro© states do not use vortioal construction joints in the 
spandrel wall wliereas IE states always use tliom. The spacing of the 
joints varies from "judgment" to specified proportions of th3 span. 
Qjiestion B-3, 
The wall and tiio rib aro generally cured in the sane manner. Tvrelve 
replies indicate like curing and only three indicate an unlike curing 
procedure# Pondage was reported by all using tlie dissimilar curing 
niethoda* 
Question B-4. 
The definite occurrence of cracks in the spandrel wall of comparatively 
modem structures is reported in five instances. A sixth reply is some-
•wixat more hesitant about listing oraoks than the five already mentioned. 
Five other replies give indications tl-iat cracking probably exists. 
The cracks which are reported occur in the middle half of the span, 
between the quarter points. Many of the cracks apparently extend through 
the rib as well as through the spandrel wall. 
The oraoks vary in sise from a "very fine hair line" to l/32 inch in 
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width# Seepage is moutionod by four, dlsooloration of tho concrete by 
thro© and impairaiont of esthetic values by three* 
Question B-5. 
There BoeruB to be little knor/ledgo as to the manner of occurrence 
of tlie oraoks. One reply indioates that tho craoko vrero noticed vdthin 
t-vfo montho after the struoturo was completed# Still anotlior return shcfvra 
that the cracks oocui'red upon romoTral of tlie falsework* Tlie rapid 
developiaent of tho cracks, once tho crack has started to form, is 
indicated by one reply in which it is claimed that tho cracks appear 
inst ontario ou s ly • 
Question B-6» 
!t]t0 oatises of the cracks, according to the replies received, rang© 
from settlenaent and temperature to the aging of the structure. SoTreral 
persons lay tho cracking to tho laok of construction Joints or to poor 
•worlariansliip* Only ono reply clearly indicates tliat tlia person making 
that reply has a concept of differential volvune change and its effect. 
Question B-7. 
The most popular loothod of preventing -bhe craolcs is tixe use of 
expansion joints, seven replies advocating their use. Two are in favor 
of bettor waterproofing as the cure for oracking. 
Question D-8. 
All those replying to the question about the success of their 
method of control of cracking indicate that they have met v/ith such 
suooeas. Only ono exprosses some doubt as to the success achieved. 
Ciuostion B'-O. 
No one of -Uiose replying laiows of any experimental vrork or published 
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matorial dealing Ydtli tha problem, of T/all craoking. 
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SPECBIiiN QUESTIONMIHE 
INVESTIGATION OF SPANDRlil WALL CRACKS 
IN BARlffiL-AiiCH AND RIGID-FRAME CONSTRUCTION 
Return to D, M. ISac AJLpine, Civil Engineering Department 
Iowa State College| Ames, Iowa 
No* Date 
Name of organization replying 
Address 
Name of individual answering questions 
Title 
 ^ -Ji- -It -it 4fr •«• it •«• •>(• -'li •» 
Please feel free to enlarge upon any questions asked, to make 
any additional pertinent observations or to cite any experiences you 
may have had with the subject of this invastigation. In fact, such 
additional conuaent would be greatly appreciated. 
•ii -Jt -it -J'r -jt * * -K- •«• 
A - CONSTRUCTION OF "FILLED SPANDREL" STRUCTURES 
1. Has your organization built any "filled spandrel" type 
highway structures in the past 10 years? • 
Type: 
a. barrel arch 
b. rigid frame _________ 
c. other « please specify 
Design? 
a. standard designs ____________ 
b. individual Job designs 
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SPEClriLlN QUESTIONNAIRE 
(continued) 
2» If "filled spandrel" type structures aro not baing built 
were they at ont time built and their further construction abandonded? 
Yes « No , If answer is yes, when? . 
If construction abandoned, why'i' 
B - SPANDREL WALLS 
1, How are the spandrel walls poured? 
a. integrally with the rib 
b, separataly from the rib 
(If the answer to part b, above, is "yes" may we have a drawing 
or sketch showing type and location of supports for spandrel wall and 
form of construction joint used between wall and rib?) 
2, Are vertical construction joints used in spandrel walls? 
a, if ''yes" under 2, when? 
form or type? 
3, Do you use different methods of curing wall and rib? 
a. method of curing fiall 
b, method of curing rib 
4» Have you observed vertical cracks in the spandrel walls of 
your structures? 
a, where in the span? 3^ pt., 1/3 pt., etc, 
b. were they confined to the spandrel wall? 
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SPSCIIffiN QUESTIONNAIRE 
(continued) 
4. (continued) 
c. did they extend through the rib? 
d, size or width of cracks? ______ inches 
e. results of cracking 
permits seepage 
causes discoloration of face of concrete _________ 
irnpairs esthetic value of, the structure for parkway 
or urban thoroughfare use _______ 
other 
5. .'hen and in what manner did cracks develop? 
a, how soon after erection were they first noticed? ____ 
b» once started, do they develop rapidly? 
c» is their development practically instantaneous? _____ 
d. do they develop intermittently ; or 
continuously, with no stopping? __________ 
e» do they first appear during a period of rapidly 
fluctuating temperature or during a period of steady 
temperature? 
f, do they develop at any tiine of the year ; or do 
they develop in a particular season? What 
season of the year? 
6» v;hat, in the opinion of your organization, is the cause of 
these cracks? 
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SPiiCIlteN QUESTIONNAIRE 
(continued) 
7. vVhat stQpo have you talcen to prevent these cracks? 
8. Have you been successful with your preveativo measures? 
9. List of experiments, investigations, reports and published 
articlea bearing on this type of cracking and that may have come to 
your attention. 
10, Any additional inforiaation you may be able to add. 
These questions have been approved b^ Prof, l^rank Kerekes, Department 
of Civil Engineering, Iowa State College, Aiaes, Iowa, 
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Ax)pGndix G 
KOIIDS OK TIIE 'i'BHSILE MODULUS OF ELASTICITY" AMD STRENGTH OF CONCRETE 
Tho value of the modulus of olacticity of ooiioreto, Eq» is fairly 
v;ell dofinod for thoso casec -vAioro the imit stress is rolatively low, 
the load is graditally applied over a relatively short time intejnral and 
tlao dofonmtion is rqcordod immediately after tho load is applied, Tho 
valuoa of Eq v/hich should bo used in the equations of Chapter V are not 
violl OBtabliflhod "because here tho stress is in tho region of the 
ultimate value and the load is built up over a long period of time, 
allovv3.ng plastic flov; to taico place. Since the equations of Chapter V 
are intended to give an indication of the cracking tendency and not a 
measure of tho actual unit stress in the stora a value of may bo 
selected -which reflects those factors v/hioh influence the stress-strain 
relationship tindor sustoinod loading in the region of the ultimate stress. 
This value of Eq, since it is neither exact nor of use in design for 
vrorking stroseoe, may be termed tlxo "Equivalent Moduliis" and is imder-
stood to be the subject of all subsequent discussion# 
Mtmy factors influence the value of Eg, Some of them arej the cement, 
tho physical characteristics of the aggregate, the water-oemont ratio, 
tho proportions of the mix, the age of the concrete, the rate of 
application of tho load, the amount of time -which elapses between the 
application of the load and the reading of tho deformations, the non-
linoai' stress-strain relatioiaohip of concrete, and the qtiostion of 
plastic flow versus shrinlcage or tho problem of plastic flow being, to a 
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large ertont, a measure of the chrinkag©. The exact evaluation of these 
factors Ib not feaoiblo, to do more than to eelect a value of Bq -nhioh 
reflects these factors vrould iii?)ly a degree of acouraoy vMch is not 
inherent in this study. A value of Eq is needed v/hich vdll be conserva­
tive, It should Ije less then the majority of values encountered in 
order that a forooast on the cracking tendency of a structure may be 
rensoup.bly certain. It should be as loi'ge as any value likely to be 
eiTCOuntered 7^h.on rasMng desigja recoJiuaendations for the prevention of 
cracks. 
Niunerous investigations have been conducted on the elastic and 
strengfbh properties of concrete both in tension and iia cciojiression. 
Outstanding among the investigations of the elastic tuid strength 
properties of concrete in compression is the work of V/alker (112), 
Walker determined the comprossion modulus of concreto and found it to 
be E ~ vjhere 0 and m are constants reflecting the strength of the 
concrete and S is the conipressive stress in the concrete, 
Unlike V/alker, A. H ,  Johnson (53) and J, W ,  Johnson (55) determined 
the modulus of elasticity of concrete in tension as vrell as in 
compression. The vrork of J. W. Johnson (55) includes the influence of 
iivany of those factors affecting the value of E, 
The aggregate used affects the value of Eq measurably, tests on 
limestone concretes showing a much lower value of than tests on 
gravel concretes. There is not much available oxperimentul evidence on 
the value of Eq as affected by the typo of aggregate. 
The effect of age on Eo is not so noticeable. At the end of 270 
days the tensile value of Eq about the some as the 28-day value. The 
tests on the tensile modxilus of elasticity are of very short duration. 
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Tho variation of tho modulus vdth age measurod in years might be 
difforont from the variation v;iaon the age of the oonoroto is measured in 
months. 
Tho tension modulus, according to V/, JohnBon (55), may be tEiken 
as the Eooemt modulus for values of strooa up to 75 per oent of tho 
ultinttito streng^sh, Howvor, the secant modulus for values of stress up 
to 90 per oont of the ultimate are of more value to this study. Some 
roprosentative values of the seount modulus takon from plotted data 
given by J, W, Johnson (55, p. 25, 26) are sho^m in Table g-I. 
Table g-I 
Tension Modulus of Elasticity 
Secant modulus at 90 per cent of ultimate strengbh 
Grayol aggregate 
vj/c ratio » 0.50 by vreight. Age " 28 days. 
Specimen no, 246 Eq ® 3«33 x 10® psi, 
249 " 3.18 X 10  ^ psi. 
252 Ec = 3.05 X 10  ^ psi. 
255 Bo - 3.04 .x 10° psi. 
258 Eq s 3,22 x 10® psi. 
Limestone aggregate 
w/c ratio « 0,50 by wei^it. Ago s 28 days. 
Specimen, no. 133 Eo " 2.00 x 10^ psi. 
141 Eq = 2.24 X 10^ psi. 
145 Eq = 2.28 X 10® psi, 
148 Eq  = 2.G2 X 10® psi. 
A set of stress-strain oiu'ves and the seoent modulus at 90 per cent 
of tho ultimate for a gravel conorete in tension are shorn in Fig. g-1. 
Those data v/ere obtained from A. W. Johnson (53, table 8, p, 240.) 
Peabody (78, p» 163) eatimates that at the end of four or five 
yeai's the plastic flov; makes it advisable to use values of n' ® '^e 
Eo 
of 40 or 50 to estimate the total deflection caused by loads, shrinkage 
Mix. 1{2.17:2.17, 
Sot 22, 
Mix, It2.17i2.10 
Set 10. 
Konri K-5 292 
Form E-5 293 
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ond flow. According to Money (G4) and others the plastic flov; at 
-working stressos is the restilt of shrinkage. There appears to be some 
ground for this claim that a oonsidorable portion of tho flo^v taking 
place •tvithin tho working BtresHes, v/hen dealing ^-dth oon^jarativoly new 
or young ooncreto, iG the result of ehrinlcage. This viov/point is 
undoubtedly not entirely correct. At stresses higher than tho accepted 
working values plastic flov/- exists and is a factor. Consequently 
Poabody's reoommendation for n» should, for this study, include tho 
effect of plastic flow but exclude tho effect of shrijakage. At best 
an estimate is all that can be had, 
A value of the tensile modulus for concrete subjected to stresses 
the region of the ultimate may bo talcen as 3,0 x 10^ psi, if plastic 
flow is neglected. Vftien plastio flow is takon into consideration it is 
roooirauondod that tho value to be selected lie between 1,5 and 1,8 x 10^ 
psi. This is a loiv value, deliberately so chosen in order to accentuate 
any evidonco of a cracking tendency, 
Tlie ultimate tensile strength of concrete appears to have a fairly 
dofini'bo value. As a result of 2S sets of tests, 3 spooimons to the 
set. A, N, Jolmson (53, p, 238) found the tensile strength of a Ii2t3 
conci'ete to range from 126 to 369 psi, for ages varying from 53 to 249 
days. His results do not follow any definite pattern. However 14 of 
the 23 values are below 300 psi, and only two are over 350 psi. Other 
data in the same place %vould indicate a probable ultimate tensile 
strength of 300 psi, 
J. Y/, Johnson (55) gives data from v/hich the curves of Fig, g-2 and 
g - 3 ore drawn. Here again the tensile strength appears to be limited 
to about 300 psi. 
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As a result of these findings it v;ould appear that any concroto 
Btressod to 300 psi. in tension vdll probably oraok and that any 
conorote subjected to a streac of 250 pal. vdll be liable to orack. 
is felt that any stress over 250 psi, is dangerous and that cracking 
would be iinminent. 
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Apijendix H 
HUG(3E1>IBERGER STRAI'fl READINGS OW A CEMEHT-SAIfD V/ALL MODEL 
Betv/oon tho datoa Aug, 10 and Sept. 6, 1944 frequent olDservations 
•wero made of the volme change in the stem and "base of a wall model. 
This phase of tho investigation is desoi'lted in Chapter II, 
Eight Huggenberger strain gauges xiBre located ae shoroa in Fig, 38, 
The rooordod observations are presented in Table h-1 for pui^oses of 
record and are not interpreted# 
The ratio of each Huggenberger gauge is as follows: 
no, 657, ratio ® 1220 
" 658, " = 1232 
" 669, " = 1196 
" 1151, " = 1200 
" 1234, " = 1215 
" 1235, " = 1200 
" 1236, " a 1200 
" 1237, " s 1225 
For a portion of the time oovored by those observations on volume 
change a Hygro-thorraograph vto-Q operated in tho room vfith the model s. 
Continuous recordings of relative hvunidity and temperature Yiere made 
from Aug, 15 to Sept. 6, 1944, The values of the relative humidity 
and temperature at the time of the volume change readings are given in 
Table h-Il. 
%ble h-I 
Eocgcenbexger Stzaln BecoTdlagB 
VaU Model 
early stzvBgtli cemeot - aasd aortar* 
Bate 
a/io/'kk 
0 
8/U./*hh 
» 
n 
B/u/'kk 
Q/l2/'hk 
a 
8/l3/*W 
if 
It 
8/lk/*kk 
ft 
8/lk/*kk 
8A5/*^ 
«t 
8/l6/*kk 
m 
8/n/*hk 
n 
8/l8/»lA 
ft 
8/19/*^  
8/19/*^ 
8/^/*hk 
a 
s 
Tiz0 
61OO ;a. 
9sl5 pa. 
8;^ 5 as* 
9s35 SB. 
7:10 pa. 
7425 lO. 
7:^ 5 as. 
5:^5 pa* 
6:30 pa. 
8:00 pBu 
8:55 aau 
2:55 pou 
7:CK) pa. 
8:50 am. 
8:00 pa. 
8:00 pou 
8:00 asu 
6:00 pa. 
8: 00 am. 
7:00 IB. 
9(30 aa. 
9:00 pm. 
8:^ 5 as. 
9s30 pa. 
8:00 ea. 
7:30 pa. 
9:30 aa. 
7:30 past. 
8/2l/»JA 8:30 aa. 
8/2l/;kk 
R/ez/*iA 
7:00 psa. 
7ik5 aa. 
123^  1235 1236 
0.85 0.95 1.01 
0.^  0.96 0.98 
0.^  0.87 0,90 
1.00 0.87 0.^  
0.975 0.82 0.^  
0.975 0.82 0.855 
0.89 0.75 0.75 
0.85 0.68 0.675 
0.^  0.68 0.67 
0.855 0.675 0.67 
0.78 0.61 0,60 
0.755 0.39 0.58 
0.75 0.58 0.57 
0.69 0.^  0.51 
0.66 0.50 o.k& 
0.65 oTJi 0.^ 7 
0.65 0.U7 0.^ 5 
0.60 0.1j5 0,J^ 3 
0.58 o.te o.in 
0.55 0.39 0.375 
0.52 0.35 0.325 
o.its 0.31 0.2^  
0.^ 5 0.28 0.25 
0,k3 0.26 0.235 
o.hs 0.25 0.22 
O.kO 0,2k 0.215 
O.kO 0.235 0.215 
O.i^ O 0.235 0.21 
O.M) 0.27 0.22 
o.iio 0.275 0.225 
2257 
I.Ck 
1.12 
1.11 
0.70 
0.71 
0.38 
0.30 
0.22 
0.17 
0.17 
0.11 
0.10 
0.06 
0.05 
0.00 
0.50 
O.kB 
o,h'i 
qM 
0,kl 
0.38 
0.35 
0.32 
0.30 
0.275 
0.25 
0.25 
0.23 
0.^  
0.18 
0.17 
•aln gauge so. 
659 1151 657 658 
1.00 l.ck 0.96 0.71 
1.01 1.08 0.^  0.72 
1.01 1.00 0.63 0.71 
1.00 1.15 0.62 1.50 
0.95 1.10 0.53 1.2(6 
0.9^  0.92 0.99 1.^ 5 
0.87 0.90 0.92 1.37 
0.8S 0.90 0.^  1.30 
o.a 0.90 0.65 1.29 
0.80 0.95 0.825 1.28 
0.77 0.95 0.78 1.23 
0.75 0.95 0*13 1.20 
0.7^  0.95 0.73 1.195 
0.70 0.93 0.68 l.lH 
0.68 0.91 0.65 1.11 
0.66 0.90 0.62 
1.^  Q.&i 0.90 0.60 
0.62 o.sr 0.57 l.W 
0.60 0.86 0.5^  I.H2 
0.57 0.85 0.50 1.38 
Q.^ 0.85 0.1t8 1.35 
0.^  0.82 0.1»^ 5 1.315 
0.50 0.80 0.k2 1.28 
0.k6 0.79 O.lK) 1.26 
0.l^ 5 0.78 0.39 1.2k 
0.^ 5 0.75 0.37 1.225 
0.^  0.75 0.35 1.225 
1.1^ 5 
0.3J» 1.1J3 0.73 1.22 
li^^3 0.77 0.29 1.20 
l.ll2 0.75 0.29 1.20 
N 
<0 
-J 
Baaot. 
Beset. 
Seset. 
Beeet. 

8A9/*W 5:00 as. 0.i^ 3 0.20 0.5i» 
6/l9/*kh 
S/SO/'iOt 
ft 
9 
7:30 
9«30 
7:30 
It 
FS. 
aa. 
psu 
O.liS 
O.lK) 
0.J«) 
0.25 
0.21  ^
0.235 
0.22 
0.215 
0.215 
8/2l/»lA 8:30 as. 0.1«} 0.235 0.21 
S
-
"
 
00
00 
CO 
7:00 
75^5 
7:15 
6th^ 
8:20 
fO. 
eoi. 
IH. 
SB. 
IK. 
0.i»0 
0.^  
0.2»2 
0.1>3 
0.%1 
0
0
0
0
0
 
0.22 
0.225 
0.25 
0.25 
0.23 
Q/2k/*kk 
n 
flI 
7J^5 
7!^5 
O 
SB. 
SO. 
0.38 
0.365 
0.25 
0.^  
0.20 
0.17 
8/^/*hk 
n 
8s30 
7«00 
aa. 
lo. 
0.35 
0.3!  ^
0.20 
0.20 
0.15 
0.15 
8/26/*kh 
ff 
8/27/'kk 
n 
9530 
5:^5 
10:30 
aa. 
aa. 
0.33 
0.385 
0.32 
0.18 
O.lS 
0.175 
0.135 
0.13 
0.125 
8/^8/m 8:30 aa. 0.32 0.175 0.130 
CO 
00
 09
 
a
*^
 
#
 
s
s
 
6:00 
8:30 
11:(K) 
9:00 
9:00 
pa. 
am. 
jra. 
aa. 
pa. 
0.32 
0.3  ^
0.37 
0.39 
o,ko 
0.18 
0.20 
0.25 
0.265 
0.275 
0.13 
0.15 
0.19 
0.22 
0.23 
8/3l/*hk 
If 
9/l/^hk 
« 
9/2/»iA 
9:00 
7:00 
9:00 
6:00 
7t30 
aa. 
p&. 
aa. 
ps. 
aa. 
0.39 
0.37 
0.32 
0.31 
0.325 
0.26 
0.22 
0,17 
0.17 
0.185 
0.22 
0.18 
0.125 
0.12 
0.15 
9/2/»IA 
9/3/'JA 
9/5/»1A 
IT 
7:00 
1:15 
ktOO 
10:00 
9«15 
lau 
pa. 
aa. 
JSI. 
0.3  ^
0.36 
0.36 
0.33 
0.33 
0.21 
0.225 
0.23 
0.20 
0.20 
0.16 
0.18 
O.lS 
0.15 
0.15 
9/6/*kk 
tf 
10:30 
5:00 
aa. 
pa. 
0.31 
0.29 
0.17 
O.li^  
0.12 
0.10 
U.iifP U.TO u. fy W0tu 
0.25 0,h5 0.78 0.39 1.24 
0.25 o.i>5 0.75 0.37 1.225 
0.23 o.i»U 0.75 0.35 1.225 
1.^ 5 — 
0.3^ * 0.22 0<.73 1.22 
0.18 li^3 0.77 0.29 1.20 
0.17 l.l»2 0.75 0.29 1.20 
0.17 l.j|2 0.75 0.29 1.20 
0.15 l.bs 0.7^  0.29 1.20 
0.155 i.Uo 0.72 0.26 1.18 
0.12 1.37 0.71 0.22 1.15 
0.10 1.35 0.70 0.20 1.135 
mrntm  ^ • ••I. 1.50 
0.08 1.35 0.69 0.18 1.48 
0.075 1.33 0.68 0.15 1.47 
G.06 1.32 0.67 0.14 1.46 
0.05 1.^  0.67 o.u 1.45 
0.03 1.30 0.65 0.U 1.44 
1.50 
l.ltS 1.29 0.63 0.10 1.44 
l.iiS 1.285 0.62 0.10 1.435 
l.li8 1.29 0.62 0.10 1.44 
i,ka 1.29 0.6S 0.11 1.46 
l.i»9 1.30 0.61 0.11 1.47 
1.^ 9 1.30 0.61 o.u 1.48 
l.i>7 1.29 0.60 0.10 1.475 
l.»^ 5 1.27 0.60 0.10 1.45 
l.i»3 1.25 0.59 0.10 1.40 
I.U3 1.2l^  0.59 0.10 1.4o 
1.1^  1.25 0.^  0.10 1.4o 
l.i^ 3 1.25 0.57 0.10 1.41 
1.^ 3 1.25 0.56 0.10 1.42 
1.JH 1.24 0.55 0.10 1.42 
1.1»0 1.22 0.5* 0.09 1.40 
1.39 1.22 0.5^  0.09 1.40 
1.57 1.20 0.53 0.09 1.37 
1.36 1.18 0.52 0.08 1.35 
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Tatle h-II 
Rolatiro Humidity eortd Temporatur© 
during 
Strain Rocorrtincs for Vfall Modal 
Date Time Relative humidity 
per oent 
Tcaflperature 
Deg» P. 
8/I8/44 
8/19/44 
8/20/44 
a/21/44 
8/22/44 
8/23/44 
8/24/44 
8/25/44 
8/26/44 
8/27/44 
8/28/44 
8/29/44 
8/50/44 
8/31/44 
9/ 1/44 
9/ 2/44 
9/ 3/44 
9/ 4/44 
9/ 5/44 
9/ 6/44 
9:30 
8t00 a«in« 
7*30 p«in« 
9»30 a.m. 
7»30 
8}30 a«m« 
7*00 p«m» 
7*45 a«m» 
7*15 p,Tn, 
8:45 a«m« 
8*20 p»in« 
7*45 a*nL» 
7 *46 p«ni« 
8*30 aaia* 
7*00 p.m. 
9*30 a»m« 
5*45 p«m* 
10:20 a«m* 
8s30 a«m» 
6*00 p*ma 
8*30 a«m« 
11I00 p*m« 
9*00 a«m* 
9*00 p«m« 
9*00 aciR* 
7*00 p«m« 
9*00 a«ia» 
6100 p,m» 
7*30 a.m. 
7*00 p.m. 
1*15 p.in* 
4*00 p.m* 
10*00 a«ni« 
8tlB p«m« 
10*30 a«m« 
5*00 p«m« 
44 
45 
47 
50 
53 
56 
58 
60 
65 
64 
60 
56 
54 
54 
53 
54 
54 
55 
56 
58 
62 
67 
69 
64 
60 
51 
51 
68 
59 
64 
64 
62 
59 
60 
65 
55 
79 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
78 
77 
76 
76 
75 
75 
74 
78 
72 
72 
71 
70 
70 
72 
73 
73 
74 
74 
74 
74 
74 
74 
75 
75 
75 
75 
76 
74 
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Appendix I 
DEFLECTION DATA FOE KARTLAND BRIDGaL MODELS 
A detailed description of the models of the Hartland Bridge is given 
in Chapter 11. The deflections of Model II are measured by means of an 
Ames dial reading to thousandths of an inch. The dial is mounted on a 
tripod and set over push rods which pass through the datum plane and 
rest upon small copper washers which are cemented to the surface of the 
model. The push rod locations are shown in Fig. i-1. 
The majority of the observed deflections are very small, so small as 
to be unduly influenced by experimental accuracy. Observations are 
recorded for "no load", "load", and "no load" conditions, the readings 
having been taken in that order. The deflections are averaged from these 
observed values. 
The readings recorded in Tables I, II and HX are those of points in 
the vicinity of the point of application of the load. In each case the 
load is applied at the center of the arch. All values of observed deflect­
ions which are within the region controlled by experimental accuracy 
have been ojuitted. 
Form 13-5 300 
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Table i~I 
Deflection of H&rtland Bridge ifodels 
Model HI 
60 lb. Load at 9-f 
Dial reading Dial reading 
looo * 
1 . 
.000 
Point No Load Ho Deflection Point No Load No DefJ).oction 
load load 1 
1000 
load load 
7-a 8 8 9 -0.5 9-g 5 3 4 -1.5 
b 9 8 8 -0.5 h. 66 65 66 -1.0 
d 77 76 76 -0.5 k 98 97 98 -1.0 
e 22 22 22 0.0 1 25 25 25 . 0.0 
£ 13 11 12 -1.5 m 38 38 38 0.0 
B 64 63 63 -0.5 10-a 91 92 91 1.0 
h 9!) 94 94 -0.5 b 41 41 40 0.5 
1 96 95 96 -1.0 d 00 00 00 0.0 
nv 42 40 40 -1.0 e a 6^ 8 -1.5 
8-a 3 4 4 0.5 £ 54 53 54 -1.0 
b 76 78 77 0.5 e 30 28 29 -1.5 
d 30 29 30 -1.0 h 87 86 87 -1.0 
e 25 23 25 -2.0 1 42 41 41 -0.5 
f 31 30 31 -1.0 m 52 52 52+ 0.0 
S 39 38 38* -1.0 11-a 32 32 32^  0.0 
h 99 99 00 -0.5 b 17 16 17 -1.0 
1 3 2 3 -1.0 d 79 79 79 0.0 
xa 68 67 68 -1.0 e 82 81 82 -1.0 
9-a 92 90 91 -1.5 £ 66 66 66 0.0 
b 88 86 88 -2.0 8 3 3 3 0.0 
c 50 49 51 -1.5 h 26 25 26 -1.0 
d 7 5 6 —1.5 1 9 8 9 -1.0 
e 41 38 40 -2.5 m 35 34 35+ -1.0 
f 60 lb. load. 
-.1, t 
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Table i-ll 
Deflection of Hartland Bridge Models 
Model III 
170 lb. Load at 9-f 
Dial reading Dial reading 
1 . 1 . 
1000 1000 
Point No Load No Deflection Point No Load Mo Deflection 
load load 
-i-in 
1000 
load load 
io5o 
7-a 9 7^ 8 -1,0 10—a 91 89 •• 91 -1.5 
b 8 7 8 -1,0 b 41 40 i^O^ -1,0 
c 45 44 45 -1,0 c 3 2 ^ 4 -1.5 
d 75+ 74 76 -1»5 d 99 97 99 -2.0 
e 22 20 22 -2.0 e 9 6 8 -2,5 
f 12 94. 12 -2,5 f 54 50 + 54 -3.5 
g 63 61 63 -2,0 S 29 27 29 -2.0 
h V5 93 954. -2,0 h 88 84+ 88 -3.5 
k 73 71 72 + -1.5 k 54 52 52 + -1,0 
1 95 93^ 95 -1,5 1 43 42^ -1,0 
in 40 40 41 -0,5 m 52 51 51 -0,5 
8-a 3 1 + 4 -2,0 11-a 31+ 31 31 0,0 
b 76^ 75 76^ -1,5 b 17 16 16 —0,5 
c 12 11 11 -0,5 c 68+ 68 + 69 0,0 
d 30 28 31 -2,5 d 79 76+ 78 -2,0 
e 24-' 22 25- -3.0 Q 81 79^ 81 -1,0 
f 31 28 30 -2,5 f 66 64 66^ -2,0 
g 38 36^ 39 -2.5 s 3 1 3 -2.0 
h 00 96 + 99 -3.0 h 26 24+ 25+ -1.0 
k 72 70 72 —2,0 k 81 79 + 79+ -0.5 
1 4 3 5 -1,5 1 9*- 9 12 -1.5 
m 92 92 92 0,0 m 35 + 35 35 0,0 
9*"a 91 89"^ 9-a 89 90 -1,0 
b 87 86 
1 
b 85 87 -2,0 
c 50 48 c 47^  50 -2.5 
d 7 3^ d 5 6+- -1.5 
e 40 37 e C) 38 39 -1,0 
f 170 lb. load. 1 f 170 lb. load. S 4 9 
1 CJ 
g •K 2+ 4^ -2,0 
h 65 41 h 63 65 -2,0 
k 98 90 k s:| 96+ 97+ -1,0 
1 25 86 1 24 27 -3.0 
m 39 39 
Q 
m 41 41 0.0 
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Table i-ni 
Deflection of Hartland Bridge Models 
Model III 
305 lb. Load at 9-f 
Point 
Dial reading 
1 , 
1000 
Deflection 
1000 
Point 
Dial reading 
1 , 
1000 
Deflection 
A • in. 1000 
No 
load 
Load No 
load 
No 
load 
Load No 
load 
7-a 12 11 12 -1.0 9-g 68 63 67 -4.5 
b 8> 6^- 8^ -2.0 h 98 93 98 -5.0 
c 87^ 85^ 87-^  —2.0 k 31^ 28 + 32 -3.5 
d 76 73 76 -3.0 1 34 + 30 + 34 + -4.0 
e 67+ 64 67 -3.0 m 41 + 41 42+ -1.0 
f 9 6 10 -3.5 10-a 92 91 92 -1,0 
g 72^ 69 73 -3.5 b 91 89 + 91 -1.5 
• h 82 79+- 81+ -2,0 0 23 21 + 23 + -1.5 
k 69 68 70 -1.5 d 99 + 96 + 99+ -3.0 
1 34+ 32 33 + -2.0 e 98 95 98 + -3.0 
m 37^ 36+ 38 -1.0 f 54^ 50 + 55 -4.0 
8-a 3 2 3+ -1.0 g 30 26 + 30 -3.5 
b 8 6 + 8 + 
-1.5 h 61+ 59 + 62 + -2.5 
c 62 + 60 + 63 -2.0 k 57 57 58 -0.5 
d 30 26 29^ -3.5 1 3 + 1 3 -2.0 
e 83+- 81 83>- -2.5 m 49 + 48 49 + -1.5 
f 24^ 20 24 ^ -4.0 11—a 39+ 38 + 39 + -1.0 
g 60 56 60 + -4.0 b 10 9 10 -1.0 
h 53^ 55 + 58 + -3.0 c 57 56 + 57 + -0.5 
k 394. 3ii 40 -1.5 d 85 81 + 84 -3.0 
1 46+ 45 + 47^ -1.5 e 76 73 76 -3.0 
m 63 61^ 63^ -1.5 • f 73 70 + 73 -2.5 
9-a 00 9S 99 -1.5 . g 67+ 65 68 + -3.0 
b 18 16 17 -1.5 h 64 62+ 65 —2.0 
c 96^ 93 + 96+ -3.0 k 66+ 65 66+ -1.0 
d 17^ 15 18 -2.5 1 43 U+ 44 -2.0 
9 93+ 89 93 -4.0 m 35 + 34 35 -1.0 
f 305 lb. load. 
1 1 
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Appondix J 
FLEXUilE TOIDER N0N-Ll>n3AR STRESS-STRA-IK GOinJITIOKS 
The noa-linoar character of the ratio ^ (unit stresa divided by-
unit strain) has long beon rosogjiized, Littlo has been accomplished 
tovmrd a general acoepteoaoe of design forraulas "based upon a more correct 
interpretation of the stress-strain diagrani for several roasone, the more 
inqportant of vfhich arei, 
1, Accepted usage has transferred the design forBiulaa for steel 
and other materials for •wJ'iich stress is appax'ontly linearly propoirbional 
to strain to those materials v;horQ the streSB-strain curves are olnriously 
not straight lines. Accepted usage becomes habit and long established 
habit tolces on the roontle of established procedure -with basic principles 
soundly groimdod in fact. 
It is interesting to note that even steel and other materials thouglit 
of as exactly follovdng Hooke's law appear to do so only booauso of the 
limitations in the aocuraoy of the experin-ental measuremeiats taken in 
obtaining the stress-strain curve. Using more refined methods of 
measurement, the curve does not appear as a straight line but is curved, 
though only slightly, 
2, At the lower stresses the ratio ^ is reasonably constant and 
can be so assumed within the range of ordinary working stresses for 
oonorete vdthout resulting in significant error, 
3* Ihe lack of reasonably convenient design formulas which recogjaie© 
the non-linear proportionality of stress and strain vdth vAiich the 
present day accepted formulas may bo replaced. 
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4-. Kie ouooosB of structures as doaignod by tho aocoptod design 
foriiTulas, althowgl:! Bvioh siaooeas doe8 not aocotttit for any oxoogb or 
over-do sign aiid oonsequont vmste, 
Thic aooount is not intended to present the case for or against the 
accepted dooign formulaa. Bnt, since oonorGte etreoses near the ultimate 
or© well "beyond even the approximate range of applicability of the 
generally used foiTnulao, it has bocomQ nooeBsary to consider tho stresses 
and their relation to the aooontponying strain. The material is assumed 
to bo elastic and homogenoouo in this dovelopinont. Any plastic effects 
inust be compensated for in some other manner. 
Prof, Straub (107) as a resxilt of his studies has advocated the 
expression^ 
^ = kS^ . (Eq* j-1) 
vdiere 
£ a unit strain 
S - unit stress 
Ic ® a parameter in the exponential equation defining 
elastic deformation. 
m ® an exponent of stress determined from experiment and 
defining the rato of elastic deformation ivith change of stress* 
1 
Tliis formula has been developed in this general form by others, 
notably Bach and Schviler (see discussion of paper by Straub, 10?)• 
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Cross-section Unit strain Unit stress 
profile profile 
Fig# J-1 
Has Non-Linear Stress-Strain Condition, 
It is assumed here that a plane seotion "bofore "bencling remains 
plone after bending, Tliis assumption is commonly made v;hon deriving 
tho flexure formula, V/hitney* states, "It has boon proved that the 
strain in the compression side of a heam inci'eases practically in direct 
proportion to the distance frora tho neutral axis," The strain referred 
to here is the elastic etrain and not the strain resulting from plastic 
flow and shrinkage. This development is liinited to olaotic materials 
and excludes the influence of plastic flov; and shrinkage. 
From the strain profile of Pig, j-l, the similar triangles show 
^ _ J! 
£ " C, • 
Substituting tho basic expression for the relationship of stress and 
strain of Eq, j-1,  ^
k _ y 
k S"" " c. 
*Charlec S, T/Hhitney, Plastic theory of reinforced concrete design. 
Trans, Am, Soc, Civil Eng. 107j p, 255, 1942, 
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. '*» 
or S. (Eq. 3-?.) 
The Gxbemal "bending moment muGt oqual the internal resisting 
moiaont. Hence, r ^ . 
j S ^ i i d A  
or, BU'bstitxiting the value of Sy of Eq. j-2, 
M = /s(c)"y 
Thia redncos to 
LtSP 
M - B./ ^  (^ 9- 3-2' C 
If m 1, Eq, J-3 redlnoeG directly to the recognized form, M = c • 
However, vjhen m is other than -unity the integral of Eq, j-3 Tmst be 
evaluated for each oross-seotional shape. There is no general oxpression 
similar to the moment of inertia, when m 1, 
/
/>T *-f 
y dA is horeaffcer denoted by 'R', 
R - yf y dA, 
and u 
5 K rlS-^ 
M - or S s , (Eq, j~4) 
R has taJcon on a meaning similar to that ascribed to moment of inertia. 
Because of the non-linear stress-strain relationship, the neutral 
axis is no longer at the oentroid of the cross-section. The location 
of the neutral axis -will now be deterioiiiod. 
Since ^ Fx ® 0, v/here x is normal to the cross-section, 
 ^5^  A  ^ a 
or, because 
^ 3 ( e )  o / A  
This reduces to 
^ f J. 5 J  ^4, 7 y dA 3 0, 
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s r ~ 
rgoeiubo tho term —^ oemnot "be zero, the quantity ^ y"' dA mist 
be zero. The neritrel axis vd.ll be located by solving this integral vAien 
it equals zero. 
Just as in tho case of the quantity R, this term maet be ovaliiated 
for cach shap©. Vsdien ©valuated, the ixeutrnl axis is located a».d tlio 
diotanosQ c-|l and og determinGd, It io neoessai'y that this be done before 
Golving for R, 
Looation of noutral axis for a tee section, 
W 6, 
y dA = 0 
A ^3 
^ . f m f ^ 
y b, dy b^dy - / y b^dy = 0 .  
Let b, " qb^ . Than 
4-
q / y"b,dy +/ y'b^dy _ 
Jo o 
Ixttegratingj > 
h.-i-
y bjdy = O 
' " 
I ' '' <>Li' r _ u , ' ? "•/ ' 
w tj 7 "fj m  f - l  
^ O 
hi t / 
/ M * ! !  ' j r j z '  , ,  ,  
- }  - J  ' • } "  
liSt = r, vjhere r is not an integer, 
nE^h. v / - i 7  V °  
Use the expansionx 
»» ^ 
- /ca) ^ ^ ^ J. / / 
Then 
I.'-
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tmd 
r-  ^
/  /  * •  ^ . . .  
(h^ - z) - h, - z(r-l)h^ ^ ^ [I 
Kquation 5 then bocomesj 
r I -.'Cr-Dlr-ijhi 
^ ^  (Eq. j-6) 
Eq. j-6 is to be solved for 2« 
The following numerioEil oxtuaplo illustratos tho solution of Kq. j-6. 
The diiiionoiona of the sootion used in this oxainplo have been 
seloctod raoro ox* Iobb arbitrarily to insure the ease of solution* Many 
practical sections have their dimonsions oomplicatod by irrogularitioB 
in tho section, vrhioh necesaitate simplification of tho form of tho 
oroes-sootion. 
ProfoBBor Straub (107) has given numoroiis roferonoes to experi­
mental dotonainations of the value of m. Tlie quotod valxios range from 
1.03 to 1,207. A high value of in is seloctod in ordor to bring out, to 
tho greatest poaaible extent, the difforonoe bot^veon tho linear and non­
linear stroBB-strain relationships. 
The value of m is taken equal to 1»30. 
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r a r a  + 1  -
n 
2.3 
O' 
= 1.77 
q s bi 1 
b 9 vs 
_
i
 •1 
'\S 
^ ^ d ' <oO 
Prom Eq. j-6; 
^Cp/'a.77jrn/-^^_ n )''('a.7?y-a.zjjOij"'''\ / J 7 ? ; / - ^ 3 ; ^ / ^ J' 
2 3 /.? 7 
6^.i£ 1^ a.aaa^iJ^-4/^ ^ -^/•3 
t 3 
z  2  • )  a .  o  s  7  o a 3  ~  o  
3  2  / . 7 ?  
Sclvlnf; for zt 
B a 2.87", placing tlio neutrol oxiB 2.87 inches bolow the base of 
tho atom. The oentroid of tho section is 0.47 inches below tho base of 
tho otom. 
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2m Evaluation of R for tho too sootion. 
y dA. 
H s y b, dy + 
or 
1 iiut' 
n a ^ y " ^ / Zm+i ' \ 
ti 
y ^2 dy 
'-(hi-p 
Ir 
Wi Z 
2tr,i-/ y 
, . bi 
L®"'^  TTT" " " -^ 2- ' 
-2 tvvii / 
- a , - p  
Than 
R yy. [ (h ,  + ») KKI 
2j2li'I p ztnti "7 
1 (ha - z) J . (Eq. 3-7) 
As a numorioal oxcunplo, tho valuo of R is found for tho tee sootion 
used to illustrate the location of tho neutral axis. 
m «" 1*3 
s - 2.87" 
b - 6  
— 
-*? 1 
^2 ' 
(6)(1.3) 
® t:€ -f 1 = 3.165, ® 
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Substituting; numoriool values in Kq« j-7» 
p Z.77 2.77*1 r 
R > 2.165 [(36+ 2,87) - (2.87) J ^ 21.65[(2.87) + (12 - 2.87) 
R a 2.165 [25^ 400 « 19]+ 21.65 [ 19 45?] 
4-
R It 64,800 in . 
The moment of inertia about the oentroidal axis is 127,700 in . 
stresses as computed by the tvro niothocls of analysis, compared. 
Using tlie linear relationship between iinit stress and tinit deforma­
tion, the \tnit stress, Sj, for a givon bending moment M, is 
g 2 t ^ • 0»00028687t! 
" 1.11 (040002B76M)* 
The unit strosB* for a given bonding inanont, vjhen calculated 
according to a non-linear relationship between unit stress and unit 
strain, is 
X -fa 
q -ISC'" a M" 38.87 « 16.70 M o M a 0.0002575M 
 ^— 64,8£)0 • 64,606 ms 
The unit stress calculated using the linear theory is 11^ greater 
than the unit stress determined by the non-linear theory in the case of 
the T«"Seotion ohoson. Because of the general oharaotoristios of the 
proportions of the T-*sootion ohosen for analysis and the comparatively 
extreme value of m soleotod, it is believed that in gonoral the ratio of 
the streaoes as oaloulatod by the two methods should not often exceed 
M 
Sj - S5i5U^ * 1.11. 
